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This thesis examines the impact of cornputer-mediatecl networkiag on disaster
communications. The international counter-disaster community is considering computermediated networking (Le.. the Internet) as a powerful tool for improving disaster
communications. Centrai to this trend is a belief that expandeci communications
capabilities can improve disaster management practice around the world. Current
applications in cornputer-mediated networking are discussed, and a network perspective
on disaster communications is developed.
Computer-mediated networking dso challenges traditional approaches to disaster
communications strategies. More specifically, new oppominities for self-organizing
approaches have become possible with the Internet. This thesis develops a network
perspective by introducing compIex systems theory to examine and augment an
alternative communications model. This model is more congruent with self-organization
on distributed networks than the traditionai approach, and may be applicable in the future
development of global disaster communications networks. The GIobaI Emergency
Management information Network Initiative (GEMINI) is examined as a prototype
network.
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We must establish a new balance
between the spheres of knowledge.

The specialized approach has to be integrated with a universal
outlook. Invention and discoveries must be integrated with their
social implications.
Siegfried Giedion, Mechanizution Takes Cornmand ( 1948)

Yet now the great highway of the ether will be thrown open to the
whole world, and al1 men will become neighbon - whether they
like it or not.
Arthur C. Clarke, Profies of the Future (1963)
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Communications technologies, skïlls, and media are essential to
link scientists, disasteter mitigation o#icials,and the public; educate
the public about disaster preparedness; truck approaching
hozards; alert authorities; wam the people most likely to be
affected;msess &mage; coliect information, supplies, and other
resources; courdinate rescue and relief activities; account for
missing people; and motivate public, political, a d institutional
responses. (Cate, 1994)
New communications and information technologies and services ((Ti's) have k e n taken

up by many in the counter-disaster community as powerfd new tools for improving
disaster communications. Central to this trend is a belief that new C I T S can improve

disaster management by aiding in the development of multidisciplinary disaster information
networks. The Intemet, in particular, appears to be opening new pathways of exchange
among information providen and. as such, is drawing together disaster researchea and

practitionen from around the world into a global forum for disaster management. The
tremendous growth of the Intemet withui the last five years, especidly with the
development of user-friendly interfaces (such as the web-browser), has created a global

information matrix for disaster communications. Many in the counter-disastercommunity
believe that compter-mediated networking presents an opportunity to improve local
capacities for disaster management through increased access to knowledge and expertise

from around the worid.

The introduction of new ClTS into the counter-disaster commUNty challenges
traditional approaches to disaster communications strategies. In particular, the efficacy of
the &taxy-style c

o

d Md control mode1 is being questioned with respect to

alternative approaches such as the emcrgent resources coordination (ERC)model.

Whereas the command and control mode1 emphasizes a bureaucratie-style of resmcted
communication flows, the ERC &el

favours decentralized coordination of

communications and the hamesskg of latent knowledge and expertise into emergent
networks for disaster management The ERC model is the result of numerous fmdings in
disaster studies which indicate that a self-organizing snategy arnong preexisting resources

may be more congruent with the social dynamics of disasten than the attempt to impose
artificial structures within the command and control model. New CITS appear to be

changing the way information can be moved between people and organizations. creating
the new opportunities for self-organizing strategies within the counter-disaster community.

The flexibility of communications on the Internet, for exampie, pemits one to bypass

vaditional authority structures in favour of ad hoc linkages based on situational needs-a
'just-in-time' delivery of information, as it were. Traditional approaches to disaster
communications, emphasizing linear chains of command and control, are chdenged by
this new environment of multiplex infornation flows and decenrrakd decision-making.

Ln this study, 1argue that the emergent resource coordination (ERC)model
(Thomas, 1992) offers a means of conceptualizing disaster communications from a
network perspective, inasmuch as it suits the multiplex and dynamic aspects of a counter-

disaster community linked by new QïS. This argument is developed through an
explanation and cnticai analysis of the ERC moQl (Chapter 2 ) and the introduction of a

communications perspective as a means to M e r specify it h m an operational point of
view (Chapters 4,s).

In addition to the ERC model, I am concemed with a particular level of analysis in
this study; namely, what Thomas (1992) has referred to as the 'comunications lifeline

infrastructure' (CLI). The CL1 is a network of networks, or intemet (srnail 'i'),
comprised of numerous social and technical elements working together in disaster
management operations. Elemeats within the CL1 include technicd infh.structures (e.g..
telecornmunications),govemment agencies, research organizations, and humanitarian
agencies. AU of these elements work together during the four phases of disaster
management and comprise a network of cornmunications to undertake mitigation,
preparedness. response. and recovery operations. CLIs can exist on numerous levels fmm
the local to the global, and in this study 1examine the CL1 primarily within the global

context.
Network strategies for a global CL1present numerous challenges, among which is
the problem of integrating a wide range of information resources bounded by different
levels of jwisdiction and specialization. The global counter-disaster community is a

relatively hgmented collection of dif'ferentcommunication systerns, each having different
conceptions of disasters and various strategies for disaster management. The ERC model

suggests that the linkage of this global network could irnprove local disaster management

tbrough the extension of global experience to local contexts. In this study I am interested

in the challenges raiseci by the ERC model, particulariy with respect to issues of
fragmentation and coordination wiihin the counter-disastercommunity.

Examining the ERC mode1 as a basis for the development of a global CL1 may
offer policymakers and planners a better sense of the real possibilities and limitations of
improvîng disaster management through a global exchange of information. Given the

potential of the Intemet to create global linkages within the counter-disaster community. 1
have undertaken this study to address the following research question:

In the confext of new CMS,how con a conrmunicationsperspective
more cleutly specÿS, the emergent nsource coordilulfion (ERC)model
us o design concept congruent wàth the neeh of a global
communkafions lifeline infastruciure?
In order to answer this question, 1 begin in Chapter 2 by contextuaiking the ERC
model and exarnining the sociological roots out of which it was born. In so doing 1
discuss the currentlemerging set of principles and approaches to disaster studies and

management, and how they can be related to communications. 1identify a network
'paradigm' within the counter-disaster community and trace it h m research fmdings

through to operational strategies for disaster management.

in Chapter 3 , I attempt to draw out the relationship between a network 'paradigm'
in disaster studies and the growing interoperability of CLTS through technological

convergence. 1begin the chapter by setting out a fknework for analysis which
contextuahes the communications Weline hfrastmcture as a network of networks,
pointing out that new CITS are capable of integrating a wide range of networks into a
common intemet 1then offer a brief ovewiew of traditionai technologies in disaster
cornmunications. observing that hgmentation between systems has been an histoncal
reaIity that is quickiy disappearing with technological convergence. The growing
interoperability among new CITS is a result of a number of developments, and I argue that
shared protocols and sophisticated user interfaces are key to the growing potential of the

Intemet for disaster communications. Finaily, 1discuss current and hiture applications of
computer-mediated networking for disaster communications, arguhg that a technological

bais for the ERC mode1 is quickly developing through applications available on the
InternetNorld Wide Web.

In Chapter 4.1 inuoduce systems theory as a means of developing a
communications perspective for the ERC model. The 'principle of requisite divenity' is
adopted from cybemetics in order to speciQ a communications-based def~tionof
'disaster,' and to support an assumption with the ERC rnodel that disaster management
can be improved through extended systems of representation. I also use the principle to
draw out a coordination problematic inherent to the ERC model, pointing out a number of
basic challenges to the development of a global CLI.

1introduce cornplex systems theory in Chapter 5 as a way to M e r specify the

ERC mode1 h m a communications perspective. In this chapter, 1borrow concepts fiom
Chaos theory. autopoiesis, and secondsrder cybemetics in order to re-conceptualize the
ERC model as a paralle1 and distributed network of fiinctiondy-differentiatedrwources.

Complex systems theory is helpfid in M e r cIarQing the coordination problematic
introduced in Chapter 4, and in contributing a set of considerations for a global CLI.

In Chapter 6. I draw together theory with practice. In particular, I demonstrate
how the ERC model is relevant to current attempts at developing a global CL1 prototype.

In order to do so, 1detail the G7-sponsored Global Emergency Management Information
Network Initiative (GEMIN), comparing it with key elements in the ERC model.

GEMINI is a multinational project that is attempting to operationalize a global CL1
through the use of new CITS. Currently at the prototype stage, GEMIM is an umbrella

project intended to (1) facilitate the creatiodexpansion of national emergency

management networks, and (2) link these into a global network of networks for worldwide
emergency and disaster management. Coming to understand how GEMINI corresponds
with the ERC model may help the counter-disaster community better understand the

challenges of creating an effective global CLI. Extendhg the ERC model through a
communications perspective provides a conceptual fiamework for specifying the global
CL1 as a dynamic network of diverse resources.
Fiially, 1propose that the ERC model be m e r developed in conjunction with
current activities and expenences in disaster communications, such as those associated

with the U.N.'s International Decade for Naturd Disaster Reduction. In so doing, it may
be possible to provide the counter-disaster community with a central design concept and

s h e d perspective for guiding Iocal deveIopment and encouraging participation on a
global network.

2. THE:ER M DEL
Thefe
that emergencies have implicationsfor many different
segments of sociol lge, each with their own pre-existurg patterns of
u~horàtyand each with the necessity for simultaneous action and
autonomous decision-making, indicates t h t it is impossible to create O
centralized authuriiy system and t k t it is probably not necessary.
(Dynes, 1983)

2.1 Introducrian
The objective of this chapter is to introcluce, describe. and critique the emergent
resource coordination (ERC) model in the context of disaster communications. 1
begin with an overview of Thomas's (1992) dissertation on emergency

communications in Canada. Thomas's work provides this snidy with a theoretical,
technological, and analytic grounding. Furthemore, it offen a helpful introduction to

the ERC model-an alternative approacb to traditional strategies for disaster
management. Prior to detailing the ERC model. however, 1discuss various
developments and trends in research and practice which have contributed to the basic

assumptions behind it. This involves an overview of North Arnerican approaches to
disaster studies and management. In closing this chapter, 1rctum to the ERC model,

illustrating its 'network' features and pointing out its conceptual limitations. More
specificdly, I argue that a theoretical re-orientation fiom a communications

perspective may provide a more detailed specification of 'coordination' within the

ERC model. This re-orientation may be helpN in applying the ERC model to a global
context-

2.1.1 Establishing a point of departure
1 WU
use Thomas's (1992) research into emergency communications in Canada to

introduce a point of depamire and set the context for this chapter. Thomas's Ph.D.
dissertation represents the fîrst 'compendium of information ...on Canadian
institutional structures and initiatives with respect to national emergency preparedness,

'

including communications preparedness capabilities' (p. 2). Thomas's work has

therefore been instrumentai in establishing the investigative framework for my
research.

Thomas structures her study dong two interrelated branches of inquiry. One
branch addresses the technological components of emergency communications in
Canada. The second branch looks at the policy dimensions emerging from the

'evolving relationships between public safety responders and with the private sector-

more specifically. the telecommunications industry' (p. 5). Thomas confines her
analysis to the cornmunicarions lifeline infiastructure (CLI) in canada2 In contrast to
- -

-

-

Other notable Canadian contibutions to disaster communications include Joseph Scanlon's ongoing
work in mass media and disasters, and Peter Anderson's work in cornputer-mediated networking and
disaster management. (Anderson's work is introduced in chapters three and four of this study).
Other related Canadian research undertakings include Kuban's (1995) smdy of crisis management in
Canada, Spurgeon's (no date) discussion of communication matters in emergency planning. and
Lindsay's (1993) MA thesis which examines the interface between urban planning and disaster
management.
2
Thomas actuaily coins the phrase 'lifeline communications infrastructure*(p. 8). 1 have chosen to
rephrase it as commwicationr lifcline infustnccrure because it makes more sense to spcak of a
'communications Iifeline' as opposed to a 'Iifeline communications.'

other possible Ievels of malysis (e-g., interpersonal,organizational) Thomas focuses
on the network of social and technical elements and subnetworks that comprise the
Canadian CLI- At this level of analysis, concem over information flow supersede

specific matters of content. Key areas of concern thus include 'communications
facilities and established patterns of relationships among govemment personnel and
industry expert~'(~.2).~
1 have chosen to adopt the CU as the unit of analysis for this
study. Whereas Thomas confined her research to the Canadian context, 1will extend

my analysis to consider the communications Ueline Mastrucnue in a global context.
A communication l i f e k infrastructure (CLI)involves a complex network

of public, private, and university resources of information, knowledge, and expertise.
These players include al1 levels of govemment, such as Emergency Preparedness
Canada and Industry Canada at the federal Ievel. PrÎvate sector involvement includes,
but is not limited to, the telecommunications industry (e.g., Stentor), the broadcast
industry, and suppiiers of various other communication technologies and services (e-g.,
Spar ~erospace)."Universities and research organizations aiso provide criticai
information to public safety officids ihrough the communication of activities and
findings. This study wiii demonstrate the crucial role that a communications-theoretic
approach can play in more adequately conceptuaIizing emergency communications as a
Thomas's field of inquhy should dso be expanded to include 'academic researchers'.
Spar Aerospace is cumntiy dwebping a Global Emergency Resource Management Center (ERMC)
in conjunction witb the support functions subprojects under GEMINI. The ERMC is intended as 'a
portable, multi-purpose, fault-tolerant mobile communications and information exchange' platfom
'to integrate space, remote sensing, and temsuial data into a searnless database and global network
to provide an independent command center at disaster sites' (GEMIM. June 1995).

complex web of interactions, particulariy at the Ievel of a global CLI. Thomas's
dissertation offers a strategic point of departure for this objective by bringing together
technology with social practice in a way that points toward-but dues not exactly
enunciate-an alternative model and theory.
Central to Thomas's thesis is a challenge to the 'command and control' model
found in emergency planning. Her study extends h m this mot, beginning with the
argument that 'traditional' approaches to emergency management are rnisconceived.

Thomas then suggests that 'alternative' sirategies for peacetime disaster management
are more congruent with actual needs and practices (p. 5). Despite the centrality of

this critique to her argument, however, Thomas offers only a cursory analysis of its
theoretical base. This may undermine attempts at developing a shared conceptual
framework among researchers and practitioners who are seeking to effectively
operationalize these alternative strategies. This study wüi adopt and extend Thomas's
position inasmuch as it resonates with rnuch of the current literanire in the field, and
because it opens an important path for further theoretical inquiry and policy
development in disaster communications.

In addition to adopting her unit of analysis (the CU) and her critical theoretical
perspective, 1have also incorporated Thomas's overview of emergency
communications technology into my research. W e her study examines a wide range
of communication and information technologies and systems (CITS), it ody address

developments up to the late 1980s-as charactetized by Teiidon, videotex, and teletex
systems in Canada (p. 235-236). In this study 1will pick up where Thomas leaves off,
by introducing some of the technologies and applications ihat are driving current
developments on the IntemetNorld Wide Web. A oumber of prominent figures in the
counter-disaster community believe that these developments wïii revolutionize disaster
communications on a global s d e (Anderson, 1995; Botterell, 1996; Cornfort, 1994).

In view of the fact that technology continues to have a significant influence on the
practice of disaster management, this study seeks to extend Thomas's technological
discussion into the reaim of computer-mediated networking. In panicular, I will

emphasize the InternetWWW as important technologies for disaster communications

on a global scale.
2.1.2 Introducing the ERC mode1

Thomas's central thesis is that 'the implicit guiding model in North Amerka for
emergency preparedness activities9-the 'command and control' model-is at odcis with
actual needs and practices in peacetùne disasters (p. 2). The command and control

model is based upon 'military-style' commaad structures consisting of highly regulated
communications flows. Further, this mode1 assumes 'a clear mandate to control' and a
single, unified cornand force responding to a disaster situation (p. 24). The reality

appears to be, however, that peacetime disasters are marked by highiy decentralized
responses involving a diverse range of personnel and orgaoizations, ofien without any

clear mandates to conuol (p. 25). According to Thomas, the acniai circumiitances of

peacetime disasters undennine many key premises of command and coatrol?

The alternative approach to command and control put forth by Thomas is the

emergent FQsourcecoordination (ERC)model,6 based on 'situation-specific'
adaptations to the changing conditions of a disaster situation (p. 28). According to

Thomas,the ERC model better suis the %ose, unpredictable, and ad hoc'
relationships that arîse in disasters through a network approach to communications (p.
32). Central to the ERC model is the assumption that people and organizations will

remah viable and adaptabIe resources during disasters, and that flexible
communications play a key role in the process of disaster management This
assumption goes contrary to that of the command and control model, wherein social
chaos is considered the emergent nom and imposed resmctions on communications
an appropriate solution.

This shift in behavioural assumptions from social chaos to viability and
adaptability is a result of research fmdings covering a balfcentury of sociological
studies in coilective and organizational behaviour in disasters (Quaranteili, 1994).

Sociology has been very influentid in disaster studies, particularly with respect to the

'1 should add that the 'command-andcontrol' approach is an iden1 rypl even for military plannen.
Nonetheless, it does offer an important basic model for understanding prevailing approaches to
emergency management in Nonh Arnenca, as Thomas (p. 26) notes.
Thomas acnially refers to the model as the 'emergent respome coordination.' Although QuaranteIli
(1988) is cited by Thomas as her source for the model, he uses the term 'emergent resource
coordination'. It is not clear whether this was an intentional change in wording from Quarantelli's.
QuaranteIli's label is an variation on Dynes (1983) tem. the 'emergent humun resourcp' modet.

ERC model. In k t , two general trends in disaster studies can be cited as contributing
to the development of the ERC model: k t , the growing realization among
researchers that people and social structures present a latent web of resources during
disasters; and, second, the increasing understanding among practitioners and
researchers alike that disaster management involves a complex network of social,
technical, and ecological systems. Together, these trends comprise a fundamentai set

of assumptions that underlie the ERC model.

2.2 Disaster Studies: Behavioural foundations of the ERC model
The ERC mode1 is attributable to articles pubIished by disaster researchers Russell
Dynes (1983) and EMCOQuafantefi (1988). Trained as sociologists, both Dynes and
Quarantefi have been hvolved in disaster research since the early 1960s, having
worked with various American research organizations studying the impact of disasters

on society.' Sociobgists have had formative roles in disaster studies (Nigg, 1994;
Dynes, Tiemey, and Fritz, 1994). and fmdings from numerous studies into individual.

group, and organizational behaviour in disasters have been decisive in the development
of the ERC model; in particular, Dynes (1983: 653) and Quaranteili (1988: 56) cite

f~ndingswhich indicaie that social chaos is not a characteristic typicaüy found in
disaster situations and that, for the most part, people and social structures 'have
extraordinary resilience' during disasters. In the ERC model this is a fundamental

'

Most notable among these is the Disaster Research Center. currently located at the University of
Delaware.

assumption, and means that preexisting sociai structures remain 'logical and viable'
bases for action and do not need to be held together by -cial

control structures

(Dynes, 1983: 659). By way of contrast, the command and control mode1 is based on
the assumption that artif~cialcontrol stnictures (particularly with regard to
communication flows) are needed during disasters. The rise and f a of this mistaken
assumption can be traced in the sociological roots of disaster studies h m the 1950s.

2.2.1 The sociological mots of d i t e r studies
Dynes notes an historicai link between sociology and disaster studies in North America
(1985: 14). Research into the social dimensions of disasters began with Samuel

Prince's empirical study of the Halifax Harbour explosion (published in 1920).
Prince's work and the theoretical work of Pitrim Sorokin (Manand Society in
Calamity, 1942) are considered to be the pioneer studies which placed disaster

phenomena within the purview of sociological investigation. It was not until the early
1950s, however, that sociologists in the United States tnily began to get directly

involved in studying disaster phenomena. This is generally attributed to civil defense
concerns stemming from World War II and the emerging Cold War, which led to
militay sponsored research into the possible sociai effects of nuclear attack and civii

unrest (Quarantelli, 1994: 26).
initiaiiy, the field of disaster studies produced highiy fragmented and
descriptive studies examining the impact of disasters on individuals and cornmunities

(?ei7y,

1985: 15). This was partly a result of funding contingencies, insofat as US

federal agencies that spoasored disaster research often had 'specifc policy questions in
mind and responsibfity for a limiteci range of issues set by the agency, aot by the
discipline' @ynes, 1985: 23). Under these conditions, research was typicaily oriented

toward specific disaster agents (e-g., hmicanes, tornadoes, earthquakes) and focused
primariIy upon the behaviour of ùidividuals during the pst-impact phase. Funding

agencies also tended to hold a technological rather than sociological view of disasten,
leading to a concem for 'quick hxes' as opposed to 'a sustained effort to understand.'

(p. 24). Attempts to conduct more abstract and potentially integrative studies into

disaster phenomena tended to be compromised by the immediate needs of those
agencies sponsoring the research teams. Even today, researchers note the dificulty in
obtaining funding and support for research questions that reside outside 'applied

concems' (Quarantelli, 1994: 37).
What began as a scattered range of description-onented studies of disasters,
however, has become growing knowledge network of researchers seeking to

understand disasters as compiex social phenomena (Dynes and Drabek, 1994: 6). This

has been attributed to the formation of University-based research organizations and the
integration of disaster management into comprehensive agencies such as the Federal

Emergeocy Management Agency (FEMA) in the United States (Lindeil and Perry,

1992: 17-191.~
These developments have resulted in an increashg recognition of the

need to link of disasters with integrated 'networks' of social, technical, and ecological
events (Bates and Pelanda, 1994; Lindsay, 1993: 17).

In spite of growing interdisciplinary idluences, researchers studying disasters
continue to be informai by specific sociologicai approaches. (Dynes and Drabek,
1994: 8). In particular, the Disaster Research Center at the University of Delaware,

although 'heavily involved in multidiscipliaary work,' is located in the Department of

Sociology. Several other major disaster research organizations in the United States
are also headed by sociologists despite king administered in other areas. This is of
particular importance not only for the role that sociologists play in both research and

administration, but also for the traditionai theoretical orientation which sociologists
have contributed to disaster studies-that of collective behaviour theory and symbolic

interactionism (Nigg, 1994; Quarantelli, 1993; 1994).
2.2.2 Early disaster research and The Spectre of LeBon'

Wenger (1985)coins the phrase 'the spectre of LeBon' to mark the influence of
collective behaviour theory on early disaster studies. In the iate 19th century. Gustave

LeBon was studying noting crowds as instances of 'non-traditional'coiitxtive
behaviour and concluded that they were 'essentiaily highlighted by social chaos and

FEMA's counterpart in Canada is Ernergency Reparedness Canada (EPC). EPC worh at the
international. federal, and provincial levels to provide planning, training, research, public
information, and communication resources for civil emergencies in Canada. (Emergency
Preparedness Canada, 1996).

individual, aberrant behaviour' (Wenger, 1985: 215). This view had a 'profound

effect*on the field of collective behaviour in the US through a iineage that included
Herbert Blumer's work at the University of Chicago and, consequently, a 'lingering
influence' on the pioneer disaster studies of the 1950s (p. 215-216).
The 'spectre of LeBon' refers to a once-held perspective in collective
behaviour theory which underplayed seE-directed human agency during social
disruptions (p. 218). Social interaction during extraordinary crises was considered to
be an chaotic mix of irrationai, and emotionaiiy-charged behaviour; in effect, mass

hysteria was regarded as usurping rational action. Ironicaily enough, however,
findings from the disaster research of the 1950s began to challenge the very
assumptions that informed classic collective behaviour theory. Wenger observes that
early disaster researchers found behavioural evidence in direct contradiction to what

had been anticipated. With growing evidence that social behaviour in disasters did not
fit into the classic social chaos rnodel, researchers in dîsaster studies began to give

greater credence to the notion that individual agency and self-direction are maintained
in disaster situations. FoUowing this assumption, social behaviour in disasters became

increasingly perceived of as a relatively coordinated process of social interactions
based on communications (Wenger, p. 22 1).
Beginning in the 1960s. a movement 'toward social organizationai and
structural aaalyses of collective behaviour' resulted in a growing emphasis on macro-

structural and systemic approaches to disaster research. Researchen formulated
'emergent norm theory* as a reoriented approach to the study of collective behaviour,

and 'inational and pathological orientations were replaced by an attempt to focus
upon emerging, collective decision-mahg processes and group actions' (Wenger,
1985: 222). Emergent norm theory emphasized the süucturing properties of human

cornrnunication, and individuals were increasingly recognized as active participants in
the process of (re)mating the social environment during crisis situations. During this

time, a new focus on the relationships within and between individuals, social groups,
and organizations began to draw greater attention to the complex web of social and

cornrnunity interactions and structures supported by communications.
With this new emphasis on the coordination of response efforts through social
networks. researchers sought to find communication and structural influences that
threaded post-impact behaviour to pre-impact social settings. Rather than assuming
social disintegration as a behavioural starcing point, researchers within the 'Chicago
School' now asked questions about the phenomena of 'emergent* behaviour during
disaster situations. Nigg (1989, 1994: 36) notes that 'a major theoretical issue for
these researchers [was] the identification of mechanisrns or processes that facilitate the

emergence of both comrnon defintions of [a] situation and n o m to guide behaviour
when large numbers of people, often dispersed across gwgraphic and social space, are
affecte8 by disasters. Within this framework, disaster researchers began to focus on
syrnbolic exchange as a connective process of social interaction and considered

response, and not a passive miction, to crisis situations. Together, these findings
point to the development of what I wiii c d a network paradigm within disaster

snidies. This 'paradigm' represents a set of shared assumptions arnong disaster
researchers which has I
d hem to regard disaster as cornplex networks of social,
technical, and ecological events and processes. (Appendix 2.1 of this study elaborates
on my conception of the term 'network').

2.2.3 Integrated strategies in disoster management
The 'all-hazards' and comprehensive emergency management (CEM) approaches are
operational counterparts to the network paradigm in disaster studies. In other words,
these developments in emergency management practice can be attributed in part to

disaster research which has placed increasing emphasis on the compiex relations
between social activities and 'disasters.' Because the 'ail-hazards' approach and CEM
are correlates of a network paradigm in disaster studies, they provide an important

operational backdrop to the ERC model.
2.2.4 'A11-hazards'

The 'ail-hazards' approach to disaster management has been linked to the shift in
disaster studies from descriptive to more integrative research (Peny,1985: 15)' which
has led to the 'systernatic means of classification' of disasters based on four categories:

scope of impact (magnitude), speed of onset, duration of impact, and social
preparedness (p.20-21). Lindeil and Perry regard the agent-specific approach,

common to early disaster studies, as a 'phenotypic classification system' based on the
superficial or visible properties of each event (1992, p.20). This approach tends to
produce fragmentai planning and management strategies. Dynes (1983: 655)
criticizes the agent-specific approach as a 'problem' for emergency planning because it

fails to recogaize that disasters happen within an interconnected web of socid and
ecological processes.

The 'all-hazards' approach can be considered a genotypic classification scheme
based on the elements that various disaster agents have in common. An ail-hazards
approach allows emergency managers to create links between disaster agents based on
cornmon impact factors. As such, attention is drawn to the shared social effects of
disasters, making research data and mitigation strategies relevant across a wider range
of settings. For instance, by classiQing different disaster agents according to their
related impact characteristics (e.g., fast onset, long duration) emergency management
strategies of different organizations may be integrated, enabhg an expanded body of
knowledge and expenence to emerge (Linde11 and Peny. p. 22).
2.2.5 Comprehensive Emergency Management (CEM)
CEM is a 'basic conceptuai approach' that 'can be seen as an extremely siWcant

departure h m historical views of emergency management' (Lindeil and Perry, 1992:
19). Two characteristics distinguish CEM: an 'aii-hazards' approach and an emphasis

on all four phases of disaster management within a recursive dynamic (Peny, 1985: 2).

In effect, as Drabek and Hoetmer (1991: xx) put it,
CEM is a way of fitting together the many elements of emergency management
into an inclusive framework that encompasses all hazards and aii levels of
government as well as the private sector. It ïnciudes four phases: mitigation,
preparedness, response, recovery.

The origins of CEM are rooted in the network paradigm of disaster studies, but also at
a more administrative level. While disaster studies in the 1960s were a patchwork of
agent-specific lines of research, similar h e s of division were also apparent within U.S.
public policy which had designated different organizations for different threats. This
eventuaiiy resulted in a fragmented body of knowledge and practices for emergency
management (Lindell and Perry, 1992: 17). U.S.piicymakers eventudy recognized a
fragmentation problem withùi the field of disaster management and, as a result, the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) adopted CEM in 1978 as svategy

for realizing 'the coordination of the full set of actors and activities that corne into play
when disaster strikes' (Drabek and Hoetmer, 1991: 18, 135). I shoüld add that the
'aü-hazards' approach and a similar comprehensive management strategy have since
been recognized and adopted by Emergency Preparedoess Canada (Canada, 1993: 3).

CEM involves a network approach to disaster management that is evident in
some of the general communications measures it addresses. For instance, mitigation
involves the linkùig of Liazard information systems with hazard andysis, and then the

M e r communication of risk to researchers and public safety officiais. Tu fully
develop capabilities for effective response, a preparedness network requires a
communication network linking emergency broadcasting systems (EBS)with
emergency operations centres (EOC), and front-line personnel. Further
communication considerations for preparedness may involve emergency information
databases (such as hazardous materiais handihg procedures), mutual aid agreements
among various agencies and organizations, and a range of waniing systems (including

linguistic and non-linguistic)? The response phase of disasters is a communications
web of EBS and d e r warning system activation, communication between public
officiais and responders, and site status and remote sensing information. Recovery,

too, involves a network of communications to restore life support and social structure
through counsehg and social services, for public information dissemination, and for

research activities to improve future mitigation (adopted from Drabek and Hoetmer,
1991: 136-137).
2.2.6 Summary

'All-hazards' and CEM have been introduced as operational counterparts ro the
network paradigm in disaster studies. Together, these trends-one conceptual, the
other operational-place al1 phases and types of disasters within a holistic and
integrated framework for research and management. Integration among a diverse

1 consider non-linguistic warning systems to include such things as flags, flares, signal smoke.
lights, sirens, etc.

range of operational agencies including government, private industry, and university
researchers inaoduces a cornplex network of communications at aii stages of planning,
response, and recovery.

2.3 ERC: A Neîwork Mode1
2.3.1 Emergence, resources, and coordination
The emergent resource coordination model represents both a theoretical and an
operational approach to disaster management. It is a result of historical developments
in disaster studies and management, and represents a strategy founded upon a network
paradigm. The ERC model is based on the assurnption that people and organizations

will remain viable and adaptable resources during disaster situations (Dynes,1983:
658). Within a network paradigm, these resources can be considered 'nodes'

constituting a multiplex web of knowledge and expertise. Key to the ERC model is
the harnessing of highly decentralized, dynamic communication processes that enable a

'self-organizing' coordination of these resources into emergenr structures for
addressing disaster management issues as they pertain to the four phases of mitigation.

preparedness, response, and recovery.
Perhaps the most effective means of examining the ERC model is to separate it
into its constituent parts: (1) emergence, (2) resources, and (3) coordination.

Emergence, as Thomas (1992: 28) observes, indicates a forward-Iooking time
dimension, inferring 'evolution or ongoing change ...it suggests something that is not

yet clearly defmed.' Drabek (1987: 261) notes that 'emergence' is also used to

describe the appearance of new properties in dynamic systems. This might include
new opportunities or possibilities that did not exist pnor to a system's formation. The
term 'virtual' also has b a n used to describe social undertakings which undergo

continual and uncertain structural flux over time while retaining a set of stable
organizational goals (Mowshowia, 1994). For instance, a community search and
rescue operation may involve a range of different organizations and divisions of labour
over the course of a disaster response. Perhaps a band of volunteers, formed durhg
the early moments of a disaster, is gradually replaced with a higbly structured military

unit over the course of a few days. The search and rescue operation may be described
as 'virtual' insofar as it exhibits a amsitory smcture while maintainhg a consistent set

of organizational objectives.
A 'virtual' structure can be said to emerge over time because its form is not

predetermined but improvisational; in other words, it is IargeIy contingent upon
situational demands and available resources. Its structural specifics may change over
time (e.g., from volunteers to professionals) but the organizational principles which
direct development generaiiy remiiln stable (e.g., 'search and rescue'). Emergence
describes the p ~ c i p l dynamic
e
of the ERC model. During the four phases of the
disaster process, a disaster information network based upon an ERC model should be
capable of (re)structuring around shared objectives within particular and emergent

contexts. At the CL1 level of analysis 1refer to the emergent structure of the ERC

Emergence is an important consideraaon in disaster management because, as Cornfon
(1988: 5) observes,

Three conditions that characterize emergency environments serve to limit the
effectiveness of standard means of policy formulation and impiementation.
These conditions are uncertainty, interaction, and complexity. Inherent in the
problem of disaster management policy is the uncertainty of events to which
public service agencies must respond. The ordinary instruments of planning
are regrettably inadequate when the magnitude, scope, and timing of the
response required by the emergency are unknown. ...Intrinsic to emergency
management, uncertainty needs to be incorporated into the policy process as a
fundamental component.

Comfort (1988: 11) introduces a set of design strategies for developing a 'coordinated
learning process' (CLP) intended to address the uncertainty principle in disaster
management. Three 'rational' processes of assessment, feedback, adjustrnent, are
deemed key to developing leamhg capacity among organizations in emergency
management systems (Cornfoa, 1988: 11). Emergence is equated with 'learning' in
the CLP,and is largely about 'goal clarification fostered by design' (p. 12). through a

cybemetic process of feedback that Comfort likens to 'a gyroscope seeking its balance
under sbifting conditions*(p. 12). Some conditions may even lead to the modification
of basic premises and goals, resulting in 'double-loop* learning (p. 14), where 'leaming
about leaming' takes place.

The ERC model and the coordinated leaming process (CLP) are related by
their mutual emphasis on reconciling change with continuity. For Cornfort, this
suggests that a disaster management network should be approached as a 'dynamic
process' of cooperative interaction 'rather than as an authoritative set of mies that
ensures a certain outcorne' (p. 9). In this regard Comfort (1994: 34) refers to the

disaster management network as a tomplex, adaptive system,' coatinually shaped by
its capacity to 'lem' h m experience. Similarly, the ERC model can be described as

a dynamic network of communications.

Reswrces, from a network perspective, can be seen as 'nodes' within a
multiplex web of relations. These nodes consist of people, organizations, technology,

or even information databases withui the counter-disaster community. As resources,
nodes represent sites of knowledge and expertise throughout the four phases of the

disaster process. Sociological research in disasters has demonstrated that this
community resource base tends to remain viable and adaptable during times of crisis

(Dynes, 1983: 658). To create and maintain such a network, however, means facing
the challenge of harnessing the vas? range of perspectives and agendas which exist

within a diverse community. In this regard, Dynes argues that a major problem in
disaster management has much to do with segmented planning, whereby jurisdictional
factors (formai or otherwise) impede organizationai crosstalk. According to Dynes,
segmented planning undermines a cornmunity's potential as 'an existing set of
problem-solving and resource holding organizations.' Disasters produce tremendous

interdependence among a community's various parts as they interact in response. and
management ought to be based on 'making the most effective use of that
interdependence' (p. 657). The integration of resources through sbared planning
strategies is therefore central to the ERC model.

For Cornfort (1988: 15)' resources are important for the second strategy of
'continuity' in the cwrdinated learning process (CLP). Continuity under disaster
conditions involves the problem of tapping into 'known resources and persorne1 under

unknown conditions' while maintaining a degree of flexibility. A complex, adaptive
system requires some kind of organîzationai framework which can 'provide continuity
in operating procedures while ailowing flexibility to adapt to sudden demands for

change. '

One implication fiom this perspective is that pre-impacted communities could
be surveyed and perhaps 'mapped' in some way to provide a hinctional base for the

disaster management network. That is, each 'node* in any given community network

may be identified as a potential resource in a disaster. This is precisely what Dynes
(1983: 657) advocates with the ERC model; namely that pre-existing social patterns.

units of organization, and authority structures should be used as the base for

emergency action. Accordingly. planning and management efforts should aiso be
directed toward harnessing the autonomous initiative of resources through a network
strategy:

The fact that emergencies have implications for many different segments of
social iife, each with their own patterns of authonty and each with the necessity
for simultaneous action and autonomous decision-making, indicates it is
impossible to create a centraüzed authority system and that it is probably not
necessary. (Dynes, 1983: 659; also see Quarantefi, 1988: 36)
As a communications concept, coordination refers to the creation and maintenance of
effective linkages between nodes, or resources on a network. Dynes (1983: 658)
argues that 'coordination' within the command and control model is based on
mistaken assumptions about communication needs during disasters, noting that the
model is
preoccupied with the development of a centraiized communication and
information system which can evaluate information and create officia1 and thus
correct messages which are to be communicated only through correct and
official channels. Decision-making for the coiiective good is designed to be
centraiized and then such decisions comrnunicated to induce the cornpliance of
the affected populations.
This approach has been shown to be problematic in disaster situations because
'normal-tirne power and authority relationships quickly becorne irrelevant as c h e I s
of information exchange becorne overloaded and communication is blocked entirely or
delayed sigdicantly*(Thomas, 1992: 29). A lack of unitary command structure
results in new and emergent information flows and communication ne&, inhibithg
the effectiveness of rigid and hierarchical information flows. Rather than trying to

restrict and regulate the increased communications that accompany disasters (as the
comrnand and control mode1 seeks to do), the ERC model views this increase as a vital

process for recovery and subsequentiy focuses on 'coordination and the development
of communication rather than on the creation of authority' (Dynes 1983: 659).

Likewise, Cornfort's CLP approach refen to a third strategy of 'integration,'
where communications are considered 'critical to performance. [and where] the

establishment of an effective multiway network of professional communications in
emergency management requires conscious design' (1988: 20). S i r n i l u to the ERC
model, coordination is less about implementing a 'plan' than it is about integrating
multiple resources into an 'action network' (p. 4) for disaster management. Within
both the ERC model and Cornfort's CLP, emphasis is placed on the coordination of

self-initiated actions.

Challenges to coordination corne fkom not only the complexity of a disaster
management network. but also from the unceriainty imposed by disaster situations
(e.g ., technical failures, time constraints, etc.). Moreover, as a disaster situation

develops over tirne. communication needs may shifl and Vary, requinng the ongoing
coordination of a dynamic network (Cornfort, 1988: 12).

In sum, the ERC mode1 implies a 'self-organkkg' network of relatively
autonomous =sources maintained through communications. The disaster process

demands that this 'self-otganizing' network is capable of adjusting to specifc needs on
a continual basis. Furthemore, adjusment may take place repeatedly during a i i four

phases of the disaster process (mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery) as

situational contingencies shift over tirne.

2.3.2 Limitations of the ERC model: a critical anaiysis

The ERC model cunently offen a set of planning implications and general strategies
(Dynes, 1983: 659), suggesting that emergency planners should attempt to hamess

existing practices and resowces within a cornplex. adaptive disaster management
network. It also emphasizes an increase iri communication flows as a vital process in

the coordination of resources. Emergence introduces a 'virtual' notion of forwardlooking indetermhacy regarding the actual stmcturing of the network.

The behavioural foundations for ERC provide a basic set of behavioural

assumptions about the viability and adaptability of resources. The theoretical basis for
these assumptions reaches its limitations. however, when we move into the reah of
the communication lifeline infrastructure (CL0 where networks themselves become

the units of analysis. At the CL1 level of analysis, 1believe bat the 'coordination' of

resources remains a communication problem within the ERC model; a problem which

can be more adequateiy conceptualized by applying a communications perspective.
Drabek (1995: 47) emphasizes the importance of effective resource coordination

during the disaster response effort, and Comfort (1988: 20) refers to the central role of

coordination when discussing the need to ensure open communications in a disaster
management network.

1hope to conceptualue the problem of coordiaation within the ERC model as

one of 'translation' between functionallydifferentiatedsystems of knowledge and
expertise. These 'systems' refer to the speciaiized resowces which constitute the
counteraisaster community, and reprisent distinct epistemic domains. Each resource
can be considered specialized to the degree that it maintains a unique set of theones,

methods, and accompanying concepts. As 1hope to demonstrate in Chapter 4,
diversity of resources represents both an opportunity and a challenge to the ERC

model. Coordination involves making diverse forms of knowledge and expertise
meanin@ across a virtual network. The problem of coordination involves the

integration of functionally-differentiatedresources withour diminishing diversity across
the network.

For instance. the ERC model assumes at least a central organizational principal

among the nodes in a network that is undentood and agreed upon throughout the
network. This central principal provides the backbone for the collective decisionmaking and action. Within a complex and emergent network covering the four phases

of the disaster process it is highly unlikely that ail nodes wilI have the same cnteria or

conception of 'disaster,' or approach the issue fkom simïlar perspectives. Moreover, a
recursive dynamic w h i n disaster recovery leads to new knowledge and approaches
to mitigation, means that centrai principles and core snategies may

change over t h e .

Microdynamics within the network. as nodes develop over t h e , may also profoundly

influence the macrodynamics of the CL1 itself. The ERC model should be able to

account for these factors as central issues in matters of coordination. Unfornuiately,
craditional theoreticai perspectives in disaster studies, such as syrnbolic interactionkm
and collective behaviour theory, are iimited in their capacity to M y conceptualize

multiplex and dynamic network structures (Leydesdorff, 1993). In order to overcome
tbis current iimitation, 1will introduce complex systems theory (Chapter 5) as a means
to better conceptualize the ERC mode1 h m a oetwork communications perspective.

2.4 Summary

The increasing integration of the counter-disastercommunity implies a massive

network of resources from a diverse range of sources, including the academic
community, technology providers, humanitarian organizations, governments. and so
on. KnowIedge and expertise from this range of fields can be exchanged in building a
network for understanding and identifjing potential and existing hazards, and for

taking action to mitigate their effects. This action-oriented knowledge network may
only be a short step away from attempts at global disaster management if cornputer-

mediated networks corne to have a profound and widespread impact on global social
and ecological policy.

A global CL1will likely be a highly decentralized intemet of multiple
jurisdictions with no central locus of authority (see Chapter 6). Public, private, and
university sites will be C

O M ~ C
within
~ ~ an extremely diverse web of

communications.

Thinking about the future of disaster research and management practice requires an

understanding of this global intemet fnmia perspective that cm adequately account

for its complex and dynamic nature. 1believe that the ERC modei provides a solid
starting point for a global CLI, but that it needs to be extended through the application

of an andytic framework generated by a communicati011~approach. Whereas the
historical foundations of disaster studies offer us a theoretical basis for the 'emergent'

and 'resource' components to the ERC model, communicationstheory presents an
opportunity to bener understand the 'coordination' component.
A communications perspective can add to the ERC mode1 by shifüng its

conceptualization to one of 'systems' behaviours. In so doing, a communications
lifeline infrastructure (CLI) can be conceived of as a network of functionailydifferentiatedcommunication systems. While sociological studies offer important
behavioural considerations upon which the ERC has been built, they are lirnited when

making observations from the systemic level of a CLI. 1will argue that cornplex

systems theory may offer a conceptuai bais for modeliing the dynarnics of complex,
adaptive systems such as a global CH. Pnor to doing so, however. I will demonstrate

in the following chapter that cornputer-rnediated networking offers the technological
foundation for a global CL1 founded on the ERC model.

3. NEW C ï ï S IN DISASTER COMMUNICATIONS
The Interner has provtded a rneans through which huzards monagers and
researchers can reinforce their position among other human networks-architects, communiiy p h e r s , elected offcials, for example-and
become parîicipants in a national and world colloquy on hazardf and
disasters. Butler (19%)

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the role of new CITS for disaster communications. Ln conjunction
with this description, 1wish to illustrate a convergent trend in communications techology

which compliments the network paradigm found in the field of disaster studies and

management. This trend is related to the phenomenon of technological convergence, and
is marked by the growing interoperability of communication systems. An historical

overview of disaster communications techology is presented to support my position.'
1 begin with a brief look at communication needs in disasters and then categorize
these needs into four distinct levels of analysis: intrapersonal, social, representational, and

cornrnunications lifeline infrastructure (CLI). The objective of this approach is to illustrate
the nested layers of communication network. which comprise a comprehensive disaster

management system. 1use this analytic framework to capture three important
considerations for disaster communications: functional differentiation, information flows,

By the term 'ttchnological convergence' 1am refming to the intcgration of computer tcchnology with
broadcasting and telecommunications technology. The resulting hybrids an collectively referred to in this
papcr as 'new CITS' and include any communications system that incorporates computcn into its
operations (including the Intcrnet/WWW, cellular telephones. fax, email, mobile datalvoice links through
satellite systems. etc.).

and emergent complexity. This set of considerations is useful in speceing the various
communicative aspects of the CL1 as complex network of networks.
A centrai concept in this chapter, and ninning throughout the study, is the network.

Having established a network-based framework for analysis, 1hope to show that the
signifxance of new CITS for disaster communications is related to the tremendous
expansion in networking capabilities made possible tbraugh common technical protocols
and flexible user-interfaces. Foiiowing this line of argument 1pmvide a categorical

overview of computer-mediated networking (CMN) relevant to disaster communications,
and then proceed to close this chapter with a generd survey of current operational

applications and future prospects.

3.2 The RoZe of Communications in Disaster Management
Communication has been recognized by the counter-disaster cornrnunity as integral to
disaster management, making it the central focus for a number of international conferences
and initiatives. The United Nations declared 1990-2000 as the International Decade for

Narural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) and, in so doing, has formally recognized the

importance of cornmunication in disaster management (Cate, 1994: 7)- The Tampere
Declaration (1991), represents another significant recognition of the vital role for

communication in international disaster mitigation, stating that
there is an urgent need to improve international cooperation in
communications and enhance national communications capabiiities in order
to reduce loss of life, damage to property and livelihoods, and darnage to

the envirolment caused by disasters (Anderson, 1992 86; Cate. 1994:
50).

To this end, The T'pere Dechrotion fias recommended that an international convention
be negotiated to establish policy mechanisnu for improved international cmperation with
regard to disaster communications.

The growing profde of disaster communications around the world is largely a
result of its implication in the total field of disaster research and management. Cate (1994:

5) offers a sumrnary of the key d e s that conununications perform:
Effective, reliable communicatiolls are vital to disaster reduction ...
Communications techologies, skilis, and media are essentiai to link
scientists, disaster mitigation officials, and the public; educate the public
about disaster preparedness; track approaching hazards; aien authorities;
warn the people most Likely to be affected; mess damage; collect
information, supplies, and other resources; coordinate rescue and relief
activities; account for missing people; and motivate public, political, and
institutional responses.
In surn, communication represents a nems which runs through the four phases of the

disaster process (rnitigation. preparedness. response, recovery), serving the information
needs of a wide network of individuais and organizations. Cate (1994: 7) divides what he

caüs 'the vital roles' of communication into five general categories: (1) technical systems;
(2) site communications; (3) organizational communications; (4) communication for

scientifx developrnent; and (5) public education and communication. Each of tbese
categories represents distinct, but overlapping, kinds of knowledge and expertise
throughout the disaster process. For example, technicai systems involve engineering

expertise in technological infrastmcnire such as fixed and mobile networks through
cornputers and telecommuaicatio[~~.
Site communication involves the resowces and sküis
of response personnel. The coordination of private, national, and international resources
falls into the knowledge domain of organizational communications. Research and
scientific developments also represent a distinct domain of communication expertise
belonging to the academic community- Public education and awareness invokes
knowledge and experience in social marketing and mass communications. In effect, each
of these categories describes a functiondy-differentiated role within disaster
communications.
Cate's descriptions provide a good sense of the overall importance and range of
expertise involved in disaster communications. For this study, however, his choice of
categones poses some diff~cultyin attempting to explore disaster communications fiom
the CL1 level of andysis. Division dong the iines of function, as in Cate, is important for

considering the functiondly-differentiatedroles which resources perform within a disaster
information network, but it does not indicare the possible connections between resources
at various levels of complexity. For instance, Cate's functional categories do not capture
types of information flows within and between people and organizations. Classification by
functional differentiation is a usefd starting point for analyzing disaster communications
but it remains fragrnented and incomplete, particularly when dealing with the inherent

complexity of a CLI.

3.2.1 Assembihg a fhmework for analysis
A communications iifeihe infcrastnicture (CLI) is a complex network of social and

technicd elements. As such, it requires a hmework for analysis which addresses not only
the socio-technical elements, but also the types of information flows and levels of

complexity manifest within a UI.In order to assemble such a ftamework, I have
combined Cate's (1 994) functional differentiation with Thomas's (1 992)and Drabek' s
(1986) classification schemes in order to produce an intepted design for analyzing

disaster communication networks.

Thomas ( 1992: 15-24)presents a categorical ftamework for disaster
communications based on information fiows, rather than functions or roles. and she adopts
a four-fold typology to examine technology issues and general communication problems:
1. Intra-organizational: communication within organizations.
domimnt media: telephone, hand-held radio

2. Inter-organizptimd: communication between organizations
dominant media: public telephone, teletypelfax
3. Organizations-to-pubiic: communication fkom organizations to the public
dominant media: face-to-face meetings, broadcast/print,
sirens/pubiic warning devices, on-site representatives
4. Public-to-organizatiom: communication from public to organhtions
dominant media: letten to authorities, telephone (91 1 cds), face-

to-facemeetings.
Thomas makes a M e r distinction between information flows. noting the

difference between 'individual' and 'mass' media (p. 16). This distinction between media
is made by classirying information dispersion as point-to-point or broadcast. As such,

broadcast forms include bulleth boards or AM/FM radio, whiie point-to-point f o m
include public telephone service and hand-held walkïe talkies. Thomas's typology is more
amenable to a network approach because of its emphasis on information flows between
nodes on a network (point-tepoint or broadcast). However, Thomas's differentiation
between 'individual' and 'mass' media is becoming increasingly unclear with the advent of
computer-mediated networking (CMN) and the Intemet. If CMN enables 'individuai,'
interactive communication on a mass scale, how do we categorize it as a medium?
Besides, calling a medium 'mass'or 'individual' stops short at isolating the mode of
delivery and does not provide a bais for thinking about the different levels of complexity
in which it may be found.

A CL1 is a composite of functionally-differentiatedresources and a variety of

information flows. The perspectives of both Cate and Thomas make important
distinctions, but an integrated framework aiso requires a perspective which can account
for different levels of network complexity. Drabek's (1986: 9) structural taxonomy is
useful in this regard, offering a classification scheme based on ernerging levels of social

complexity ranging fiom individual actors to international organizations. This scheme
emphasizes the communication aspects which arise from different kinds of network
dynamics.
Adopting Drabek's approach, 1have assembled a framework for analysis which
blends functional differentiation and information flows into an integrated set of

communication networks. These networks are not m m d y exclusive but exhibit
emergent properties as they buiid upon one another. The concept of 'emergent
properties' is important. The disaster studies literam recognizes a tremendous rise in
complexity with the aggregation of systems into larger networks for disaster management
(Cornfort, 1994). When a network of systems reaches a certain point of intercomection it
tends to produce new and 'emergent' properties which are not reducible to the individuai
systems thernselves (see: Capra, 1996: 29.37). Using my analytic framework, 1attempt
to establish a set of distinctions which iiiustmtes a CL1 as a composite network consisting
of other interdependent networks.
Using Drabek's approach it is possible COresolve disaster communications into
four distinct levels of complexity that range from the individuai to larger social and
organizational system. Ln my fiamework for analysis these levek are austrateci by fou.
concentric categories. Comrnencing at the level of intrapefsonai communication, the
frarnework expands outward to include the categories of sociai interaction,
representational communications, and the communications iifeiine infrastructure (CLI):

I

intmpemnal (cognitnie netwoiks of perception and leaming)
interpesonal (sociaVeveryday netwoiks)
repreçentational(intertextual networks)

communication Iifeiine infrastructure
(netwark of networks)

Figure 3-1: Tùe CL1 as a network of aetworks

Within this framework, analysis is grounded at the level of individual meaning-making and

the question of how intrapenonal communication professes are affected and transforrned

during periods of intense stress and environmentai upheaval. Questions concerning selfreflexivity. lanpage, and consciousness itself are examined in an attempt to assess the
communicative impIications of crisis at the level of the individuai. Anaiysis at this level is
confined to the experience and behaviour of single reflexive agents.'
At the interpersonal, or social, level of analysis focus is placed on aspects of shared

meaning and mutual understanding between people and organizations during crisis

situations. A concem for disaster communications at this level includes issues within the

dornain of interpersonal communication, social interaction and group behaviour, with
particular attention king paid to meaning-making in the domain of 'everyday tdk'

'

Some of the earliest sociological work in disaster snidies involved systems-based studies of the
individual in crisis. See: Williams (1957). For more m e n t studies of the individual in crisis see Drabek
(1986).

(Mitchell, 1994) and its transformation during crisis.) Commuaication interests sit with
multiple, self-refiexive agents negotiating meaning and taLing action. and the formation of
social networks.
Continuing outwards in the framework, representationd communications

categorizes al1 forms of textuai and mas-mediated communications invoived in disaster
communications. Aspects for study include the roles and content of point-to-point,
broadcast. and multiplex networks [such as the Internet) in disseminating information at
various stages during a crisis. Other aspects focus upon the creation and application of
various f o m of representational, non-linguistic media that include loudspeakers, fiags,
lighting, signal-srnoke, etc. The category of representational communications should be

considered a wide envelope that captures a l lfomalized representation as the sociaîly-

guided, but distinct, network process of nodal collection, textual rendering (linguistic and
non-linguistic),' and public dissemination. This level of aaalysis does not address the

'everyday talk' which characterizes the level of social networks. In contrast to social
networks,representational communications refea the inter-textual networks in disaster
cornmunications created and maintained by individuals and social networks. Inter-textual

This has k e n the maditionai dornain for sociologicai inquiry into disasters since the 1960s (Wenpr.
1985). See Drabek (1986),Nigg (1994).
4
Textual rendering in non-linguistic forms refers to creation of identifiable symbols that convey
information through means other than words. For instance, red octagons and red flashing lights each
have meaning to most people without a need for explanation. It is important to note that even these kinds
of symbds, like worck, exist within an inter-textual 'universe' of sociaily-generated convention and
acceptance. This means thac even non-linguistic symbols for disaster communications must.to some
extent. follow pre-established conventions (color. shape, sound, etc.) in order to be easily understood by
Pple-

networks Ïnclude such resources as recordeci knowlerlge, legidation, policy guideluies,
information databases. and the organizationai systems to which they belong (e-g.,
bibliographie systems)?
The communications lifehe infrastructure (CLI), the unit of analysis for this study,

describes what can be referred to as a network of networkr. Thîs Ievel of analysis focusses
on the coordination of an internet which consists of numerous networks at the

intrapersonal, social, and representational levels. Communication objectives can be

summarized as the effective coordination of network exchanges and the effective
development of the intemet itself. It is at this level wbere Thomas's (1992) critique of the
command and control mode1 is situated and where the emergent response coordination
(ERC) mode1 is inwduced as an alternative approach. It is also the focus for this study's
approach to new CITS in disaster management, where 1am concemed primarily with the
coordination of (1) functionally-differentiated nesources through (2) multiplex information
fiows within (3) complex communication networks.

My overall framework for analysis has k e n introduced to specSy the nested
relations within bigh level networks of communication such as the CLI. Out of individuai
agency, social networks emerge. formai communications are created within an intertextuai network, and a meta-level of coordination is introduced. Complexity emerges

outwards as multiple communication levels and networks are assembled within larger

'

For media, see: Cate (1994). h g (1993).and Scanlon (1983); Policy. legislative matters see
Comfort ( 1988). Kent (1987). Zimmerman (1994).

domains of interactivity. The framework is designed as a 'bothland' set of relations
between networks, each consisting of and encompassing its prior level(s). Leveis within
this framework do not necessanly correspond with particular communications media, as
each level of analysis is concernecl with the creation, maintenance, and development of

specific types of communication networks. By placing emphasis on network relations
rather than technological devices, this framework remains flexible enough to account for
the many (and rapidly changing) techaological applications used in the service of disaster

communications at the level of a communications lifeline infrastructure.

3.3 The Changing Technolugy of Disaster Communications

One important reason for distïnguishing between communication technoIogy and network
relations, is the phenomenon of technologica1 convergence. By the term 'technological
convergence' 1am refemng, most generaiiy, to the integration of cornputer technology
with telecommunications and broadcast technology. The resulting hybrids are collectively

referred to in this paper as 'new CITS' and include a growing range of interoperable,
digitaiiy-based communication systerns (including the Internet/WWW,cellular telephones,

fax, email, mobile datalvoice links ttuough satellite systems, etc.).
A sigrifkant aspect of technological convergence is the growing number of

possibilities for expanded networking among those in the counter-disaster community
(Butler, 1996; Drabek, 1991:4; Gruntfest and Weber, 1996: 5; ). Convergence refers to
the increasing interoperability among many different communication system and, as this

trend unfdds, the new aetworks of communication between people and organizations

which are enabled and estabfished (Harasim, 1993). Technological convergence thus

marks a development in new C I T S that coincides with the network paradigm in disaster
studies and management (see Chapter 2), indicated by a growhg integration of diverse

resources into a shared web of communications.
In technological terms, this means that disaster communications is moving away

from fragmented technologies and toward integrated multimedia that cross disciplinary
and organizational boundaries (Anderson, 1995). Through digital processing, new CITS

can incorporate formerly independent media such as textuai correspondence, radio.
telephone, and broadcast video into widely networked cornputer-based platforms and
applications that are relatively easy to access and operate. Those in the counter-disaster
community cm now have access to a wide range of multimediacommunication
applications. Some of these include cornputer simulation and modelIing of hazard impacts.
multimedia training for response personnel. on-line video conferencing, and mobile data

texminak6 A brief historical overview is offered below to help contextualize the impact of
technoiogicai convergence on disaster communications.

3.3.1 The 6classicthree:' fragmentation and communication technology
Thomas (1992) describes the various communications technologies that have been integral
to disaster management throughout its modem history, which began in the 1950s. Three
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See: Marshall (1994); Sullivan, Wybo, and Buisson (1995).

modes of delivery have been central to the electroaic delivery of emergency

radio, and bmadcast/cable television
communications in Canada: tekco~ll~llunications,
(CATV).

Tho~llif~
identifies

a nurnber of important considerations of these technologies,

which include (1) primary use in disaster management; (2) network configurations; and (3)

ongoing technical developments.
Whereas telecommunications and private radio are suited to both one and two-way
voice and data communications, broadcast radio and TV are (currently) only one-way
voice/data media designed for wide dispersion. As a result, both the public telephone
network and private radio are primarily used to provide two-way, organizational
communications for disaster managers and response personnel (social networks); radio
also offen a prirnary backup in the event of technical failure in the teIecommunications

system. Broadcast radio and TV, on the other hand, are primarily used as public waming
and information services (representational networks). In combination with the public

telephone network, however, these media can be used to relay c d s coming in from the
public to establish and coordinate communications between individuals? It is dong these

differentiated h e s of 'primacy use' that emergency communications in Canada have
traditionally consisted of a combination of technologies to serve the communications
needs of various organizations and the public (Thomas, 1992: 2 16).

During the record snowfalls in December.1996 on Vancouver Island, broadcast radio was used to
relay telephone calls from the public offenng assistance or asking for help. See: Craig McInnes (1997).
'Snowstorm brings out best in neighbours,' The Globe and Mail, January 6. (p. A2).

A central issue for disaster management concems the nenivork configuration and

the problem of cechnical failure (Hohan. 1990: 7). A m g the ihree technical systems
outheci h v e , different network configurations prevail with different risks of failure

inherent in each. The risk of fadure is p a t e r with designs that have a high degree of
cenualization, or 'single-point Mure' potential (BottereIl. 1996). Each of the 'classic
three' media have varying degrees of cenaalization with respect to their designs, and thus

different nsks of failure. For instance, telecommunications systems use a relatively
decentralized star network which converges into cenîraiized hubs; many radio systems use

a ring network that depends upon a series of operational base stations and repeaters for
relaying messages between iadividuals; and CATV has k n established around a branch

network configuration with links sharing a single point of transmission (Thomas,1992:
164).

Figure 3-2: Neîwork design

Network design has significant implications for disaster management If failure at
a single node (a so-called 'single point failure') can disnipt an entire network. it may be
said to have a low reliabiiity (Botterell, 1996). Or, if a network has been designed to
route information in a dedicated pattern (such as a branch network), flexible re-routing of
communications among nodes on the network may be difficult or impossible. Successful
irnplementation of the ERC mode1 requires that a network remain viable and adaptable
during the four phases of disaster. The 'classic three' technologies outlined above have
the advantage of being flexible as distinct modes of delivery, and used in combination they

offer a complimentary system of backup support in the event of technicai failures. in fact,
the emergency broadcasting systern has attempted to coordinate the classic three into a

communications lifeline infrastructure (CU)at the nationai level in Canada, with varying
degrees of success (Thomas, 1992: 274).
A significant problem with the 'classic three' technologies, however, is

fragmentation and specialization. W e communication within specialized networks such
as the public-switched telephone system or private radio can be relatively effective,

conimunication across networks may be inhibited by technicai incompatibility (National
Research Council, 1996: 23). For instance, emergency response operations may
incorporate severai different types of incompatible communication systerns (e.g., radio
systems) making the coordination of inter-agency communications mcult.
Interoperability between networks is a central concem in disaster communications, where

the need for successfiilly comrnunicatiag across boundaries in
heterogeneous, long-lived, and evolving enWonments cannot be ignored.
In crisis management, voice commuaications are necessary but oot
suffxient; nsponse managers and field workers must be able to mobilîze
data inputs and more fully developed information (knowledge) fiom an
enormous breadth of existing sources-some of them yean old-in many
forms. (National Research Councii, 1996: 58)

The convergence of microcornputen with telecommunications portends a possible
solution to the challenge of interoperability. Thomas (1992: 191) indicates as much when
she predicts the emergence of broadband universal telecornmunications networks

(BUTNs) that will distribute a wide range of text, audio, and video information. The

BUTN is significant because it represents an integrated communications network that
collapses many of the previous distinctions between telecommunications and broadcast
media, and is capable of carrying a full range of interactive services. When applied to

wireless technology a BUTN would overcome the limitations of radio as a limited
voice/data system.' From a technologicai standpoint, the BUTN points toward a future

for disaster communications that may be foilowing a trend similar to that of disaster
studies and management-the integration of formeriy hgmented componeots into a

multiplex network.

'

The 'Virtual Emergency Management Information System' (VEMIS) represents a prototype
developrnent in the field of wireless &ta transmission for of disaster communications. VEMIS is
currently capable of 56Kbps. TCP/If-based asynchronous transmissions for the delivery of Internet
applications. See: VEMIS (1996).

3.3.2 Integrating tecbology: packet-switching and the Intemet Protacois
The integratioa of new CITS into a global hternet is central to the growing potential of
computer-mediated networking (CMN) in disaster communications (Anderson, 1995). In
fact, the Internet and World Wide W e b (WWW) are quîckly becoming operationai
versions of the BUTN by makiag possible the delivery of audio. visual. and textual content
to persona1 computers around the world. This has been made possible in large measure
through two important technicd developments: packet-switching and the Internet
Protocols. Packet-switching is a product of research into robust networks for CMN? In

the 1960s and 1970s. the US military's Advanced Research Rojects Agency ( M A )
developed a means of networking different computer systems through a common

protocol. In the process of development, packet-switching was invented as a means of
creating network flexibiiity and resilience.
Packet-switching breaks a message into many packages. referred to as datagrm,
which contain header information teiling the routing computers on a network where the
various components of a message are to be sent. Once ail of the datagrams have W v e d at
their destination, more header information tells the destination computer how to re-

assemble the packages in their original order. An end-user application (such as email or

There is an interesting backstory to packet-switching. Paul Baran's work with the RAND
Corporation in the US and Donald W. Davics' work with the British National Physicai Laboratory in the
UK led-independent h m each other-to strikingly similar concepts for packet-switching in the mid
1960s. Whereas Baran's work was intended to help mate networks capable of withstanding a nuclear
war, however, Davies' work was concemed with creating a more efficient public telecomrnunications
network for CMC. See: Katie Hafher and Matthew Lyon (1996). Where the Wizardr Stay up Lmte: The
Origins of the Intemet. New York: Simon and Schuster. p.66.

Gopher) then re-presents the information in its original format for viewing. Because each
datagram has its own address and re-assembly information it can be flexibly routed

through the network. For instance, if a disruption occws at a network node the datagrams

can be re-routed dong any other paths that are functioning.'* The benefit of this system in
disaster situations is readily apparent when considering the possibiIities of techical failure
in a telecommunications infrastructure."
In conjunction with packet-switching, mearchers at ARPA introduced a set of

conventions for data exchange that have k e n accepted and M e r developed by
programmers worldwide. These conventions were introduced to create interoperability
between different computer systems on wide-area networks (Hafner and Lyon, 1996: 44).
Through what has become known as the Internet Protocois the 'internet' has become an
incredibly complex global matrix for computer-mediated networking." This has been
possible in large measure
because the Internet Protocols are 'open * --that is, because they are
deiiberately not restricted by any sort of patent, copyright, or trade
secrecy-they serve as a global computer 'lingua h c a , ' a sort of digital
Esperanto: one common language in which aü rnakes, models and kinds of
computer devices can communicate. (Botterell, 19%)
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This technical background was taken from Yuval Fisher (1995), Spinning the Web: A Guide ro
Serving Information on the World Wide Web. New York: Spnnger.
As Botterel1 (1996) has pointed out. packet-switching is still susceptible to single-point failures

''

where network topologies converge into shared hubs.
"
Packet-switchingand the Internet Rotocols work together un&r TCP/IP, which stands for
Transmission Conrrol AotocoVlnternet Protocol. TCP is responsibie for the creauon of datagrarns while
IP handles the routing of those datagrams.

Shared protocols are central to the divenity of the Intemet because they can be stacked
into protucol hierarehies. Protoc01 hierarchies act as layers of technical translation which

enable the interoperabfity of diverse user-end applications. The purpose of each layer 'is

to offer certain senrices to the higher layen, shielding those layers fkom the details of how
the offered sewices are actualiy implemented' (Tanenbaum, 1996: 17). In other words,

each layer of protocol performs a unique fiinction with the data, formatting it for the next
layer. The user-intenace generaüy appears as the top level in the protocol hierarchy. ofien

concealing numerous layers of data translation.

m
IP (daîagtam transmission)

telecornrnunicaü~~l~
link
'--,*.,....
-,--*-.-..--*.*..-..--*.-4
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i 3-3: The protocol hierarchy

Whereas packet-switching has created the potential for extremely flexible and highly
robust network routing, the stacking of shared protocols pennits a wide variety of user

applications to be linked over a distributed network. Figure 3-3 is intended to show how a
protocol hierarchy encodes information for transmission over telecommunications

networks. Monnation is 'decoded' at each level of protoc01 and eventually made

available to the user through an application such as Elm, Gopher, or Netscape.
DeveIopments in pmtocol are ongoing as are developments in user applications, and
increasingly sophisticated applications such as the web-browser (e.g., Netscape) have the
advantage of placing computer-mediated networking within a point-and-click, audio-visual
environment. This environment, commody known as the 'World Wide Web' 0 ,

has popuiarized the use of CMN at a staggerîng rate of development in the last four years
(Butler, 1 W6).I3

The Web demonstrates that sophisticated user interfaces and shared protocols are
resuiting in a convergent trend with multimedia applications. If the information can be
digitized then it can be put on the Intemet and accessed, relatively inexpensively, ofien

using a variety of applications capable of decoding the data. This includes audio, visual,
or textual data accessible in rd-time or archived formats. For the counter-disaster
community this means vastly increased access to information from around the world.

Further, it means that this information can be accessed by using a relatively simple

interface, such as the graphical web-browser which is an increasingly popular software

application. Because of this. the IntemeVWWW can integrate a diverse network of
resources without the need for special systems, presenting a signifcant opportunity to

operationalize the ERC mode1 on a wide scale. Between packet-switching and cornmon

'

See also Scientific Ametican (1997).

protocols, the Intemet meets, at least theoreticaily. the technical basis for flexible,

multiplex networks that the ERC mode1 calls for.

3.4 Cornputer-medbtedNetworkhg in Disaster Management

Cornputer-mediated networking (CMN) takes the form of three general applications: ( 1)
email and computer conferencing; (2) real-time, interactive CMN;and (3) resource
sharing. Emaii and computer conferencing are used as flexible and wide-reaching
alternatives to standard postai and telephone services. offering reduced costs and markedly
faster service (Anderson, 1992: 21). Within the domain of email and computer
conferencing a number of different services are possible:
One-toone mail services, with possibilities for fde attachments that can
include a wide range of information in addition to text (including audio and video).
For exmple H m ,PINE, Netscape mail.

One-to-many mail services, which d o w s for a wide area distribution of
subject specific interests, delivered directly to the user's mailbox. These forums
have varying degrees of editing and moderation, and d o w for the archiving of
discussions. Problems of information overload are cornmon in busy discussion
groups. For example listsemers, mailing lists, electronic newsleners.

Many-to-muiy mail services. Also known as bulletin board systems (BBS),
these services offer a central repository of information categorized by subject and
'thread' (a particular discussion topic between users). Rather than messages being
delivered to the user's mailbox. they are posted, accessed, and re-distnbuted
through host cornputers which act as the bulletin boanis. For exaniple Usenet
news.

3.4.1 Email services

Historicaiiy, email services were the fmt applications within disaster studies. Some of the
earliest uses of emaii services began with the Disaster Research Center (University of
Delaware) and its electronic newsletter Disarter Research. ûriginaiiy founded in 1988
and later moved to the Natural Hazards Research and Applications Infomation Center
(University of Colorado), the newsletter takes the form of an automated mailing list (a
one-to-many mail service) which brings together scholarly interests under a sociological

umbrella for information exchange and expertise-sharing in disaster snidies (Butler, 1991:
9). To this end it carries incident reports, research findings, requests for information,

contact iists, and conference information. Disaster Research continues to be distributed
every two weeks throughout the Intemet via a listserver at the University of ~olorado.'''
Pnor to Dismer Research, the United Nations had created an international
emergency network (UMENET) in 1987 to serve the globd counter-disaster cornmunity.
UNIENET operated via a central host in the United States, offering mail services that
included one-to-one email and a BBS. Services aiso offered remote access to databases
that contained reports, bibliographies, and contact lists. Long term visions of UNENET
looked to the development of a real-rime, global disaster information management system
by 2000 (Anderson, 1992: 48-51). In 1996 the UN Deparunent of Humanitarian Affairs

(UNDHA)inuoduced ReliefWeb, which effectively rephced UNIENET through an
expanded range of Web-based services (United Nations, 1996).
-
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Available HTïP: http://www.Colorado.EDU/h~ds/sub.hmil

in Canada, the earliest use of mail services in disaster communications arriveci with
the Emergency Preparedness Exchange (EPIX), established in 1989 at Simon Fraser
University (Burnaby). EPM originally used a Gopher interface to enable users to scroll
through a menu of links to local and distant sources that included both Disaster Research
and UNIENET. EPIX was created to serve as a local mail service and information
resource for the disaster community in Canada (Anderson, 1996; 1992: 47). Ih its
current configuration,

EPIX can be accessed via Gopher or H l V (Web-based) interfaces,

and links together a wide range of sites fiom within Canada and aii over the world.lS
These include Emergency Preparedness Canada, hdustry Cauada (emergency

telecornmunications information). Provincial govemment emergency preparedness sites;
International Telecommunications Union, World Health ûrganization, and the World
Meteorological Organization among many others. Links are organized by categories that
include topics, organizations, alerts, and impacts.
To date, email services remain the most popular fom of computer-mediated
networking (CMN) among those in the field of disaster studies and management
(Anderson, 1996: email). Currently available mail services (beyond one-to-one email)
serving the counter-disaster community include listservers, newsletters and discussion
groups:
a total of 23 are listed a?the Narural Hiuards Resource Cenrer in col or ad^,'^
including:

'
l6

EPIX can be accessed via the Web at [~:lhoshi.sfu.cal-ande~sonlinternet-sites-hml].
hnp://adder-colorado.edu/-hazcu/netso~uces.html

alt.disasters.misc (newsgroup for discussions of disaster issues)
CSAR (cornputers in search and rescue)

EMERCAN (dixussion among Canadian emergency preparedness
commU1Zity)

EMERG-L (emergency secvices discussions)
FEMA email news service
misc.emerg-services (newsgroup for emergency services personnel)
Nets in Emergency Management (subject: cornputer networks)

OFDA (US Aid Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance): reports on
current activities
QUAKE-L (earthquake discussions and reports)

RISKANAL (Society for Risk Analysis)
3.4.2 Real-the, interactive CMN

Real-tirne. interactive CMN includes applications such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and
Netscape's Cooltulk which permit usen to engage in textual and audio conferencing

through the Intemet. Video conferencing applications are also becoming more
commonplace (Anderson, 1995: 7). Similar to email and electronic conferencing,reaitime CMN offers one-to-one, one-to-many. and many-to-many services. However,

current bandwidth limitations place signifcant restrictions on rd-tirne audio-video
applications at the PC level, limiting the effective possibiiities of real-time CMN in cntical

situations such as disaster management.

In spite of current Iimitations in M y interactive audio-visuai services, however.
the Web can support coilaborative, near real-the applications in disaster management.

For instance, the Mayor's Office of Ernergency Services in San Francisco offers a near

ml-tirne interactive 'Incident Tracking System' that accepts written reports from
authorized clients (such as municipal services personnel) and charts these on a clickable
image map of the city.17

The result is a shared database for response p e r s o ~ ethat
l can be

updated as an event unfolds. Using a clickable image map creates a visual rendering of
events in the city that can be explored in greater detail through hyperlinking to wrïtten

situation reports (see Appendix 3.1). In the future it is possible that hyperlinks could be

extended to reai-time datastreams and on-site cameras (netcam~).'~.

The htemet is also capable of delivering rd-time datastrearns fkom a variety of
sources. Usen c m interactively select what data they wish to see and how they want it

presented. For instance, weather data is provided real-tirne through the Intemet via the
U.S. National Weather Service's Emergency Managers WeatherNetwork (EW).

l9

This service provides a 'suite of methods' for making avdable a live 'datastream' of basic

weather data to emergency managers and planners. Data cm be accessed in graphic or
text versions through HTTP or FTP protocols. Another application of real-tirne data
available through the Internet is located at the California Department of Water Resources

Division of Flood ~ana~ernent*"
where several websites provide round-the-clock river

http://shell3.ba.bestcom/-acb/sV#incidents
During the 1997 spring floods in Manitoba, the University of Manitoba established a near-real-time
'floodcarn' which cap&
f l d images fiom various locations on campus. A different website offered
Quicktime movies of the Red River during the flooding. Images were also archived on these sites.
l9
Environment Canada also offers its weather services through the Internet
(http://www.tor.ec.gc.calweather,services.h), aithough these do not appear to offer the full range of
reaLtime options of EMWIN.
20
http://cyclone.water.ca.gov/sanjStages.hmi

''"

stage and weather data for a number of locations (see Appendix 3.2),enhancing the
possibilities for advanced pianning and preparedness among local emergeacy plamers.
3.4.3 Resouree sbaring
Resource sharing, the third gened application of CMC,d o w s for the transfer of fdes
between cornputers and remote access to interactive services (Anderson, 1992: 28). File
transfer protocol (FW) permits a user at one site to obtain and dismbute a wide range of
information throughout a network. This information can include text documents or
audiofvideo files fiom library or govemment holdings. Remote access to interactive
services rnakes available a number of services. including supercomputing applications (esp.
for modeling and simulation), database search, and telepresence (remote control via
computer interface) via such applications as Gopher, Lynx, and the World Wide Web
(WWW) (see: National Research Council, 1996).

In this category of 'remote access' applications 1have decided to include
'clearinghouse' sites that link together resources from across the Intemet. These sites are
repositories for archived data or a collection of hyperlinks to other sites, thereby offering
remote access to a value-added information resource." FEMA's site includes a searchable
database while the others use layes of hyperlink menus for navigation. Major Noah
American disaster information 'clearinghouses' include:

"

1 have chosen the term 'value-added' to reflect the labour involved in reviewing, categorizing, and
re-presenting-'binding' if you wiIl-sites on the Internet into a subject-specific, hyperlink catalogue.

Emergency Preparedness Information Exchange @PX)
http:/hoshi.cic.sfu.ca~-andef~0d1~1temet~~ites~html
FEMA's Global Emergency Management Sysrem (GEMS)
http://www .femagov/fema/gemSmtmi

Hazards Research Center (University of Coiordo)
http://adder.coiorado.edu/-hazctr/Home.htrni
Another important use of resource sharinglrernote access applications is Internet
Conferencing. MCB Universiy Press (UK)has an extensive program for Internet
conferencing that uses a newsgroup mail service to create an open forum for discussion.
Conferences are established around a set of themes accornpanied by background papers
posted on the conference website. Usenet newsgroups are set up, maintained, and
archived as venues for public discussions centering on the background papers. The
Disaster '96 Conference, held h m June to September 1996, is an example of this form of

cornputer-mediated net~orking.~
Real-tirne interactive datastreams also present the possibility for remote access via
telepresence, whereby users can operate devices through hyperlinks. In this application,
the interactive data from a client cornputer is used to control an on-site device. Feedback
is available through numericai or graphical data, or even live video feed. Other

"

The archives of Disaster '96 c m be accessed via the Web at
http:l/www.mcb.co.uWservices/conferen/j

possibilities related to telepresence. include access to supercornputer modelling and
simulation and disaibuted Wtuai reality environments for training. In both cases, remote
access permits the use of sophisticated technology in a local seaing. Disaibuted
computing makes available the potential of sophisticated applications to even the most
remote communities and organizations (National Research Council, 1996).

The framework for analysis preseated in the fmt haif of this chapter emphasîzes network
relations within disaster communications, and iilustrates the role of the communications
lifeline infrastructure (CU)as a network of networks. Technological convergence, as the
hybridization of microcornputers and telecommunications, makes cornputer-rnediated
networking available for a wide range of functions and organizations. Packet-switching
and shared protocols create the b a i s for the interoperabiiity of multimedia applications,

and user-friendly interfaces such as the web-browser. Major applications in cornputermediated networkhg include electronic mail services, =al-the and near real-the
interactive services, and remote access/telepresence capabilities. Each of these
applications is king used and developed by various organizations in the counter-disaster
cornrnunity, and a significant number of these are currently available for public access on
the Intemet.

This chapter brings together a number of elements to describe the role of new
CITS in disaster communications within the context of the ERC model. By extending

networking capabilities across the social spectnim. new CITS have the potential to

integrate a vast range of resources into a flexible and robust network for disaster
management. Furthemore, the impact of convergence can be classined within the four

1. Convergence at the intrapersonal leveI: the multimedia and information

management capabilities of sophisticated interfaces give users greater control over
and options for information presentation to best suit their individual needs and
abilities.
2. Convergence in social networks: electronic mail sefvices and interactive
conferencing applications ailow the formation of new social networks and widereachuig, multidisciplinary forums for dialogue in the counter-disaster community.
3. Convergence of representational resources: new C I T S enable the posting and
delivery of di forms of texts in digital formats. These include standard documents,
audio files, video fdes, and àatastreams.

The communication lifeline infrastructure (CLI) represents the fourth level, where
convergence enables a M a g e of many types of networks into an effective inter-net for
disaster management. Essentially, a CL1 is a meta-structure that coordinates the
operations and developments of many relatively autonomous subnetworks. A CL1 aiso

represents a coordination element within the ERC model. Through the Internet, new
C I T S offer a common basis fkom which the ERC model can be operationalized. The

flexibility of packet-switching offers a robust system capable of withstanding severe
environmental disruption. Because the convergent aspects of new CRS and the Internet
can bring together many networks through common protocols, the CL1 has a

technological starting point for developing and coordinating a multiplex intemet. My next

chapter will M e r specify the relationship between communications, the ERC model, and

new CITS.

4. IMPROWNG DISASTER MANAGEMENT WFTEI NEW CITS

The basic current problem we see in the area of dismer
studies is that we do not know whut w are studying, or
more accurately put, we have up to now ahranced only very
vague notions about our focus of research. (Quaranrelli,
1994)

Chapter three described applications of new CITS in disaster studies and management,
showing how technological convergence has created an integrated information network
based on shared protocols and sophisticated user-interfaces. Technological convergence
coincides with the network paradigm in disaster studies and management (Chapter 2). in
that it represents the integration of fonnerly fragmented systems into a cornmon network
for exchange. Moreover, this network paradigm manifests itself in the recognition among
researchers and practitioners that the pre-existing 'web' of resources within a comrnunity
can becorne the bais for an alternative approach to disaster management, such as the

emergent resource coordination (ERC) model. in Chapter 3.1 attempted to demonstrate
that new C E S in combination with the Internet/WWW provide a technicai foundation for
operationalizing the ERC model.

This cbapter wiii discuss an outstanding challenge facing new CITS in contributing
to the ERC model. In particular, 1wiii identify a central difficulty in operationalizing a
shared information network for disaster management. It will be helpfui, however, to begin

by addressing fragmentation at the conceptual level of 'disaster.' The terms 'emergency'
and 'disaster' have been used almost interchangeably thus fat in this study, reflecting their

ambiguity in the fiterature. In the fvst half of this chapter 1describe the problems that this

poses for the counter-disaster community. 1wiii then propose a definition of 'disaster*
frorn a communications perspective, using 'the principh of requisite diversity' as its focus.
The goal of this approach, in the spirit of the network paradigm, is to establish an
integrated notion of disasters which emphasizes communication as a central considerauon.
The principle of requisite diversity is an important starting point for considering
the roie that new CES can play in disaster studies and management because it illustrates

the relationship between communication and an effective disaster mitigation and
management system. New CITS offer a technological basis for integrating a diverse range
of resources provided that effective communication can be achieved between people and

organizations. The principle of requisite diversity offers a means of s p e c w g the
strengtbs and limitations of the ERC model. For instance, 1apply the principle to derive a
coordination problematic related to the integration of diverse resources through new

CITS. The coordination problematic points toward a number of outstanding challenges to
the ERC approach, and opens an avenue for M e r theoretical exploration in these

matters (Chapter 5). In order to illustrate the coordination problematic, 1wiU also use the

principle of requisite diversity to demonstrate the limitations of Cornfort's (199 1;1992)
proposed integrated disaster information system. This system is significant because it
represents a prototype design concept congruent with the ERC model.

4.2 AtWessing the cDisaster' Concept

4.2.1 Fragmented perspectives on cirustcrs: implicatioos for couundcation

The coaceptuai ambiguity surrounding the notion of 'disaster' has k e n a persistent
concem to the research community. There are numemus definitions for the term 'disaster'
(Britton, 1985; Lindsay, 1993; Quarantelli, 1994). Bates and Pelanda (1994) have
introduced a 'general ecological' approach to the question, purporthg to integrate various
multidisciplinary perspectives on the matter and, more recently, a special issue of the
International Journal of Mass Emergencies and Disasters (Quarantelli, 1995) was

devoted to examining the disaster concept.
Anderson (1990) has linked fragmentation within the counter-disaster comrnunity
to ciifferhg views of disasters among researchers and practitionea. He notes that

'continued speciaiization has led to very different perceptions of the nature, likelihood and

impact of disastes,' making communication between organizations 'complex and arduous'
(p. 7). Moreover, these diffenng perceptions continue to lead to diverse expectations

conceming the practice of disaster management (p. 8). Communication within the field is

inhibited as a consequeace. Anderson (p. 9) adds. that
because of these differences in approaches and perceptions, and hence
expectatioas. the rnanner in which common information needs can be
recognized and addressed also has become complex and problematic, with
the dortunate consequence that much of the disaster-related information
g a t h e ~ and
g dissemination remains within specialized organizations and
unavailable to others who have common interests and ne&.

Diffemnt perceptions lead to a range of criteria which different disciplines and
organizationsapply in determining the diffexences between 'emergencies' and 'disasters'
(p. 8). Yet, many researchers and practitioners involved in the counter-disaster
community do agree that disasters are quaiitatively different h m emergencies,
particularly in that disasters represent extraordinary events rather than crises of a 'routine'
nature (Quaranteiii, 1988: 49). In the words of one prominent researcher, 'disasters do
not constitute a simple straight h e extension of an auto accident or house fire' (Drabek,
1996: 46). The cmx of the conceptual problern seerns to be determining a specific set of
elements which set a 'disaster' apart h m other kinds of 'societal crises' (Brinon, 1985:
43).

Towards îhis end, at least three categorical approaches to 'disaster' have k e n
identified (Britton, 1985: 39). The most common approach simply entails 'describ[ing]
the swial and environmental effects' that a hazard agent has on a cornmunity. A second
approach entails interpreting a 'disaster' as an event that disrupts the normative supporr
functions of a society. The third approach coincides with the appearance of the network
paradigm in the counter-disaster cornmunity (Britton, p. 4 l), and entails defining a
'disaster' as an event that creates &man& which exceed a community's coping capacity.
(The notion of a 'coping capacity' is useful, and 1wiil r e m to it later in this chapter).
These three different approaches to 'disaster' make this concept difficult to generalize
between organizations and settings. Britton notes the implication this has for matters of
policy and planning (p. 53):

Views of disasters often refiect the different perspectives of individuais and
organizations within a disaster sihiation. ...The sigdïcance of this iies in
the fact that the types of safeguards which are instituted reflect the ways in
which disaster is conceptualized by policy decision-rnakers. In other
words, the way in which a phenomenon is viewed and understwd affects
action relating to that phenomenonIndeed, the central theme to Britton's (1985) article is 'that organized counter-

disaster responses are dependent upon the prevaient concepts of and attitudes toward
disasters' (p. 53) in other words, the conceptuakation of 'disaster* iies at the base of
disaster mitigation policy and strategy. And because 'disasters' tend to represent
extraordinary events which challenge the 'normal' operations of society, 'disaster'
mitigation generally caiis for a multidisciplinary undenaking :
Whereas accidents and emergencies can mostly be dealt with through the
appiication of organization-specific resources this can seldom be a
successful strategy in disasters. A successful counter-disaster operation
requires planning and poiicy decisions that transcend organization-specific
domains. It requires a comprehensive inter-organizational approach.
(Britton, 1985: 54)
The conceptual ambiguity concerning 'disaster' thus ieads to an unfortunate
paradox, whereby (1) different perspectives on disasters lead to diverse policies and
practices within the counter-disaster community; yet, (2) 'disasters,' by virtue of their
extraordinary nature, tend to involve rnany organizations in the mitigation process. In

other words, fragmentation at the conceptual level may interfere with the effective
coordination of diverse resources when it is needed most. According to Britton (1985:

55). 'the task of developing a comprehensive disaster operationai system may be made

easier if the concept of disaster is reevaluated.'
As a result of the fiagrnented views on disasten, Britton (p. 49) claims that within

the counter-disaster community 'there is an inability to distinguish with sufficient
uniqueness one "type" or "level" of event ffom another.' Strategies that have k e n
established for routine events are often not appropriate for the extraordinary
circumstances of a disaster (p. 54). so Britton sees a need to establish a set of parameten
that will d o w planners to better distinguish between levels of 'societal crises.' In effect,

he vies to consauct a measure by which to evaiuate the size of a crisis that can be used. in

tum, to identifi appropriate management strategies and resources. Britton adopts three
criteria in making a distinction between accidents, emergencies, and disasters (p. 50):
1. the number and type of people affected.

2. the degree of involvement of the people within the affected area.
3. the arnount of disruption caused by the social crisis agent upon the
social system.

Using these criteria, Brïtton differentiates between crises based on the scope or magnitude
of an event. For instance, 'emergencies' are distinguished as 'locahed' dismptions

'interferhg with ongoing activities of specific people ...plus a number of peripheral
persons.' 'Disasters,' however, have a widespread impact and involve 'near complete

disruption of ail social processes (and) social structure' (p. 48). The three events exist on
a continuum, distinguished by their range of impact.

Parametes:
(1) number of petople inwlmd
(2) degm of inwlwment
(3)amount of disruption

Ennrg«rcy

Dirrarf

Adoptedfiom Britton (1985):49

Figure 4-1: Britton'scrisis continuum

4.2.2 Dmculties in estabiishing a common distinction

Brinon's conceptuai approach presents two obstacles which challenge the

establishment of a general distinction of 'disasters' nom other crises. Fint. without
accounting for ciifferences in social settings, his approach is simply too vague to provide a
common point of reference for the counter-disaster community;and second. it cannot

become the basis for the inter-organizational approach that Britton seeks because
deterrnining the scope of impact tends toward a relatively arnbiguous exercise in
subjectivity and political-econornics, as he himself notes (p.47).'

Britton's parameters are limited for another reason as welI. and this is because they
are based upon a reactive (pst-impact) perspective on disastea. In other words, the
distinctions between levels of social cnsis refer to an assessrnent made after a crisis has

'

-

-

Brinon suggesü rbat both politics and economics are factors 'which influence the decision to regard
an event as a disaster.' For instance, impact effects may be distorted by oficiaIs seeking to meet critena
for disaster assistance, 'which injects funds, personnel, and other resources from outside the impact zone.'
Unscrupulous oficials could seek to declare disasters in order to bolster local econornies or conserve local
resources (p. 47).

happened. These kinds of parameters offer Little or no basis for a proactive strategy

seeking to mitigate disasters Britten's staaing point is 'after-the-fact.' By way of

contrast, a comprebensive mitigation strategy incorporates the social, technical, and
ecological processes that lead to disasters well before an event actuaiiy occurs and
continue well afier a disaster has passed (Anderson, 1991: 34). This requires a conception
of 'disaster' that goes beyond descriptions of impact to one rwted in explanatory

processes.
4.2.3 Disasters as 'disruption': contextualizingthe distinction

Bntton's view on social crises shares a motif of disruption with the larger body of
literature in disaster studies. That is, in spite of the different categoricai approaches. most
of the definitions of 'disaster' refer to a phenornenon which interferes with the 'normal'

routine within a society (Drabek, 1986: 7). This is an important consideration in moving
tciward a common definition of disaster because it identifies a shared assumption among

researchers. Moreover, the notion of 'dismption' is helpful because it places cnsis within
a social context. Britton (p. 36) contends that 'to define the causes and consequences of

disaster impact upon a social system (or subsystem), the definition must have its roots
within that system.' For instance, Thomas (1993: 13) refers to emergencies as 'everyday
localized breakdowns which usually can be handled by local resources and personnel.'

Within Thomas's definition an ernergency is c o o s i d d a local crisis resulting in
disniption, but not of such scope or magnitude as to overwhelm the community's 'coping
capacity' (Lindsay, 1993: 49).

Extending the notion of disruption dong a continuum of %opeor magnitude (as

Britton does), a disaster refers to a crisis in which the social context itself is disnipted. As
defined in the Tampere Declarcrtion, 'disasters are viewed as extreme occurrences which

outstrip the abiIity of an affected society to cope with them' (in Cate, 1994: 50).'
Disasters are, by this defintion, 'emergencies' that have expanded beyond the coping
capacity of a particular community. In effect, 'disaster' describes a cornmunity-wide
disruption that initiates an 'emergency' at a higher levei of organizationai response. The
importance of this distinction lies in its empbasis on particular settings: what may be a
disaster under one set of cucumstances for one particular community,may only be an
'emergency' in another ~ontext.~
4.2.4 The demand/capacity ratio

So far. the distinctions based on dismption do not appear much different than
those made by Britton: disasters are larger than emergencies, and emergencies are larger
than accidents . By including the idea of a coping capacity, however, a consideration of

social context is now included in the perspective, This consideration leads to the idea of a

'

The Tampere Declaration was the result of a series of international conferences and workshops on
disaster communication held between 1986 and 1991. It recognizes 'an urgent need to improve
international cooperation in communications and enhance national communications capabilities' to
reduce the impact of disasters, and had cdled for an international convention to be negotiateci on the
maner. The Tampere Dechration specifically links hproved flows of information and communication to
improved mitigation.
Different yet from emergency and disaster. 'hazard' generally refers to the threat of disruption facinp
a community. 'Hazards,' as Lindsay (1993: 59) observes, 'are the potential interactions of the human-use
system and the environment which would result in [an emergency or] disaster if the interaction actually
occurred.' 'Hazard' describes an element or phenomenon that threatens to challenge the coping capacity
of a system or community. According to Lindsay, hazards can include natural phenornena (weather, earth
movements. etc.) or technological rnatters (p. 66). When a hazard is actuaIized it may or may not result
in an emergency or disaster,depending upon the coping capacity of the local system or community.

demnnd/capacity ratio (Lindsay, 1993), which relates the level of disruption to the
coping capacity of a community. Coping capacity refers to a cornmunity's ability to
mobilize resources, knawiedge, and expertise in order to effectvely manage disruption.

Communications may be deeply irnplicated in the demandkapa~ityratio. On the
one hand, poor communications can d u c e coping capacity by inhibiting awareness of
hazards or the effective response capability of resources. For exampie, Iack of public

awareness about a certain issue may resdt in practices that create hazards for a
community, thereby placing emergent pressures on its capacity for preparedness and
response. Or. during a routine emergency. dificulties in communications among response
personnel may result in its escalation to disaster status as the deployment of local
resources becornes disorganized and confused-breaking down a previously established
capacity for coordination.

On the other hand, clearly established lines of communication and protocol may
positively expand coping capacity, enabling a set of resources to manage a greater range
of disruption. Making a population aware of a local hazard may,for instance. lead to

social activities that create better preparedness, thereby increasing its capacity for crisis

management. In another case, improved iines of communication between seismologists
and public waming systems might enable early waming for incoming earthquakes.

expanding a community's coping capacity tbrough proactive safety measures (such as
shunuig off gas lines).

The problem of coordination in the ERC model has been shown to be one of
communication processes (Chapter 2). In the remainder of this chapter 1 will attempt to
speciij a definition of 'disaster' rooted in communication processes. In doing so, my h t

objective is to move toward a clearer and more systematic conceptualization of
coordination within the ERC model. Secondly, 1h o p to demonstrate the analytic value

of this conceptuaiization by using it to guide a cntical assessrnent of Comfon's (1991,
1992) strategic vision for new CITS in disaster management.
4.3.1 ‘The principle of requisite diversity'
A general systems approach offers an avenue for further exploring the concept of

'disaster.' This is because systems theory, including cybernetics and its subsequent
developments, is concemed with relations within and between systems (Capra, 19%: 37;
Krippendorff, 1989). These relations are govemed by information flows and
communication processes, as cybernetics has demonstrated by iiiustrating the relation

berneen feedback lwps and system stabilization (Capra, p. 59; Wiener, 1948). Another
important advantage to systems theory is its generai appiicabiiity across a wide range of
disciplines and practices. Cybernetics demonstrates this by offering 'a single vocabulary
and a single set of concepts suitable for representing the most diverse types of system'

(Ashby, 1963: 4).4

''

See dso Capra (1996): 49.

The principle of re~uisitediversity is a systems notion that permits a contextspecific conceptuaiization of 'disaster' h m a communications perspective. Originally
introduced as 'the p ~ c i p l of
e requisite varier>,'by the British engineer and cybernetician
W. Ross Ashby (1963). it can be described as foflows:

me]

'principle of requisite variety' States that if the variety wbich a given
system is likely to encounter in its environment is greater in quantity than
the variety the system can process, then the system's stability wiil be
threatened, because it will not have the flexibility sufficiently to reduce,
absorb, suppress, or transform the uncoded variety (or noise) that threatens
it. (Wilden, 1987: 190)
Wilden (p. 192) points out that Ashby's principle was originaliy stated in this 'quantitative
sense' as a cybernetic formulation for describing the limits of correction channels in
Shannon's (1949) signal theory. Noting that 'control requires a representation of what is
king controiled,' Wilden restates Ashby's principlc as one of requisite 'diversity,' which
claims that
the capacity of any system, R, to represent the diversity of another system,
S. cannot exceed the flexibility of R as a coding system.

This does not mean that R must represent the diversity of its environment on a
point-for-point basis. but 'only that R must be capable of representing the basic codings of
the types of variety found in system S.' [emph. added] (p. 192). Wilden explains that

'diversity' refers to the combination of two or more kinds of variety, and 'complexity'

refers to Ievels of diversity (p. 172). 'Variety' is therefore a 'bit' of information which
refers to a recognized and significant ciifference applied by the system of representation.

For instance, the 'all-hazards' approach (Chapter 2) is a genotypd representation scheme
which codes disasters according to basic Merences in social impacts (such as speed of

onset, duration. etc.) rather than diversity of causes (such as the disaster agent itself). 'Al1
hazards' enables disaster managers to establish requisite diversity based on gened

qualities of disaster impacts instead of developing separate disaster plans for each possible
disaster agent. Appendix 4.1 describes this distinction in more detaii.
In terms of the reiationship between communication and disaster management, the

principle of requisite cüversity States that the capability of any system to cope with
disniption is limited to that system's ability to adequately 'encode' the diversity in its
extemal and intemal environments. In effect, a system's capability of responding to
divenity is Iimited to its ability to communicate about these environments. The idea of the

demandlcapacity ratio reflects this relationship. A demandcapacity ratio of 1:1 would
mean that a given system is capable of representing the divenity in its environment

through current resources of knowledge and expertise. In other words. the range of
environmental demands generaiiy placed upon the system do not exceed its capacity as a

crisis communication system. For instance, 'routine' emergencies are those in which the
demands of the situation do not exceed the capacity of the responduig organization (e-g., a
f ~ department
e
has sufficient expertise to bring a house fm under control). A situation

where demand exceeds capacity, however, means that the communication system no

longer has the means to match the diversity present within its environment and to support
an effective response. In this case, the point at which a fm department is unable to bring a

crisis under control may be seen as a 'routine' emergency escalating into a 'disaster.' 1
shodd add that by using the term 'communicationsystem' 1am referrbg not to a technicaI

system (e.g., radio communications) but rather to a specialized body of concepts and
rnethods which are manifestedin this case as fkfighting expettise and knowledge.

The principle of requisite divenity allows a 'disaster' to be conceived h m a
communications perspective. It draws out the reIationship between langage systems and
social disruption because it equates control and preparedness with a capacity for
communicative action. In other words, the capacity of a communication system defines in
large measure the specific coping capacity of a crisis management system. As such. the

principle of requisite diversity can also ~ p e c i f ythe role of communications in expanding a

coping capacity.
Central to this conception is the notion of systemic 'overload.' whereby the

dernands on a given system (e.g., a local municipal services-fire. police) expand beyond
the functional capacity of that ~ ~ s t e r To
n . ~mitigate or prevent a 'disaster' from occumng,

a new system or 'action network' (Cornfort, 1988) must be introduced into the setting. In

order for this new network to be effective it must be capable of matchhg the complexity

--

--

-

-

nie idea of systemic overload has also been cited as a mechanism for cultural evolution. inasmuch as
its occurrence is seen to cause a rcorganization of societai structures and practices. Coming from an
anthropological perspective on the matter, Cameiro (1982) draws upon a notion of 'elastic lirnits' in
seeking an expianatory mechanism of culturai evolution. 'Elastic limits' can be seen to correspond with
the demandkapacity ratio: witfiin limits the system perfonns 'routine*operations and remains relativety
stable; beyond the limits the system 'either ruptures or else is permanently changed in shape' (p. 1 11). Of
note in this regard. disaster studies has also recognized a connection between disasters and the idea of
culturd evolution (Quaranteili, 1994: 29).

or the special conditions of the situation it bas been cdied to address. The best way io do
this, according to Cornfort (1988, 1991). is to integrate a diversity of resources and

expertise through a flexible and comprehensive network of communication- This network
would act as an ernergent, or Wtual. communication system which c d d make a wide

range of knowledge and expertise avaiiable 'on-demand' as it were. In the event that a
local coping capacity was under threat, disaster managers could 'plug-in' to specialized
information via the network as a means of extending their local communications
capabilities.
4.3.2 Mutual coherence and the coordination problernatic

Disasters, as noted above, are inherently Üiter-organitational and multi-dimensional

phenornena. This is precisely because they involve a systemic overload that generally
requires other systems, or 'outside help,' to be recniited in response. From a

communications standpoint this means that to effectively match diversity in a disaster the
new network must be capable of integrating a wider range of resources into a mutually
coherent web of exchange. Mutual coherence refers to the ability of resources on a

network to coordinate communications through reciprocal awareness and understanding.'
What this means, foilowing the principle of requisite diversity, is tbat in order to be

effective, a disaster management network must enable a level of divenity in

communications that matches the increase in environmental diversity. In other words,
6

1 have taken this term h m Capra (1996: 269). He uses it in describing an autopoietic perspective on
interactions among living systems: '... through mutual structural coupling, individuai living systems are
part of each other's worlds. They communicate with one another and coordinate their behavior. There is
an ecology of worlds brought forth by mutualty coherent acts of cognition' (emp. added].

because a disaster represents a higher level of complexity, the communication network

rnust itself be capable of ratchethg upwards in complexity to match the emergent dernands
on the system.

The ERC model recognizes the value of utilizing the latent diversity of existing
community resources, Community resources represents wide cross-section of knowledge
and expertise wfiich, if effectively coordinated, may positiveIy expand local cophg

capacity tbrough an extended nenvork of representation, The principle of requisite
diversity specifies disaster management as a coordination of communication systems into
'higher-order' systems of representation. It also draws out a problematic aspect of
'coordination' within the ERC model.
A 'disaster' requires an expanded and flexible network of resources extending

beyond the nom which, in turn, makes effective coordination of that network increasingly
dificult. This is because 'disasters,' by defuiition, are partly a result of communication
breakdown and have exceeded a capacity for effective response. As a result. a

coordination problematic arises whereby a disaster management network may,during
the mitigation or preparedness phase, seek to cultivate as much fuactional differentiation

as possible among its resources-thereby expanding its coping capacity through an

extended network of representation. Unforninately, in so doing the network faces a new
problern of enabling effective coordination of those differentiated resources. in other
words, the solution of increased diversity results in emergent communication problems

between speciakd systems of representation. In the event of a disaster, these problems

may be compou11ded by the very fact that a coping capacity has been exceeded and that
afftxted resources have become immobilized. The coordination problematic can be
expresseci as the chalienge of reconciling diversity with mutual coherence within the
context of a communication breakdown.

4.4 'Making Sense' with New CïTS ami the PtUlcipIc of Requisite Diverse

4.4.1 Review: The dud d e of the principle of requisite diversity.

The principle of requisite diversity plays a dual role in this study. On the one hand.
it distinguishes 'disasters' from other types of crises using the idea of systemic overload.

This allows a 'disaster' to be conceived, absuactly, as a context-specific event between

interacting systems. On the other hand, the principle of requisite diversity points toward a
general disaster mitigation strategy tbrough its expianation of 'disaster.' If, as the
pnnciple States, a system is overwhelmed because it lacks the flexibility to 'encode' the
diversity in its environment, then a higher-order system of representation must be
developed to prevent or respond to systemic overload. In terms of disaster management,
this means that an organïzation or community must be capabIe of expanding its coping
capacity through an effective means of resource gathering and integration. The
coordination problematic reflects the inherent chdenge to integrating resources to meet
the extraordinary demands of a disaster.

New C I T S may provide the means to expand a systern's coping capacity through
the wide and timely inkgration of resources into a flexible netwmk for disaster

management. The remabder of ihis chapter will explain this statement by looking at two
related visions for improving disaster management through new CITS. First, I will
attempt to show how the principle of requisite diversity illuminates Cornfort's (1991)
Interactive, Intelligent, Sparicrl Infomtion System for international disaster assistance

(IISIS) and her early vision of a 'global inquiring system' for seismic rîsk (1992). Second,
1 wiil try io demonstrate the value of the principle of requisite diversity as a tool for

critically evaluating these visions.

Some of the key literature addressing new ClTS in disaster management adopts

similar assumptions to those developed in this chapter. For instance, Cornfort (1992: 2)
considers disasters as events involving systemic overload requiring the imposition of new

systems of communication:

By definition. disaster means that local resoutces are overwhelmed, and
response necessarily involves the mobilization. organization and
deployment of extcmd resources to the stncken area. Improving the
capacity for timely, appropriate response. therefore, is likely to increase the
efficiency of disaster operatiom. ...Disaster snarls the interdependent
threads of communication and organization that facilitate collective action
in human settlements. When that action crosses discipllliary, organizational
and juisdictional boundaries to deliver extemal assistance to a stricken
ana, altemate f o m of communications and organization that allow timely.
flexible coordination over the entire span of disaster operations are
essential.

This statement relates to Comfort's overall strategic vision for disaster management,

which is similar to the ERC mode1 (see Chapter 2). According to Comfort (1988: S),
disasters are charactetized by conditions of uncertainty, complexity, and interaction which
together pose iremendous chdenges to conventional strategic planning. An effective
disaster management strategy involves a 'coofdinated Iearning process' (CLP)among
resources, facilitated in part through the 'professional design' of communication and
information flows. For Comfort, the central objective of design shodd be COmate a
capacity for independent development among the many organizations involved in disaster
management, yet guided by the needs of the network of organizations as a whole. 1
should add that this is a cybemetic notion hvolving feedback and adjustment processes
within a network.
4.4.3 'Making sense' with new CïTS: the inquiring system.

At the heart of Comfort's vision for 'integrating the multiple components of the
emergency management system into a coherent action agency' (1992: 19) is the idea of an
inquiring system. An inquiring system describes a design concept for organizing

communication processes to solve problems (p. 5). It is the outcome of 'professional
design,' and is the technologicai centrepiece for Comfort's CLP strategy- Even before the
popular uptake of the InternetWWW, C O ~ ~ argued
O R that thencurrent ClTS were
capable of supporting a global inquiring system for reducing seismic ri& (p. 8). However,
she also emphasized that organizational capaciry to develop the system was lacking in
many respects (p. 5). In this manner, Comfort States that technological capacity must be

developed in paralle1 with organizational capacity in order for a CLP to be M y realized
(p. 7): making the inquiring system concept both a socid and technological challenge.

Cumntiy, the technological challenge has been met in large masure through
technological convergence and the InterneilWVAV, as described in Chapter 3 of this
study. Comfon's mode1 for a global inquiring system is also built upon a number of
assumptions regarding the potential function of new CTïS in disaster management. 1
would suggest that these assumptions fit within the framework for analysis developed in

Chapter 3, and that this framework can help us to better understand her vision.

Comfort identifies three enhancements that may enable new CITS to create the
technoIogicai capacity for a coordinated learning process (CLP) to emerge within the
counter-disaster community (1992: 6). At the Ievel of the user, or the intra-personai, new

CITS offermultimodal interfaces that simpliQ complex data 'and increas[e] the speed and
accuracy of communication.' New CITS may also expand the capacity for dialogue within
the counter-disaster community, enhancing the social network. Further, Comfort argues

that new CITS may enhance the 'extended memory' of the counter-disaster community
through the storage, retrieval, and dissemination of knowledge and data-the network of

representational communications.
The integration of these three functions, according to Comfort, mates the
technological capacity for the coordinated learning process to emerge: 'This capacity

'

- --

Creating organizational capacity remaiw a key issue in rhe field (Butler. 1996).

shifts the time perspective of organizations forward, and encourages participants to review
their performance in order to improve strategies for future action' (1992: 6). Rather than
acting only in response to aisis, organizaîions can mticipate and prepare for future
contingencies. Organizational learning may take place as a result of reflection and
evaluation of performances within the interorganizationd network. in other words, given
the proper technologicai infrastructure, relatively autonomous organizations and

individuals might be brought together to enable a 'self-organizing' communications Iifeline
infrastructure (CL0which 'learns' from its own transactions (1996: 1 18).
The inquiring system faces the design chaiienge of enabling a self-organixing CL1
by integrating network resources through a shared knowledge base. Comfort has

addressed this chaiienge by proposing both an Integrated, Intelligent, Spatial lnformatiorz
Systern (IISIS) and a 'global inquiring system*for reducing seisrnic nsk (using IISIS as a

model). These design concepts are intended to facilitate a self-organizing CL1 through an
inclusive system of knowledge representation. Of central importance to both is the
capability of switching between 'padwhole' perspectives:
The goal of such a system is to provide responsible decision-makers with
flexible capacity to obtain an overview of the entire set of disaster response
operations, while retaining the capacity for detailed examinauon of specific
problems at any given tirne. The intent is to create a disaster-specific
information system that allows practicing managers to draw relevant
information h m multiple sources in systematic ways. (199 1: 4).

The organization of these systems is based upon the layering of 'knowledge modules' into
distinct domauis. Each module is by organired by jwisdiction (local. national.

international) according to discipline, fimction, and dûaster phase (mitigation.
preparedness, response, recovery).
The main objective of the IISIS is to establish 'a working knowledge base to
support decision-making across the range ofparricipating organizations and
junsdictions' [emph. added] (p.6). Both IBIS and the global inquinng system are
important design concepts for theû network approach to information management: they

present a design concept that may fit the ERC model. Moreover. they foiiow the principle
of requisite diversity in seeking to expand the coping capacity of the counter-disaster
community by creating extended systems of representation. They do this by offixing a
prototype design for integrating a wide network of resources through a common
knowledge base using new CRS.

However, while the inquiring system is designed to assemble and coordinate a
diverse body of knowledge within a multiplex web. it seems to overlook some important

communication challenges within that web. Coordination between resources remains
problematic, as in the ERC model. In the next section I will argue that communication
across disciplines andfwictions rernains a challenge within the inquiring system designs

outlined by Cornfort. This critique wiU lead me back to the coordination problematic
established earlier in this chapter.

4.4.4 Critique of tbe inquiring system design

My critique is based on two central points. First, the current trend in information
networking is not toward central and standardized databases, but toward distributed
networking and diversity in information systems. Second, the inquiring system design
overlooks the issue of mutual coherence between knowledge modules. Regarding the
problem of distriiuted networking, Cornfort's inquiring system appears to take the form of

a centraiized database that is accessible to a global constituency of disaster managers and
researchers. This is a problernatic assumption because, as Anderson (1992) has pointed
out, current vends in cornputer-mediated networking (CMN) are moving in the direction

of disrribured nenuorkx8 The implications of this trend lead away from conceptions of

networks built upon centralized 'super' nodes towards networks of many specialized

no de^.^ This king the case, an inquiring system built upon a centralized database seems
unlikely to be successfid, as specialited knowledge is increasingly distributed across a
wide range of network nodes."

Peter Anderson has indicated to me that Comfon's IISIS system has since been re-conceptualized to
account for distributed networks (personal communication. June 26, 1997).
A helpful analogy in this regard is that of the difference between 'broadcasting' and 'namowcasting'
models. Zn a network constructed amund a cenaalized super-node, a wide range of information resides in
one (or few)servers accessed by many clients. The super-node as 'broadcaster' thus becornes an d l purpose information supermarket as it were. By contrast, developments in LIie Intemet and WWW seem
to indicate a growing network constructed around deceniraiized 'niche' nodes that 'narrowcast'
specialized information for thosc in search of it.
'O
A growing number of what might be called disaster-related 'super*-nodes do enist on the Interner,
including the Disaster Research Center (University of Delaware), the Naturai Hazards Research and
Applicafions Center (University of Colorado). HazardNet and the Ernergency Preparedness Information
Exchange (EPW (Simon Fraser University. Canada). For the most part, however, these sites are not
stand-alone information resources because they act as 'clearinghouses' that bind together other
autonomous sites.

The second point of my critique concems Comfoa's limited treatment concerning
the issue of mutml coherence between 'knowledge modules.' The inquiring system has

the central objective of bridging the disaster management network, and the knowledge

modules are therefore supposed to be capable of mssing the four dimensions of
juridiction, discipline, function. and disaster phase. But this may aot be a simple task
c o n s i d e ~ gthe difference in perceptions and stratepic approaches within the counterdisaster community (see 4.2.1). Cornfort (1992: 1 1) acknowledges this challenge to a
global inquiring system by establishing a set of eight 'operathg premises' which includes

consideration of conceptual and linguistic matters. In spite of this acknowledgment,
g
remains limited insofar as it fails to specify a model or
however, the i n q u i ~ system
method suited to the challenge of the coordination problematic.

4.4.5 The inquiring system and the coordination problematic

According to the ERC model and the principle of requisite diveaity, bridging
resources is crucial to an effective disaster management network. If we take the idea of
the knowledge module to mean any specialized informational resource, then the

coordination between modules is a primary requirement for the network. A multiplex

linking of knowledge modules can be conceptualized as the coordination problematic
withui the ERC model. Moreover, as a problem coacerning communication it may reside
in a number of areas including awareness, access. laquage, protocol, and even
epistemology and ontology. Anderson (1990: 11) considers the communication issue as a
challenge to enabling a shared network system for disaster communications:

Because the field is highly speciaiîd, practitioners, pianners and
researchers tind themselves unable to communkate through a common
Ianguage; te= and concepts cornmon to some are often incomprehensible
to othen. This is particuiarly evident in pmblems associated with
translating scientific and other technical information into terms
understandable by lay people. Not only is there, in a sense, a cross-culnual
communication problem between scientists and lay people, but even within
specific areas of research, scientinc approaches ofkn ciiffer considerably in
methodology and rrsults. This is particularly noticeable in academic
debates that emerge between physical and social sciences about the
iegitimacy and rdevance of research models. AU too often the underlying
theoreticai concepts used are mathematical or based upon highlyspecialized tenninology, and it is aImost impossible to translate them into
common English.
Anderson M e r suggests that the increasing need for 'techno-translaton' between
specialized fields is a result of the limited organizational capacity within the counter-

disaster community (1990: 12). Greater research. he claims, is needed to undentand the
communication processes and relationships that exist within disaster management
networks. It appears. then, that full integration of a socio-technical and ecological web of

exchange is inhibited, in a significant way, by a lack of 'translation' within and between
these systems.

The principle of requisite diversity is a key theoretical consideration in conjunction
with my critique of Comfoa's inquiring system rnodel. The principle aiiows one to
consider disasten as a result of growing complexity leaihg to systemic overload. Any
disaster management information network must therefore be capable of matching
increasing levels of complexity. It is in the interest of the counter-disaster community to

ensure that variety and diversity flourish among its constituent members. This invokes the

'coordination problematic' where. on the one haad. mutuai coherence requires a common
basis for excbange and understanding while, on the other han& the p ~ c i p l of
e requisite
diversity suggests a need to preseme a maximum degree of diversity ammg network
resources. The problem of resource coordination is exacerbated by the fact that
'disastes' are instances of systemic overloaà, exceeding a c o m m ~ t y ' coping
s
capacity

and challenging established 'emergency' management strategies.

In this chapter 1 have introduced the principle of requisite diversity to serve a number of
purposes. 1began with a discussion of fragmentation at the conceptual Ievel of defming

'disaster.' arguing that this challenges attempts at developing integrated perspectives on
disaster management itself. 1also highlighted the difnculty in applying a general
distinction berneen social crises. Following this opening discussion, 1then introduced the
principle of requisite diversity as an integrative and communications-based definition of
disasters which helps to distinguish disasters fkom other social crisis through the notion of

systemic overload. Using this approach, 1 drew attention to the relationship between

communications and coping capacity, noting that the principle also intimates a positive
strategy for the ERC mode1 insofar as it emphasizes the important role of diversity in

expanding coping capacity. 1then point out that this strategy leads to a coordination
problematic which involves the reconciliation of diversity with mutual coherence in the
context of communication breakdown. Findy, 1use the principle of requisite divenity to
demonstrate the oppominities and limitations of new CïïS to expand the demandkapacity

ratio of the counteraisaster cornmunit.. In order to do this 1examined and critiqued a

prototype design for an integrated disaster iaformation system, pointing out the challenge
of disvibuted mtworkiag and mutual coherence across specialized areas of knowledge and
expertise.

In crucial ways, information constiîutes the energy rhar drives a complex
system in ifsprocesses of both intemal aabptation among ifs consn'ruenc
parts and exrernal change with the broader environment. (Cornfort, 1994)

In this chapter I will attempt to provide a theoretical context for the ERC model,

emphasizing a communications perspective based on virtud networks of disrributed
resources. In order to do so, I will first outline the theoretical requisites of the ERC
model, emphasizing the challenge of conceptualizing dynamic networks. Two general
concepts are inuoduced to describe both the action and the structural dimensions of the
ERC model; here I adapt Perrow's (1984) notions of 'complex interaction' and 'loose
coupling.'

Having defined a set of general concepts, 1 then extend hem through complex
systems theory in order generate a more detailed specification of action and structure
within the ERC model. Finaiiy, 1 combine these concepts into a framework using
Leydesdorff s (1993) parailel and distributed processing model. I argue that this model
provides a cornmuaications-based model congruent with the ERC model and, as such, may
offer the counter-disaster community an important heuristic for considering the challenges

and opportunities created by new CITS.

5.2 Ilneorefical RequrSites for the ERC M

U

The command-and-control modei has beea criticized for its failure to address the
qualitative Merences which make 'disanen' distinct h m emergencies or accidents

(Thomas, 1992). These differences, as I suggested in Chapter four,result when the
coping capacity of a system is surpassed. When this threshold is crossed, 'routine'
strategies for dealing with emergency situations may not be effective and new approaches
need to be sought (Cornfort, 1988). In other words. standard operating procedures which

work within the relatively predictable parameten of 'routine' crises (such as house fres or
small-scale medical emergencies) are not necessarily appropriate for the extraordinary
conditions of disasters. The ERC mode1 is useful as an alternative strategy because it
recognizes and attempts to account for the special conditions which disasters create.

The ERC model is based upon the assumption that most counter-disaster resources
will rernain viable and adaptable during disasten. These resources can include people,

knowledge, and technology. Whereas the command-and-control model assumes that ( 1)
social disorder must be controlled through (2) severe restrictions on information flows and
(3) the enactrnent of a pre-ordained 'plan.' the ERC model recognizes that these strategies

are chailenged by the actual conditions of disasters. Contrary to cornmaad-and-control.
the ERC model rejects a clampdown on information fiows and the deployrnent of 'tight*

plans in favour of an increase in communications and provisions for improvisational
approaches to disaster recovery. In many respects,the strength of the ERC mode1 is its
emphasis on decentralized communication flows. Critiques of the cornmand-and-contrd

model cite stnictural ripidity as a liability in the complex dynamics of disasters (Dynes,
1983). In this regard 'emergence' is perhaps the ERC model's key concept because it

emphasizes fomiitous adaptatation to conditions of uncertainty.

In spite of its advantages over command-andcontrol, the ERC model poses some
significant challenges for disaster communications. The coordination problematic, in
particular, highligh~the difficulty of reconciling mutual coherence with requisite divenity.
1argued in Chapter 2 that 'coordination' within the ERC mode1 is largely a matter of

effective communication between resomes on a (dynamic) network. 1believe that an
appropriate communication theory may help the counter-disaster community to &ter
conceptualize the coordination problematic within the ERC model.

In constrast to the relatively static and linear construction of the cornmand-andcontrol model, the ERC model requires a theoretical framework capable of providing a
'topoIogical' (Braman, 1994) conception of a complex network. Topological mapping
(or, 'rubber-sheet geometry') refers to a method for charthg the dynamic 'terrain' of an
emergent network. An appropriate theoretical fkamework must also be capable of
conceptualizingcommunication processes between autonomous nodes on a nonhierarchical network. These nodes represent functionaliy-differentiatedresources within
the counter-disaster community, which include domains of knowledge and expertise.

Autonomy refers to the relatively independent operations of these resources as sites of
specidized activities. For instance, the university (a knowledge resource) develops over

thne according to its own needs and mandates. (This is of course not to deny the
influence of other societal factors but merely to emphasize the university's self-directed
development).
Schematic diagtams of information flows in the command-and-conml (UC)

model and the emergent response coordination (ERC)model (see Figure 5.1) cm help to
differentiate between the two models. In the U C model, information flow is highiy
regulated within a rigid organizational structure. Communications and decisions cake
place within a hierarchical framework. In constrast, the ERC model represents a network
of nodes where information fiows fluctuate according to momentary contingencies.

Communications occur within a dynamic and 'geodesic' framework of point-10-pouit
linkages thai may n a foliow traditional or hierarchical patterns of information flow

(Thomas,1992: 34). A communication theory for the ERC model must be capable of
accounting for these dynamic and multiplex information fiows.
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figue 9: ERC mod.1

Figure 5-1: Schematic rendering of the ERC mode1

A communication theory for the ERC mode1 must also be able to account for the

characteristics of networks as emergent stmctures. In paxticular, it must be able to do so
for the unique conditions of disasters. Comfort (1988: 5) has identified three dominant
characteristics of disaster conditions: uncertainty, interaction, and complexity.
Uncertaïnty refers to the capricious situational dynamics which result from environmental

complexity and systemic overload. Interaction characterizes 'the sequence of reciprocal
events' between systems and environmenfi which occurs in al1 four phases of the disaster

process. The product of uncertainty and interaction is complexity, which refen to the

possibility of unforseen or incalculable effects.

5.3 The D y ~ n i i Network:
c
Basic Comcepts
5.3.1 Interaction and coupling

Perrow (1984) introduces two related concepts--'interaction' and 'coupluig'-which may

help to further define the ERC model. These concepts are introduced by Pemw as

'system characterîstics' in a variety of industrial aad organizational settings, but 1fmd
them particularly useful for describing network communications. Interaction, according to

Perrow, can be characterized as h e u r or cornplex (p.78). Linear interaction refers to
relatively predictable sequences of events and outcornes. In a system of linear

interactions, relations between variables are identifiable and can be anticipated; moreover,
events may be described as s e h i processes to the extent that they occur sequentially.

Cornplex interactions, however, refer to systems where sequences of events and outcorne

are not easily predictable or even imnipdiately comprehensible. Perrow attributes complex

interactions to systems where relations between variables are not easily identifiable.

Complex interactions may have non-linear pperties wbich, through feedback loops or
s h d pathways, may dramatically compound the effects of simple malhinctions. Events

within complex interactions may be described as psnlkl proeeses to the extent that they
occur simultaneously.' To illustrate paralie1 processes in a communication network I
would like to desaibe an incident that involved a complex interaction with a comrnon
telecornrnunicatioas service,

On January 9,1997. during the morning rush hom. pagers on the Amencan SkyTel
communication network began to ring out o f control for about 30 minutes--the result of a
single wrong number. This incident (involving about 100 000 separate pages in aii) began
with one user entering a special number which in tum 'broadcast' that same number across
the network. When SkyTel users received the number on their pagers a positive feedback
loop was initiated as customen cded-in the special PIN number:

... a new customer was rnistakenly given a code used by SkyTel to send
news headlines as a personal identification number. When the PIN number
was activated, it went to ail the customers of the headline service,
ttiggering beeps and messages across the country.
In tum. customen began phonhg the numbers on their pager
screens, thus reactivating the PIN number and generating even more
messages.

The PIN number was taken off-iïne but when engineers tried to
It could k argued that the command and control model contains a network of parailel processes at
each Ievel within its hierarchy. The o v d l process within command and control, however, is serial
(information fiows in a linear fashion). This is a key distinction with respect to the ERC model. in which
the processes rnay actually be reverseci (i.e., seriai processes may be evident within each node. but the
overall stmcture is marked by paralle1 processing).

restore the headliae s e ~ c ...
e more erroneous messages were broadcast
for about five minutes. ('Pagers go wild,' 1997).
The SkyTel incident is a simple illustration of the potential for complex

interactions to produce major disruptions 6rom seemingiy insignificant events. Accordhg

to Perrow. linear systems tend to have mostly sequential Iinksbetween components. With
cornplex systems however, 'unanticipated interdependencies' are more iikely to emerge
h m simple errors or malfhctions (p. 87). This, as the SkyTel incident demonstrates. is

because the interaction of parallei processes may exponentidy compound the effects of an
initial cause, leading to unforseen consequences. In this case, the paralle1 processes

involved the SkyTel users retuming the errant PIN number, setting-off a cascade of

broadcasts.
'Coupling' is the second concept 1have taken from Perrow (p. 89) to help describe
the ERC model. This is a term fiom the engineering sciences used to characterize the 'fit'

between components in a system. Coupling is classifred into two general forms: tight
coupling and loose coupling. Tight coupling refers to system linkages which ofier littie

slack or buffer. We can Say that effects across linkages are ~ a l o g o u(i.e.,
s they respond
in continuous variation), insofar as 'what happens in one [component] directly affects
what happens in the other' (p. 90). With loose coupling, system linkages are indirect and

'aihw for parts of the system to express themselves according to their own logic or

interests' (p. 92). Effects across Mages rnay be correlated but are not necessarily direct.
Although Perrow notes that the acnial outcome of loosely coupled systems rnay be less

predictable than that of tightly coupled systems, they tend to be more flexiile and
adaptable. This is largely because control of the system is decentralked aIlowing for the
introduction of 'fortuitous recovery aids' at the locality of dismption (p. 95)Using Permw's concepts, the ERC model may be described as a loosely-coupled
system of complex interactions. Indeed, the disaster environment itself rnay be described

as a network of compiex interactions, where uncertainty and interaction challenge linear
approaches to management. The dynamic network of the ERC mode1 is based on the
fortuitous adaptation of (latent) knowledge and expertise to disaster conditions, and
achieved through a multiplex hiring of communications. By way of contrast, the overall
structure of the command-and-control model appears as a tightiy-coupled system of linear

interactions, where specific actions are expected to take place within a pre-estabiished
chain of events.
1believe that complex interaction and loose coupiing offer important conceptuai

starting points because they highlight the relationship between action and srructure in the

ERC model. A theoretical perspective appropriate for the ERC rnodel ought to be capable
of formdly expanding the notions of complex inter-action with loosely-coupled structures;

in other words, it ought to offer a theoretical model for dynamic networks consisting of

relatively autonomous (sub)system. Following the systems approach developed in
Chapter 4 , I would like to propose complex systerns theory as a perspective which can
extend the concepts of interaction and coupling.

5.3.2 Complex systems thmry

Using the principle of cequisite dîversity, 1have attempted to demonstrate that disasters
are 'symmetry-shattering' events (Cornfort, 1996) which put systems into a turbulent
recovery state. Complex systems theory offers an approach congruent with the ERC
mode1 because both deal with systems undergoing continuai processes of change. 1should
add that complex systems theory contrasts with eariier fonns of systems theory which
focussed on the maintenance of system equilibrium rather than processes of change
(Bailey. 1994: 5). In fact, it was the discovery, in the early 1960s' of self-organizing
processes in physical system which later inspired social researchers to consider cornplex
systems theory as a way to study social systems using the notion of order through
fluctuation (Braman, 1994: 359):
Complex systems theoq is an general term for a nurnber of specific theones which
can be categorized according to their focus. When Iooking at dynamic systems at Ieast
three considerations are involved: (1) describing and explaining the process(es) of change;
(2) reconciling elements of continuity with change (Le., how does an evolving system

maintain its 'identity' over the?); (3) describing and explaining evolutionary processes
within and between dynamic systems. Each of these considerations is represented by a

specific branch of complex systems theory: these are, respectively, Chaos theory,

ilya Prigogine coined the tenn 'dissiparive structures' to describe certain self-organizing systerns.
Dissipative structures are significant because they represcnt emergent order in systems 'far from
equilibnum' (systems undergoing continual exchange o f matter-energy). Prigogine discovered rtiat in
certain types of physical systems identifiable structures appeared to reproduce thernselves in an
environment of matter-energy turnover (Capra, 1996: 85,177).

autopoiesis, and secondordercybernetics. Chaos theory, for instance, seeks empincal
expression ('deep pattern') in systems undergohg 'aperiodic' ùetiaviour (Koehler, 1996:
6). Autopoiesis is a theory of Iiving systems, which locates system identity in principles of

self-organization and stnictural relations. The German sofiologist Niklas Luhmann has

developed an autopoietic theory of communication, which considers human society to be a
self-organizing network boundedby communication (Mingers, 1995: 119.139). Secondorder cybemetics represeats a theoretical development in the field of cybemetics which
regards certain instances of system evolution as an outcome of meta-communication. or

'self-reflexivity' (Leydesdorff, 1996a: 2). This branch of complex systems theory snidies

the evolution of systems which exhibit recursive developments through the process of

communication.
Complex systems theory has recentiy been introduced into disaster studies for its
ability to provide 'fresh insight on how organizations actually cope with uncertainty in
dynamic environments' (Cornfort, 1994: 3). Currently,research seems to be focussed
mostly on describing and explaining the dynamics of disasten and disaster recovery

through Chaos theoiy. This includes formal (mathematical) analyses of naniral hazards
(Rundle, et al., 1996) and measurements of organizational response to disasten (Koehier,
1996). Concems related to second-order cybernetics and autopoiesis have been implied
by Comfort's use of the term 'double-loop leaming' (ieanllng about learning) in the

coordinated leaming process (1988), and in a brief ovewiew of Luhmann's autopoietic
theory (Cornfort, 1996).

Generaliy speaking, disaster research using complex systems fheory seems to
confm the strategic assumptions of the ERC model. In particular, Comfoa's (1996)

comparative andysis of seKorganization in disaster response systems offers some
important findings related to the ERC model, communications, and new CITS. 'Self-

organization,' as defined by Comfon (p. 114), 'represents a spontaneous reallocation of
energy and action in response to changes in the operating environment.' Further, Codon

concludes that self-organization occurs as 'a process of transition that functions within
complex, adaptive systems' given certain conditions; namely, a sofiotechnical
infiastructure to support communications and a clear 'intemal model' to guide action (p.
137). She adds (p. 137) that a strategy based on self-organization 'appears more efficient

in allowing organizations to adapt to rapidly changing disaster environments than direction
by centralized cornrnand and control.' A self-organizing disaster response system is

characterized as a 'non-linear' and iterative (adjusting itself through feedback) network.
where each participating node operates in parallel, 'suppoaed by a strong. disiributed.
interactive, information system' (p. 137). Kiel (1995) uses Chaos theory to make a case
for highiy differentiated work teams and a flattened hierarchy in disaster response systems.

These strategies are congruent with the ERC model,ernphasizing improved infornation
flows and decision-makingthrough flexible and innovative structures for communication.
1believe that complex systems theory can help to M e r speciQ the concepts of

'complex interaction' and 'loose couphg' as they apply to the ERC model. Together,
they cm contribute to a conceptual framework for disaster communications and, in tum.

better define the coordination problematic, Nonlinearity is a concept h m Chaos theory
which can be used to describe communication patterns in complex systems, including

neworks. Autopoietic theory offers structurai coupüng as a concept to characterize
relations between relatively autonomous systems hked by a network of ~ o m m ~ c a t i o n s .
Whereas nonlinearity can describe tbe flow of information through a network, smcturai
coupling describes relations between nodes on a network.
5.3.3 Nonlinearity

Of the three branches in complex systems theory, Chaos theory deah with the

problem of change. In particular, the concept of nonlinearity is used in Chaos theory to
describe the complex interactions which occur in dynamic systems. Nonlinearity may also
be usefbily employed to describe the flow of information between nodes on a dynarnic

network. as in the ERC model. The concept cornes from 'dynarnic systems theory' (a
mathematical theory), and is applied in complex systems theory to characterize multiplex
informationflows and discontinuous behaviour.

Perrow's notion of complex interaction illustrates a central quality of nonlinear
dynamics insofar as it describes systems which do not follow senal processes. A pcimary
characteristic of noniinear systems is discontinuity, where relations between components in
a system (or nodes on a network) are unstable or unknown. Whereas a hear system is

characterized by continuity and serial processes, relations in noalinear systems are
constantly 'churning' (Kiel, 1995). Noniinearity results in behaviour which is

unanticipated and dispmportionate to initial causes, hence the term 'discoatinuous.' This
is due in large part because nonlinear systems involve parallel processes wtiich create
multivariate effects. In some instances these effects may be continuaUy reintroduced in an
iterative manner into the system or network. 'Iteration' is a pmcess of repetition where a

function operates repeatedly on itself (Capra, 1996: 124). In a network configuration,
iteration may take the form of pardiel feedback processes among the nodes. The SiqTel
incident noted above is an example of simple iteration in a communication network.
Information is fed into the network, operated upon simultaneously at separate nodes, and
retumed to the network. Iterations may also occur as a cime-series of parallel processes
which resuit in a dramatic transformation of the network, observable as an historicd
trajectory of interactions (Leydesdorff, 1994).
Nonlinearity is useful to describe communicative action on a dynamic network
where information flows are multiplex and where results of communication may be

discontinous and unpredictable. Kasperson and Kasperson (1996) develop a concept of
'the social amplification and attenuation of risk' which is results from nonlinear
communication processes. In this formulation, Kasperson and Kasperson argue that
communications among various social organizations may act to 'ampli@' or 'attenuate'
perceptions of risk within society (p. 96). This is attributed to two factors: (1) the
transfomative impacts that social organizations have on communications about risk (p.
97); and (2) the resulting 'ripple effects' which may result h m these transformations (p.
99). Each organization, or 'social station' (which may include elements of the mass

media, pnvate or public organhation, etc.), risk is interpreted and communicated
differently. As a resulî, risk may be 'played-up' or 'played-down' in subsequent

communications to other social stations. The cumulative effects, or 'iterations,' h m
these cornmunicati011~
may result in a cascade of amplification or aîtenuation which

'ripples' through society, often creaîing unanticipated and disproportionate outcornes.'
Risk amplifcation and attentuation can be descnbed as a process of nonlinear dynamics in

risk communications.
Noniinearity is a concept which can contribute to the ERC mode1 because it
describes communication flows within a network paradigm. The notion of discontinuity

helps to explain why the hierarchical and pre-formed plans of command-and-control are
ofien inappropriate for disaster conditions. Strategies of command-and-control are
'iinear' (based on serial processes) and therefore chailenged by the multiplex information

flows and parallel processes generated by emergent structures during disasters. Kiel
(1996: 186) observes that disasters 'epitomize the nonlinearity of human events,' adding
that disaster management strategies need to match the dynamic conditions of disasters

with nonlinear approaches (p. 187). The ERC mode1 recognizes the nonlinearity of
disasters with its emphasis on emergent action. Emergent action produces virtuai

Risk amplification and npple effects are highlighted by an incident which occurred in Goiana, Brazil
in 1987. In September of that year a localized case of radioactive contamination rcsulted in a far-reaching
npple and amplification of effects. As the international media began to sensationalize the story, wider
spheres of activity in and around Goiana (agriculture and tourism, for instance) were king impacted by
an exagerrated perception of risk by the public and by other social institutions. While the initial
contamination was confined to a relative1y srnaII area. the event had a nonlinear impact, affecting
seemingly unrelated areas of Brazilian society. (Kasperson and Kasperson, 1996: 100)-

networks that are discontinuous in form (Le., uà hoc and contingent), and which seek to

use multiplex communications to effectively hamess the poteatial of counterdisaster
resources. In the ERC model, the network of resources can be viewed as a web of

'paralle1 processes' of knowledge and expertise where numemus operations occur in
tandem through a decenaalized coordination of communications.
5.3.4 Structuml coupung

Perrow's notion of loose-coupling refen to a system design where components are linked

together but act according to their own 'logic or interest' (p. 92). The ERC model adopts

a strategy of loose-couphg by downplaying central command structures in favour of
decentralized decision-making. In order to theorize this structural dimension of the ERC

model,a detailed treatment of loose-coupling is possible through the concept of 'structurai
coupling' taken fiom autopoietic theory. Autopoietic theory is the branch of complex
systems theory concemed with aspects of continuity in dynarnic systerns. More

specifically, autopoietic theory was developed to explain the persistence and maintenance
of 'identity' in living and physical systems 'despite wholesale changes of structure and
turnover of components' (Mingers. 1995: 119): Structural coupling emerges as a

concept which explains evolutionary adaptation as the active response rather than the
passive reaction of a system to its changing environmentai conditions (Capra, 19%: 2 19).
-
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The fomal developrnent of autopoietic theory is credited to two Chilean neuroscientists. Humberto
Maturana and Francisco Varela, who set out in the mrly 1970s to find a distinction between living and
non-living systems. As Whitaker (1995) notes, autopoietic theory has shaped research in a number of
disciplines, inciuding the social sciences. It also carries an annful of ontologicd and epistemological
baggage concerning questions of objectivity-see Mingers (1995: 85-1 16) discussion of the 'Philosophical
Implications' of autopoiesis.

1would like to cite Kasperson and Kasperson (1996) again to illustrate how

stmctural coupling helps to account for aonlinearity and how it defmes the idea of
'autonomy* in loosely-coupled systems such as the ERC model. While nonlinearity
describes the discontinuous transformations which occur in communication networks,
structural coupling is an explanatory concept behind nonlinear dynarnics. in other words,
it rnay help to explain why social structures play a pivotal role in transforming risk
perceptions in society; or, how structure shapes (communicative) action. Kasperson and
Kasperson observe that sianifkant amplificationsand attenuations of risk perception occur
at the nodes ('social stations*)of a communication network, but do not provide an
explanation for why this might occur. Structural coupling may help to provide an
explanation by iilustrating the relationship between system structure and noniinear
dynamics.
Before proceeding 1should point out that my analysis of stnictural coupling and its
related concepts is intended as a means of further defining a communications perspective
on the ERC model specifically at the communications lifeline infrastructure level of
anaiysis. As such, 1do not wish to make any grand ontological or epistemological claims

for complex systems theory. For the purposes of this study, autopoietic theory
(particularly Luhmam's version) simply provides a theoretical context and serves a
heuristic function to specify certain communication aspects of the ERC modef.

According to autopoietic theory, certain kinds of systems are capable of
maintaining a consistent 'identity' over time while undergoing changes to their structure.
This is achieved. in part, through organizatioml chsure (Whitaker, 1995). When
examining systems of communication, organizational closure refers to a defining set of
structural relations which provides the bais for tbe oagoing reproduction of
communications. This set of relations is seen as self-refening (hence 'organizationally
closed') and constitutes the core identity of the system as 'functionally-specific coding'

(Luhmann, 1989: 44).' In other words, the system produces itself over Ume (auto-poiesis

- 'self-making') based on a perpetual loop of relations (Bailey, 1994: 303). As such, the
system is said to be self-deterrnined, or 'autonomous' (Whitaker, 1995).
Because autopoiesis deals with system that involve both continuity and change it,
makes an important distinction between open and closed boundaries. Al1 dynamic systems
are open co flows of matter-energy, yet self-organizing systems are said to be

organizationaiiy closed to information.

The dictionary is an example of an organizationally-closedsystem inasmuch as every word in every
entry refers, in a self-referentiai loop, to anofher entry. New words may enter the system but they musc be
embedded within the existing self-referential system in order CO be 'defined'.

Figure 512: Organizational dosurr

Organizational closure plays an important role in determinhg a system's response
to changing environmental conditions.

In fact, Luhmann (1989: 32) claims that the loci of

functional differentiation within Society resides in the organizational closure of specific
systerns of communication (e.g., closed discourses of science, poiitics, economics, etc).
This follows from an assertion that organizationaüy-closed systems are ais0

'informationaiiy*-closed(Luhrnann, 1989: 18). This means that the system must generate
proprietary, or sui generis, forms of information within its structural boundary. As a
result, autopoietic theory refers to self-organizing systems as structurally detennined,

whereby the 'interna1 structure determines what changes cm occur ... and which

environmental interactions will trigger changes in the system' (Bailey, 1994: 304). In
other words, organizational closure differentiates the system from its envuonment by an
informational structure which charactertizes 'what' the system will tespond to, and which
determines possibiiities for the system to respond:

The [communication] system introduces ifs own distinctions and, with their
help, grasps that States and events which appear to it as Uifomtion.
Information is thus a purely system-interna1quality. Luhmann (1989: 18)

This is, adminedly, a counter-intuitive notion if we consider that it is people and
not systems who ultimately make these distinctions. However, from the CL1 level of
anaiysis, 1believe that it is reasonable to argue that the historicaiiy produced
communication systerns which one encounters in fields such as science, politics, and
economics do in fact introduce unique sets of distinctions. Indeed, these distinctions are
fundamental in fuahering specialized expertise by defining and refining a unique set of
perspectives. For instance, the field of geology introduces distinctions based on a
historical study of the earth and its evolution. As such, it has developed systern-specific
concepts, theories, and rnehods for grasping and studying events which fall within that set
of distinctions. Events such as political summits do not fall within the distinctions of
geology and therefore do not produce 'information' within that specific system.
The notion of structurally determined change within a system has two important
implications: fmt. a system's environment can oniy trigger changes within the system-it
cannot 'specify' them; second, all that resides outside the boundary of the system is its

'environment.' Dependhg on the point of observation and the distinction of boundaries,

an 'environment' may consist of other organizationally-closed systems. The
'environment' itseIf is not a system per se, but represents a 'system-interna1 correlate of al1
references that extend beyond the system' and presents itself as a 'horizon' specific to a
system's point of reference (Luhmann, 1989: 22).

ûrganizational closure does not impiy interactional closure, however, and this is
where structurai coupling is incroduced (Mingers. 1995: 193). Sûuctural coupling
describes a form of adaptation between structurally-detemiined,organizationally closed
systems and their envuoaments. It describes a communication process where no
information is passed directly between system and environment, but where information is
generated within the system as a result of perturbations h m its environment. Luhmann
refers to this as a system's capacity for resonance (1989: 15). A system is said to

'resonate' when it responds to its environment. Resonance, however, does not refer to a
uansfer of information, it is a concept used to describe the form of discontinuous
transduction which occurs when environmental perturbations cause a system to generate
communications arnong its components.
An operationa1 instance of the resonance concept c m be found in the dispatch

suategies for emergency services. In Califomia, for example, the Los Angeles F i
Department operates with a dispatch policy which changes during disaster situations. If
changes in the 'environment' extend beyond a set of routine parameters (e.g., an
earthquake of a certain magnitude occurs) dispatcb cornputers will initiate a
reconfiguration of dispatch priorities and subsequent communications on the LAFD
network (Creasey, 1994), activating aii emergency response departments in the County as
well (Cornfort, 1994: 19). In this case, resonance refers to the active and system-specific
response of Califomia emergency services according to a pre-determined 'environmental'

perturbation. If events remain below a certain threshold no resonance occurs and the
system continues routine fimctioning.
Systems are said to be structuraUy-coupled when they serve 'as sources of
compensable perturbations for each other' (Whitaker, 1995). in other words, when there
is a reciprocal interaction between autonomous systems without a direct transfer of
information amss boundaries. The interaction is 'compensable* because 'each itemion
of reciprocal action is affected by the one(s) before.' This means that over tirne,
structuraîiy-coupled systems may 'have an interlocked history of structural
transformations*(Whitaker, 1996) resulting in mutual CO-adaptationor 'CO-evolution'
(Leydesdorff, 1994: 2 19). S t r u c W y coupled systems are autonomous in the sense that
they are self-determining in their mode of behaviow and development. Communication

between structuraily coupled systems is, therefore, not a transmission of information
across boundaries but rather a coordination of autonomous behaviours within an
environment (Capra, 1996: 287).
For instance, the appearance of comprehensive emergency management strategies
reflects a recognition of a history of 'structurai coupling' between researchers,
practitioners, and policymakers. In this case, information h m a network of functionailydifferentiated sources seems to have created enough resonance within each systern to
produce a set of compensable perspectives (Le., a 'paradigm') for disaster management.
Structural coupling has taken place as fmdings h m sociology have created ripples

affecthg the relatively autonomous actions of policymakers and practitioners (who in tum

have influenced the relatively autonornous field of disaster studies itself) (Chapter 2).
disaster studies is an environment for
disaster management

1
-----

disaster management is an
environment for disaster studies

Figure 5-3: The reciprocril environments of strucîuraiiy coopled systems

An explanation for nsk ampiification and attentuation (Kasperson and Kasperson.

1996) may reside in the notion of structurally-coupled 'social stations.' Assuming social

stations can be classified as structuraiiy determineci systems, it would be mistaken to
regard risk information as simply king transrnitted across a social network. Rather, risk
information is generated, sui generis. within each station according to its mode of
organization. Indeed, Kasperson and Kasperson observe that 'socid institutions and
organizations ...occupy a primary roie in society's handihg of risk, for it is in these
contexts that most risks are conceptualized, identified, measured, and managed' (p. 9798).
An event occuring in a system's environment rnay (or may not) resonate with the

system. If it fails to resonate, no communication is generated within the system-the event
goes unnoticed for the time being and may be thus 'attenuated' in the context of the larger

social network. If the event resonates within the system it wiU generate a communicative
event. in some instances this rnay result in an 'amplification' of risk when the initial
communication produces subsequent events which trigger fixrther communications within
the system or new communications in the social network. Kasperson and Kasperson (p.
99) refer to this as the 'ripple effect' which often accompanies the interpretation of nsk
events, and is considered problematic to to the extent that 'social stations' are unable to
understand the cumulative effects of their (local) actions over a larger network of
communication.
The ERC mode1 can be conceptualized as a nonlinear network of strucmraliycoupled resources. Structurai coupling is a concept that helps to explain the nonlinear
characteristics of the network and, in t m , the coordination problematic. Discontinuity, a
characteristic of noniinearity, may be a result of systems producing 'too much' or 'too
little' resonance with regard to environmental perturbations (Luhmann, 1989: 1 15): a

smaii disturbance in the environment may produce disproportionately large effects within a
system, or vice-versa. Each organizationaily-closed system generates its own
communication which may (or may not) become environmental perturbations for other
systems. Kasperson and Kasperson (1996: 100)cite an incident in Goiana, Brazil whereby
a localized case of radioactive contamination was so seasationalizedby the mass media
that it resulted in devastating effects in (seemingly)unrelated sectors ofBraziiian Society.
The mass media reporting of the case created 'tw much' resonance within other 'social

stations,' producing a cascade of effects that were discontinuous with the initial event.

Structural coupiing also helps to cl-

the coordination problematic, which 1have

stated as the challenge of reconciling diversity with mutual coherence among counterdisaster resources (Chapter 4). in fact, the concept helps to answer a nwnber of questions
raised by the coordination problematic: (1) what is meant by diversity?; (2) what is the
barrier to mutual coherence? In order to answer these questions, however, 1wiil have to
invoduce the third branch of complex systems theory-second-order cybemetics-into the
discussion, bringing together nonlineanty with structural coupling in a theoretical
framework congruent with the ERC model.

5.4 Concepîualizing the Coordination ProblenrcrRP

5.4.1 Second-order cybernetics and obseFving systems

Second-order cybernetics is the third branch of complex systems theory and studies the
evolutionary process as a self-reflexive operation in dynarnic systerns. It differs from firstorder cybemetics inasmuch as it examines systems which modiQ their behaviour internally
through interactions with the environment. First-order cybemetics created models of
systems which processed information or matter-energy without undergoing interna1
development-models that described sysrems of stabilization (Leydesdorff, 1996a: 2).
When second-order systems process matter-energy or information they are capable of
undergoing internai changes which may transform theù 'identity' over the. Structural
coupling is a second-order notion when it describes systems undergoing intemaiiy-driven

development ûiggered by CO-variation;that is, stmchirally coupled systerns 'co-evolving'
through the ongoing mutual coordination of their behaviours (Leydesdorff, 1994: 219).
The capability of king wimess to a system undergoing development over tirne
introduces an important consideration to secondarder cybernetics: the concept of an
obsening M e m . The ability to observe system/environment interactions requires a
perspective from which to delineate boundaries. and this perspective is always contingent
upon a system of reference. For instance, in the case of this study 1have chosen to
examine the communication lifeline infrastructure as a network of networks. In this
selection process 1have established an observing system which demarcates a particular set
of boundaries between system(s) and environment. Had 1chosen the social network as my
unit of analysis, the boundaries between systems and environment would change

accordingly. When an observing system is capable of communicating about its own
system/environmentrelations it rnay be described as a self-observing system.
Second-order cybemetics also draws attention to the relativity of observations,
irnplying the contingency of ontological and epistemological claims because each

organizationaiiyclosedsystem generates its information sui generis, making no one
position a perspective of objective pnviledge (Luhmann, 1989: 25):
The second-order communication system is [organizationally] closed: it
communicates what it communicates, and the observer has access to its
substance only in terms of representations using hisiher own system of
communication (e.g., 'discourse'). (Leydesdorff, 1996a: 5)

In a manner of speaking, then, a wtwork of stnictwaUy-coupled systems is not a universe
but a 'multiveae' (Maniraaa), with each system 'bringllig forth' a world unto itseIt6 Each
is an observing system with a unique viewpoint on 'the world.' Leydesdorff describes
these planes of reality as having an onhagoml distribution of meanings (1995: 187),
referrïng to inherent differences in perspective: It is therefore expected that a diversity of

perspectives will be generated among a population of organïzationally-closed observing

systems.
5.4.2 What is meant by 'diversity9?
It is now possible to address the fmt question raised by the coordination problematic;

namely, what is meant by 'diversity'? Diversity is a resuit of a differentiation between
observing systems, each system fmdùlg a 'niche' in its environment through specializationOrganizational closure describes a mechanism of specialization. In the case of

communication, Luhrnann (1989: 36) claims that this involves specialized discourses

emerging from various self-referential 'codes' and 'programs' within society. For
Luhmann, functional differentiation emerges as a means to cope witb environmental
complexity by establishing specialized systems of communication.each addressing a

specific niche as a unique observing system. In sum, fuoctional differentiation is a strategy

for producing 'requisite diversity.' This strategy. however, results in problems of
--

'
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See Capra (1996: 267) and Mingers (1995: 193).

bORhag~nal*
means. literally, ut righr ongles. During lectures, Leydesdorff has described this notion
by using Hofstadter's (1980: xiv) 'trip-let' as a visual metaphor. In Hofstader's words, ' 'Trip-let" is the
narne which 1 have given to bIocks shaped in such a way that their shadows in three orgathonal directions
are three different kners.' In other words, the metaphor describes differences in perspective cast by a

single. unfied form.

commwzication wbich take the fom of 'too Iittle' or 'tao much*resonance within and

between these structurally coupled systems (Luhmaan. 1989: 116)-similar to the problem

of social 'amplification' and 'attentuation' of risk mentioned earlier in this chapter. A
more detailed discussion of Luhmaan's ideas in this matter would take me far beyond the
scope of this snidy. I wiii therefore confine my discussion to his notion that systems of

communication play a pivotal role in producing requisite diveaity through differentiation.

Luhrnann's theory is a usefbl heuristic for viewing the counter-disaster cornmunity
as a network of functionally-differentiated resources stemming fiom sui generis systems of

communication. Thtwgh organizational closure, each resource establishes a specialized
niche within its environment, such as expertise in geology. engineering, logistics, policy.

etc. Each resource also has its own system of communication which has been extended
through theory and practice into narrow branchings of concepts intended to capture

important distinctions which emerge from speciaiization. It is the existence of these

unique discourses which is the basis for diversity among resources. In other words,
specialized communication systems can be considered loci of functional differentiation.

Diversity, then, refers to orthagonal dimensions of specialized knowledge and expertise
which emerge from organizationaliyclosed systems of communication.
5.4.3 What is the barrier to 'mutual cohemnce'?

Considering diversity as an outcome of specializeâ systems of communication provides an
answer to the second question raised by the coordination problematic: what is the barrier

to mutual coherence? To b e g . ,observing systems generate diversity through speciaiized
communications. For instance, in the event of a hurricane ihreat to a coastai comrnunity,
engineers may be called in to provide expertise on physical systems, whereas
meteorologists bring expertise on weather systems. When attempting to forecast potential
hurricane damage to physical structures (buildings, bridges, roads, etc.), two systems of
communication must be negotiated as engineers and meteoro~ogistsexchange information.
Mutual coherence between these two systems may be difficult to achieve with respect to
their different systems of communication. Indeed. each resource in the counter-disaster
cornmunity can be regarded as an observing system which brings forth its own 'world'
sine qua non. Bridging those worlds presents a normative challenge, and in spite of

sophisticated computer-mediated networking, the barrier to mutuai coherence rnay
uItimately reside with the specialized systems of communication which enable requisite
diversity to flourish.

5.5 The PmaUel a d Distributed Rocessing Model

Second-order cybernetics offers a useful model for drawing together nonlinearity and
structural coupling into a communications perspective for the mC model. More
specificaily, 1wiii argue that Leydesdorffs (1993) model of parailel and distributecf
processing (PDP model) offers a communications-based model congruent with the ERC
model. As such, it may provide the counter-disastercommunity with an heuristic that can
more clearly speciQ some of the opportmites and challenges presented by new CITS.

counter-disaster resource
(le. National Red Cross)

,

r

counter-disaster resource
(ie. Envirmm .nt Canada)

Figure 54: Tbe ERC model mdigured using the PDP mode1

The PDP model was inaoduced in computing science as a means to divide
complex tasks into smaller routines which could be run concurrentiy on different
computers within the same environment. Each computer is a separate processor of
information and is connected in parailel with oiher processors through a communication
network. Functions are distributed across a paralle1 web of interconnections. Leydesdorff
(1993) has adopted this model as a means of operationalizing Luhmann's autopoietic
theory of communication,claiming PDP as a 'dynamic and cybernetic' model (p. 47). In
Leydesdorff's PDP model, 'actors' are synonymous with 'processors,' each
organizationally closed and ninning its own 'program' (p. 48).8 For Leydesdorff, the PDP
model is valuable as a heuristic because it is based on relations between idenaable
systems (p. 67) which, through stmctural coupling (or, 'interpetration'), determine the
overall cornplexity and characteristics of eachother. The PDP model is also an attempt to

-

This is admittedly reductionist, pam'cularly wben describing individual behaviour. 1feel. however.
that at the level of larger systems (such as the communication Iifeline infrastructure) it may be more
appropriate to describe their d e s as 'processors' of information.

illustrate that communication between differentiated systems can produce emergent

properties that go beyond mre aggregations of actions (p. 50). Emergent properties are
the resuit of multipie feedback lmps within and between self-observing systems and the
subsequent adjustment of local action to suit global objectives (p. 60).
By substituting 'actors' with 'counter-disaster resources,' the PDP model can be
used to represent the network characteristics of the ERC model. Both contain a set of
relatively autonomous systems comected by a heterarchical network, and establishing

iinkages on an ad hoc basis. Each noàe represents a resource which 'processes'

information as knowledge or expertise (such as the scientific community or relief
organizations, for example) and rnay affect the larger network through its communicative

actions (intended or unintended). Counteraisaster resources can been considered as
relatively autonomous operations ninning their own 'programs' within a nonlinear matrix
of interactions. And, following the PDP model. emergence within the ERC mode1 can

also be specified as a series of recursive operations within and between network resources.
The PDP model indicates that structural coupling may be a sig~icantprecondition
for emergence (Leydesdorff, 1993: 61). It &aws attention to the need for preliminary and

ongoing communications between counter-disaster resources as a means of expanding

local coping capacity. Expansion of local capacity is achieved through increased

communications with other resources on the network such that diversity results fiom
mutual CO-adaptation,or 'interpenetration' (p. 63). Munial coherence may also be

achieved to some degree through seLf-observation, as counter-disaster resources becorne
aware of their role in the network and modify theu communications according to the
needs of other resources on the network.
The PDP mode1 indicates chat the coordination problematic may be addressed in
part through structural coupling established prior to the onset of a disaster (Leydesdorff,
1993: 60).For instance, 'structurai coupling' might be used to describe f o n d meetings

between telecommunications industry and emergency organizations, or perhaps a listserver
established between emergency managers. In either case, ongoing dialogue may lead to
the 'co-evolution' of communications such that contexts for emergence are established.
This might take the form of shared protocols or simply an increase in awareness of
information needs between counter-disaster resources. During cnsis, these conrexts
present latent 'pathways' for vistual networking among counter-disaster resources.
Indeed, evidence from disaster studies seems to indicate that preestabiished

communications are critical factors in shaping ernergence (Cornfort, 1996: 118; Thomas,
1992: 423).

The PDP model presents a communications perspective which makes it possible to
conceptualue emergence within the context of nonlinearity and structurai coupling, and
provides an integrated theoretical h e w o r k congruent with the ERC model. It is
capable of addressing both the dynamic and multiplex qualities of emergent networks
(information flow) within a functionally-differentiatedenvironment. As a heuristic, the

PDP model aiso draws attention to the impact of local action on network structures while.
simuitaneously. indicating the potential effects of network communications on locai
structures. In sum, I believe that the PDP mode1 might make a significant contribution to
the M e r specification and design of the ERC model.

In this chapter 1 have argued that complex systems theory can specify important aspects of
the ERC model from a communications perspective.

In particular, I adopted the concepts

of nonlinearîty and structural coupiing to describe the dynamic and multiplex

characteristics of virtuai networks. 1 then combined these concepts into an integrated
frarnework by introducing the parailel and distributeci processing mode1 as a

communication-based model congruent with the ERC model. The PDP model emphasizes
the vital role of communication for extending local coping capacities through recursive
exchanges of information with other resources.

6. TOWARDS A

GLOBAL COMMUNICATION LIFELINE

In complex systems, interconnecrivity arnong large numbers of individual
elements is a precursor tu higher-order structure and purpose. For
GEMINI, thut purpose is improved emergency management on a global
scale through intemurional cooperation cwui information exchanges.
(Simard, 19%).
6.I Introduction
1began this study with an outline and critique of the ERC model in disaster management.

Having noted its potentiai advantage over the command and control model, 1 argued that
it lacked theoretical context at the level of the communication lifeline infÎastnicture. In
particular, 1noted that this has resulted in an under-conceptualized notion of
'coordination' within the ERC model. 1 then observed that 'coordination' can be
addressed as a network communication problem between resources in the counter-disaster

community.
FoIIowing this iine of argument I proceeded to demonstrate that the foundations
for the ERC model follow fiom an ernergent network paradigm in the counter-disaster
community (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3,1 discussed the potential for new CïïS as a
technological development that may enable the operationalization of an ERC model. 1
adopted the principle of requisite diversity (Wilden, 1987) in Chapter 4 to develop a
systematic differentiation between disasters and other social crises, and used this
formulation to illustrate the opportunities and limitations for new CITS in disaster

management. Withia this discussion 1aiso used the principle of requisite diversity to
specify a coordination problematic inherent within the ERC model.

The preceding chapter (5) introduced complex systerns theory as a theoretical basis
from which 1derived a communications perspective for the ERC model. Complex systerns

theory studies dynamic systems and offers a set of concepts which 1suggest contribute to
a fuaher specification of the coordination problematic. More specifically. the paralle1 and
distributed processing mode1 is drawn out using complex systems theory and specified as a

communications approach congruent with the ERC model.

Ln this chaptet 1will attempt to demonstrate the value of the communications
perspective by using it to examine the challenge of establishing a global communication

lifeline infrastructure (CLI). More specificdly, 1WUargue that the ERC model is the
approach best suited to a global CLI, and that the concepts introduced in this snidy may

help to more ciearly specify some issues regarding its operationalization. In order to
accomplish this, I have chosen to examine a prototype plan for a global CLI. The Global
Emergency Management Information Netwurk Initiative (GEMINI) is among the fmt

attempts at a comprehensive approach to a global CLI.' 1 suggest that GEMINI is
valuable as a design concept because it offers insight into some of the key issues facing the
establishment of a global CLI,particularly with respect to the coordination of resources on
distributed networks.

'

GEMINI is an umbrella project which is intendexi to operate in conjunction with other global
initiatives such as HarardNer and the United Nation's ReliefWeb-

6.2 GEMINI: A Globai Communicrrtion Lifeline fnfirrstructwe

6.2.1 Background
The Global Emergency Management lnfomtion Network Initiative (GEMINI) is one of
eleven pilot projects comprishg the G7 Infonnation Sociery project. GEMINI was
established in conjunction with the lnfomtion Society in February, 1995 at the G7
Industry Ministers conference in Brussels (Christenson, 1996: 20). At this meeting,
leaders of the G7 nations decided to implement a set of initiatives which would contribute
to the 'smooth and effective transition toward the information society,' guided by a vision
of globalized networks and international information exchange.' Other initiatives in the
Information Society project include a global library, multimedia access to world cultural
heritage, global heaithcare applications, and oniine government services (GEMINI, 19%).

GEMINI is a 3-5 year project headed by canada3and has been given the task of fostering
a global information network for the counterdisastercommunity.
A fundamental assumption behind GEMlM is a belief in the capability of new

ClTS COimprove communication within the global counter-disastercornrnunity, thereby

improving disaster management worldwide. Indeed, the organizers of GEMINI make a
direct correlation between a .increase in information exchange and an improvernent in

counter-disaster practices (GEMINI, 1995). FoIlowing these assumptions. GEMINI'S
central vision is 'to create a virtual repository of emergency management knowledge and

Incidenially. the two key t e m appearing in the Information Society website are 'interconnectivity'
and 'interoperability'.
The project coordinator is Dr. Albert Simard of the Canadian Forest Service.

'

experience that wouid be instantly accessible through the globd information network'
(Sirnard, 1996: 3). In effect, and as 1h o p to demonstrate further, GEMINI represents an
initiative concemed wiih the coordination of international disaster communications, and
may provide an important prototype for a future global communications lifeline
infrastructure.
6.2.2 Overaiï objective and fou goals

GEMINI consists of an overall objective divided into four project goals. Its overall

objective is defined by a mission starement:
Develop a global emergency management information network that
provides electronic access to emergency management knowledge and
experience to anyone. anytirne, anywhere. (Sirnard, 1996: 4)
GEMN's involvement in disaster management includes an 'dl-hazards*and
comprehensive approach to disasters worldwide. This means that GEMINI will address
al1 general classes of disasters in each phase of the disaster process (mitigation,

preparedness, response, recovery). Not included in the GEMINI mandate, however, are

Iong-term or gradua1 impacts (sucb as giobal warming), local development and legal
processes, or security matters (involving law enforcement or military activities) (GEMINI,
1996).

The four project g d s established within GEMINI'S overall objective build upon
one another to fonn a hierarchy (Sirnard, 1996: 4). At the base of this hierarchy, GEMINI
will seek to establish a fonun for the exchaoge of information, knowledge, and experience

amongst those in the global counterdisaster community. Having achieved this goal, the
next step is to use the forum to foster and facilitate the development of national and

regional networks for 'ali-hazards' information. Linking together these national and

regional networks into a 'value-added' global network follows as GEMINI'Sthird goal.
Fmally, using the global network as its foundation, GEMINI has established a founh goal

of idenwing and promoting global standards and protocols for the exchange of
emergency management information.
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Figure 61: GEMMI'S four goah for establishhg a giobd CL1

At the primary level, GEMINI will seek to prornote and expand the exchange of

information within the counter-disaster cornrnunity through conferences. publications and
partnerships with international bodies (such as the United Nations), professional

organizations, and scientific communities around the world. Through dialogue and
information exchange GEMINI hopes to build upon the independent initiative of the

counter-disasterand political communities in order to achieve a critical mass of interest
and cornmitment in this area. Independent initiative is crucial to GEMINI'S success

because it has no jluisdiction over national or regional developments and can only
shepherd the pnxess through information exchange.

Perhaps the most significant and foreseeable bene& of GEMINI will accompany
its third goal of establishing a global linkage between nationai and regional networks. This

is the essence of a global communication iifeliw hfbstructure inasmuch as it represents a

'value-added' system which may improve disaster management through an improved

coordination of communications. In order to add value to GEMINI as a global internet, a
number of activities are proposed:
developing a taxonomy for emergency management information
undertaking a global survey of information needs
creating a generic, 'ail-hazards' information framework
developing a multidimensiond and muitiliagual search capacity
It is hoped by GEMINI organizers that admg 'value' to global network wiiI result in an

emergent system that extends local capacity through efficient access to international
information resources. GEMINI'S fourth goal of establishing a set of global standards and
protocols for 'information autheaticity, quality, adequacy, and reliability' reflects a

recognition of this possibility.

6*2*3Subpmjecds within GEMINI
In order to achieve its objectives, GEMIM has been divided into 27 demonstration
projects grouped under four categories (Sirnard, 1996: 8):
1.) networks

2.) communications

3.) support hctions
4.) specific hazards.

The network group is compnsed of projects which are involved in linking together
information providers, and includes national and regional information networks such as

EPlX (Emergency Reparedness Canada) and tbe Pan American Health Organization's
disaster preparedness network for Latin ~merica.'
Communication projects emphasize techology and infrastructure aspects of
electronic networking. Included in this grouping is Spar Aerospace's development of an
'Emergency Response Management Center,' which wiil resuit in a portable platform for
fault-tolerant mobile communications and infomiation exchange. M e r projects will also
contribute to the technological needs of a giobal information network, primariiy with
regard to telecommunications considerations.

Support functions describes the group of projects which provide applications to
enable emergency management operations on an electronic network. Contributions
include a global system to analyze and dissehate satellite data, the development of
specialized interfaces for emergency management information, and training prograrns for
disaster management.
Specific hazads is a grouping of pmjects which deliver speciaüzed disaster
management information. These projects provide content derived from complex scientific
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PAHO information available H ï ï P hap://www.paho.org/en~ish/disaster.hm

data sources including remote sensing, databases, and modeiiîng/forecasting systems.

hchded in this groupuig are projects such as the Canadian Forest Semice's Global
Wildland Fire Network and the Chernical and Biological Information Network (Federai

Emergency Management Agency, USA).
The 27 &monstration projects within G E M M will contribute to four generd
prerequisites for a global CLI: technology, linkage. applications, and content/data. While
each of these prerequisites presents numerous challenges within the context of global
disaster management, 1wish to focus primarily on the issue of Linkage between networks.
GEMINI'S god is very much centred upon creating a 'value-added' network of networks
(an 'intemet') at the global level, and can be seen as an attempt to improve disaster

management through the coordination of national and regional communication lifehe
infrastructures ( U ï s ) . GEMINI represents a significant case snidy because it is an
initiative at the (meta) CL1 level of analysis and shares similar challenges with a e ERC
model. In&ed. as a global CU prototype, GEMINI provides a useful example of the

coordination probIematic discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 of ihis study.

6.3 Challenges: Comparlrig GEMZNI with the ERC mode1
6.3.1 Emergence

Key to the ERC model is its adaptive capability. Emergence describes the model's
emphasis on context-based solutions to problem solving. As noted in Chapter 2, the ERC
model can be viewed as a series of 'virtual* networks of resources unfolding over time

according to chmghg demands for knowledge, expertise, or resources. An emergent
network is one where linkages are determined Iargely by the situaiional contingencies of
the nodes thernselves. Commuaications within the ERC mode1 flow according to
information needs as they arise, rather than following centralized authority systems.
Similarly, GEMINI represents a virtual network suited to ad hoc and contingent
structures for disaster management operations Lndeed, emergence is a badine
assumption bebind GEMINI'S design:
Emergency management cesponds to disasters with virtual organizations
comprising many services, that are mobilized on a moment's notice,
function for an indeterminate period in a coordinated manner under
stressful and difficult circumstances, and are demobilized after the
emergency has abated. (GEMINI, 1995)
New CïïS play a central role in GEMIM's vision, enabling emergence in two distinct

dornains. First, they underpin G m ' s objective of creating a 'virtual repository' of
knowledge and expertise. This repository is emergent in the sense that it represents a
distributed collection of 'living' databases which evolve over time as information is added
and revised. Second, new CES provide GEMINI with a possible means of coordïnating

emergent organizations withut the global counter-disaster community. As such, GEMINI
is intended as a kind of information-based 'catalyst,' enabling the formation of self-

organizing ensembles within the global counter-disaster community. These ensembles
would appear as ad hoc networks of resources formed to address specific needs, such as
technologicai development. hazard mitigation, or actual disasters.

As 1pointai out in Chapier 3 of this study, technological convergence has made it

possible COcreate flexible and highiy diverse networks for a wide variety of
communication services. GEMINI recognizes the potential of new CITS-the Internet and

WWW,in particuiar-to enable context-specifk ensembles of resources and expresses this
potential within a design concept based upon emergence.

6.3.2 Resources
The ERC model seeks to harness a wide range of latent knowledge and expertise within
established settings, regarding the local community as a pre-existing resource baseFunctional differentiation and interdependence are important assets within the context of
disasters, and the ERC model recopizes the inhertznt potential of building upon preexisting solutions and systems. In Chapter 4.1 extended this aspect of the ERC model
through the principle of requisite diversity and the concept of the demand/capacity
ratio. Using these two concepts, 1demonsuated the important role of diversity in

extending the coping capacity of locd communities and the consequent challenge of
coordinating diverse resources. For instance, access to remote sensors or databases rnay
enable bener planning and preparedness for local communities but different approaches to
classiQing and delivering that information may present barriers to access or
interpretation.' Within the ERC model, the coordination of resources is chrrllenged by
the need to reconcile diversis with mutual coherence.

An interesting case in point might be found in the Manitoba floods of 1997. As a slow-onset disaster.
the flooding had been anticipated for weeks pior to its occurrence. A considerable amount of data was
available through the Internet, including satellite images and information from upstream sites in the US.

Linking together a wide range of information resources into a cornmon global
network is GEMINI'S central objective, and it shares a nurnber of features with the ERC
mode1 in this respect. Fit, GEMIM recognizes the vaiue of expanding coping capacity

through an expanded resource base:

.,-emergency management often exceeds the capabilities of national
organizations, thereby necessitating rapid coordinated international
response which wouId be greatly facilitated with a global emergency
information network. (GEMINI, 1995)
New CTïS enable a multidimensional and multidisciplinary network of extremely diverse

information sources, and GEMINI'S range of potentiai resources is vast. Prospects
inciude govements, international humanitarian organizations, universities, mass media,

public interest groups, and private corporations (Sirnard, 1996: 12). As a web of

functionally-differentiated information systems, GEMINI'Sinternational resource base

might expand local coping capacity in disaster management by creating global
communication pathways to specialized knowledge and expertise.

GEMIM organizers recognize the potential benefits of a global CL1 for expanding
iocd coping capacities but is granted Iimited influence over the actual development of
resowces. Accordiag to prïnciples set forth in the Information Society project overall,
participants within GEMINI 'are not required to change their organizational mandates or
procedures, modify their information systems or networks, (or) undertake substantive new
-

-

What kind of specific problems did emergency planners in Manitoba face when uying to gather and
interpret data from the wide range of sources available to hem? How could this process have been
improved?

research or development' (Sirnard, 19%: 6). As a result, GEMINI lacks a centrai fuoding
body and must rely entiiely on seKfiinded pmjects, consnaining GEMINI'S role to one of

facilitator and coordinator ody. Each subpmject witbin GEMRUI is also subject to the
local authorities under which it operates; for instance, ail Canadian-based counter-disaster
resources operate within the juisdiction of Canadian federal, provincial, or municipal law
regardles of their d e in GEMIM. This wiU Wcely pose nurnerous challenges to the
development of a global CL1 as national and regional Iaws and policies corne into conflict
on the world stage!
A second similarity to the ERC mode1 is apparent with this jurisdictional

arrangement. Following Infornation Society guidelines, GEMINI would have no centre
of control and therefore would exist as a highly decentralized network of relatively

autonomous resources. In other words, GEMINI would be founded and maintained
through the independent initiative of its participants. As a result, no central 'command
and control' structure is possible within the GEMINI framework and, by necessity,

GEMINI'S design takes the form of a multiplex network of loosely-coupled resources.
The organization of a global CL1 under GEMINI would therefore not be hierarchical, but
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Two instances of this are already apparent. (1) International response efforts are often hampered by
national telecommunications legishtion and policy, making the importation and operation of emergency
communicationsequipment difficult or impossible (Zimmerman, 1994). (2) Differences between
Arnerican and Canadian policies also pose challenges to cross-border disaster operations For instance,
Arnerican disaster policy allows for much more centraliaxi control by fcderal authorities than is the case
in Canada. As a result, the Federal Emergency Management Agency in the US has evolved into a more
comprehensive organization than its Canadian counierpart. (Emergency Preparedness Canada, persona1
communication).

wodd take the f o m of an emergent network faced with the chaiienge of cesource

coordination.

6.3.3 Coordination
In this study 1refer to coordination as the creation and maintenance of effective
communications between resources on an emergent network- As I demonstrated in
Chapter 4, coordination poses a significant chalienge to the ERC model because of the
need to reconcile diversity with mutual coherence, often following a communication
breakdown. The ERC model represents a multiplex web of differentiated resources which
operate w i t b specialized systems of communication, creating barriers for effective
coordination (Chapter 5). Although new CRS have expanded the technobgical capacit.
for the linkage of diverse resources, difficulties in coordination will likely rernain at the

level of mutuai coherence. For instance, Quarantelli (1993: 36) points out that when it
cornes to disasters, researchers and practitioners have different interests, perspectives, and
languages, making 'direct communication in either direction ... very complicated.'
Establishing a global CLI exemplifies the challenge of reconciling diversity with
rnutual coherence. Similar to the ERC model, GEMINI organizers are faced with a
coordination problematic rooted in functiond differentiation, and Simard (1996: 12) States
that planners

...must recognize that each audience has particular needs and that
messages and information must be tailored accordingly. Similarly, each
supplier has parti*cdarinterests and capabilities which will determine the

nature of the available infotmation. AU of this is cornplicated by differing
cultures, tecbn010gies. languages, functions, and hazards.
Furthemore. Quarantefi (1996) suggests that new CITS may in fact 'aggravate' these

kinds of communication problerns because they can undemine traditionai authority
structures and organizationai systems without contributhg effective replacement

strategies. According to QuaranteIli, the concomitant development of a supportive sociocultural infrastnicnire is a necessary consideration when introducing a new technological
infrastructure into disaster communications. Without this supponing structure. the
potenUal of new CITS may be buried under the disarray and confusion of information

overload.

GEMINI organizers seem to have recognized this issue and have subsequently set

a goal of adding 'value' to a global iinkage of resources. The nature of this 'value' is not
specified within GEMINI, but it may be considered in conjunction with the overail
objective of the initiative (making information available to 'anyone, m y t h e . anywhere').

From the perspective of the ERC model, adding 'value' cm be defmed as enabling
effectivecooràination of communications across a global network of resources, such that
needed information is available ondemand. As such, a number of activities aimed at the

development of a coordinating system for disaster information (see 6.2.2) have been
suggested by GEMINI organizers. Included in these activities is the creation of a database
capable of providing 'multidimensional searches' and organized as a matrix of jurisdiction,
function, and hazard categories (Sirnard, 1996: 12). This information matrix would

represent a centrai component of GEMINI'S conm'bution to a global CLI; yet, it would
remain a 'virtual' collection of distributed resources:
Although GEMINI will foster development of information systems for ceils
h u g h o u t the matrix, responsibility for developing information systerns
for individual ceils rests with national, hazard-specific, and functional
emergency management organizations. (Sirnard, 1996: 14).
GEMINI'S plan for an information taxonomy bears a resemblance to Comfort's IISTS
design concept: an integrated database capable of binding together a wide range of
knowledge and expertise. But, as 1argued in Chapter 4, effective coordination within this
design concept is challenged fmt by the increasingly dismbuted anangement of
information on the Intemet; and, second, by the problem of mutual coherence across wide
areas of expertise and geography.

The fmt issue of distributed resources may be addressed by GEMINI's 'virtual'
structure to the extent that it can be operationalized as a dynamic network of hyperlinks.

In other words, GEMINi's database would contain only the information necessary to
enable effective linkage between resources-it would act as a kind of hypertextud

'switchboard' for the routing of 'live' information. Dismbuted sources of information
would then be free to develop independently and GEMINI wouid add 'vaiue' by
developing an organizational scheme for efficient exchange to occw.

Mutud coherence, on the other hand, may rernain an obstacle to effective
coordination within a global CLI. Like Cordon's design concept, GEMINI's matrix

would also face the challenge of bridging communications across specialized domains. At
the global level these would likely include cultural barriers as weil as language barriers. In
order to M y enable effective coordination, the issue of mutuai coherence WU have to be
addressed by any attempt at developing a globd CLI. This task is Iess amenable to
technological solutions, and nuns attention toward the parallel development of social and
organizational capacities for global networking. For instance, C o d o n (1992: 7-8) argues
that
Technology alone does not ensure an increase in an organization's
problem solving capacity. Rather it provides a means for reexamining the
ways in which organizations seek to solve problems, ttiereby enabling
conscious efforts to improve the prcrcess. ...
At the community level, parallel technical and organizational
information systems codd be created to support coiiective problem soiving
to mitigate disasters. ... The concept of parallel technical and
organizationd information systerns operating at the comrnunity level
supports the development of cornrnunity capacity to respond effectively to
disasters.
Taking Cornfort's view into consideration, GEMINI'S d e in creating a global CL1 ought
to go beyond design concepts for interconnectivity and place emphasis on facilitating the
parallel development of social and organizational capacity within the counter-disaster
comrnunity. This is implied by GEMINI'S goal of establishing a global forum for
communication, yet the process seems to have remained unexamineci in favour of
developing technicd capacity. For instance, at the most m e n t GEMLNI project meeting
in September, 1996, severd strategic objectives were stated al1 of which focussed on
technological matters (such as further developing the capacity of Internet applications).

No mention was given to the need for a recipmal development of social and

organizational capacities thcough communication.
Further questions need to be asked about the communication processes which wiii
facilitate a braiding of social and technical systems into a mutuaüy coherent web of
exchange. This is a crucial consideration because, as 1pointed out in Chapter 5, network

communications tend to be nonlinear and may result in unforeseen and surprishg
outcornes. As such, a global CL1that is not accompanied by mutual coherence among its
various resources may.in some instances, become more of a threat than a benefit to the

counter-disaster community. For example, the incident of radiation contamination in
Goiana, Brazil (Chapter 5) demonstrates the potential of information to be transformed

into mis-information through a social network of communications. In the context of a
global CLI, simila,kinds of rniscomrnunications could result in a cascade of negative and
unintended consequences spannhg the world.

The establishment of a global CL1wili therefore create new responsibilities, and

researchers and practitioners aWre need to be aware of the discontinuous and multiplex
nature of information flows in a global network and the possible implications of

nonlinearity on social, technical, and ecological systems. Moreover,the counter-disaster
community needs to M e r undentand how specialized systems of communication change
the nature of information as it moves across a complex network and how this may have

both beneficial and detrimental impacts. In effect, mutual coherence refers to the creation

of a capacity for awateness at both micro and macro levels such that local action cm be
grounded in the context of global objectives.
The notion of global objectives raises another operational barrier to a global CLI.
As 1 noted in Chapter 4. the counter-disaster community is h u g h t with h p n t e d

perspectives on the notion of 'disaster.' This is complicated by the fact that disasters are

context-specifk events which tend to be relative with respect to both tirne and place.
Perhaps an initial step toward mutual coherence is the establishment of an integrated
perspective on disasters. A shared perspective among those in the global counter-disaster

cornmunis, might act as an important point of reference fkom which to establish a clearly
defined set of global objectives for disaster management. GEMINI could play a key role

in this process by raising the profile of the issue and making it a central topic for

discussion among its participants.

In this section I have argued that coordination, within both the ERC mode1 and
GEMINI, involves two distinct processes: fmt. a means of linking together diverse
resources through communication; and second, the development of mutuai coherence

among resources. This study has attempted to demonstrate that the iinkage of resources
can be achieved through current technology. 1have argued, however, that mumal
coherence remains as a challenge to the operationalization of a global CL1 such as

GEMINI, particularly if coherence is approached simply as a tecbnological problem.

6.4 Assembling an Integmted Fmework for A c h n

In this chapter, 1bave introduced G J 3 l . N as a means of (1) demonstrating the relevance
of the ERC mode1 for a global communication lifeiine infrasûucnire; and (2) of
highlrghting some of the operational challenges fachg a global CLI. Central to these

challenges is a need to estabiish mutud coherence between diverse resowces within the
international counter-disaster community. GEMINI organizers seem to recognize the
problem of mutual coherence and aspire to address it by establiskg a global forum for
Iliformation exchange. In effect, this would be a strategy to enable 'structural coupling'
between resources within the counter-disaster community with the subsequent expansion
of local coping capacity. This forum also has the long term objective of creating global
standards and protocols for disaster infonnation. It is hoped by GEMINI organizers that

this overd pmess wiii evennially create an effective global communication network for
the timely delivery of disaster management information. As 1have attempted to

demonsuate in ttiis study, the key to this network is an effective coordination and
integration of diverse resources into an international web of rnutual coherence.
Unfortunately, a number of obstacles may stand in the way of GEMINI'S
objectives. First, as the coordination problematic indicates, disaster communications
involves a vast range of resources and this may present tremendous difficulties in
attempting to structure a coherent global forum. For instance, how can this forum be
most effectively organized given the problem of mutual coherence? Fragmentation at the
internationai tevel appears with numerous lines of jurisdiction such as political

organizations (e-g., national govemments); technological organizations (e-g., International
TelecommunicationsUnion); humanitarian organizations (e-g-,International Federation of
Red CmsdRd Crescent); scholarly associations (often dong disciphary Iines), etc. Given
the complex range of information resources within the counter-disaster community, an

integrated forum would require some means of addressing hgmentation at this level in
order to begin a comprehensive discussion.
Second, G m ' s lack of political authority and may pose dificulties in
establishing integrated policy measures at the international Ievel. Provided that some kind
of common forum could be created, there presently exists no recognized body for
coordinating and administe~ga set of global protocols and standards for disaster
communications. The U.N.'s InternationalDecade for Narural Dismer Reduction bas
recognized this as a concem and has called for the formation of national committees as a
means of deveioping public policy at the local level. International policy is to be generated
through the integration of national committees (United Nations, 1995), similar to
GEMINI'S approach. What 1 have attempted to demonstrate with the ERC rnodel,

however, is that this kind of hierarchicd structure may not be the most effective means of
coordinating disaster communications. The coordination of specialized areas of
knowledge and expertise may be more effective using self-organizing strategies that do not
follow traditional jurisdictional structures. Unfortunately, this leaves unanswered the
question of aurhonty structures within a global CLI. While 1have iilustrated the relevance

of the ERC model for a global a,
the challenges raised by G J 3 f N indicate that the

ERC model may require m e r specification nom an operationai perspective.
In spite of these challenges the International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction has inspired a number of initiatives which may put some momentum behind the
idea of a global CLI. Most notably. the Working Group on Emergency

Telecommunications (wGET)' has completed a draft Convention on the Provision of
TelecommunicationResources for Disaster Mitigation and Relief Operations (WGET,

1996). This Convention recognizes the vital role of communicationsto the global

counter-disastercommunity and seeks to integrate international policy and regdations on
the provision of telecommunications resources for disaster management. The WGET

Convention is due to be adopted sometime in 1997, establishing the fxst international
convention on emergency telecommunications.
Although the Convention remains largely concerned with the technological
domain, it represents a fmt step toward a more comprehensive global network for disaster
infoxmation. Indeed the Working Group on Emergency TeIecommunications is itself an

ad hoc network of organizations assernbled to address the international coordination of

disaster communications. WGET may be useful to M e r develop the ERC mode1 as a
design concept by providing an operationai case snidy of international coordination in
disaster communications. For instance, the process of introducing international standards

'

WGET is convened by the UN Department of Humanitarian Affain, and includes the International
Telecornmunications Union and other international, govenunentai, and non-govemmental organizations.

for emergency telecommunications resources may have some application (direct or
indirect) in establishg communicaîionsprotocol for a globai CLI. After all, both

initiatives share the objective of teconcilhg local diversity with mutuai coherence.
However, in the case of WGET tbis is primarily a regdatory and technical reconciliation

whereas with a global CL1it rernains a cornplex combination of social and technical
elements.

Numerous national and regional CLIs are ais0 currently under development, and
the combinai experience gained fÎom developing these networks may be helpful in

establishing a global CLI. Anderson's (1992)report on the development of an integrated
network for the Australian counter-disaster community offers a starthg point. Further
studies could be undertaken to examine the ongoing development of networks such as
Canada's EPIX, or the Asian Disaster Preparedness Center. Finding from the study of

regional networks might offer valuable insights applicable to a global CLI.

The creation of a global CL1 will require an integrated framework for action, and
the ERC model can provide an overd1 design concept to guide the development of that

framework. One important strength of the ERC model is its emphasis on the assembly of
pre-existing resources into dynamic networks of communication. Incorporating the
experience of established undertakings, such as the Working Group on Emergency
Telecommunicationsor regional disaster information networks, into a larger intemet of

resources preseats one possibility of further developing an operational strategy toward a
global CLI6.4.1 Global thinking qad ladaction

The ERC mode1 is usefd from a global perspective because it offers an overaii
design concept for a global CLI. In conjunction with the communications perspective 1
have developed within this study, the ERC mode1 may provide an important 'template' for
locd development. International initiatives recogaize the importance of local development

in disaster management, emphasizing comprehensive and proactive approaches (United
Nations, 1995). However, a global CL1 such as GEMINI remains faced with the
challenge of integrating and coordinathg locai development into a mutually coherent
network.
1 propose that the ERC mode1 be developed into a more detailed set of design

considerations for a global CLI. in so doing. this mode1 may then be applied in a variety
of contexts to provide a long range set of objectives and considerations to guide the

development of locd disaster management practice and policy. Cornfort's (1994; 1996:

137) research has reveaied that a shared perspective within the counter-disaster
comrnunity is crucial for self-organization and interoperability. A detailed, forwardlooking conceptuakation of a global CL1may iead to a set of shared perspectives among
local networks and, as such, may evennially facilitate the future self-organization and

interoperability of international communication networks. Anderson (1992: 73) points out
that

...to ensure that ClT opportunities for enhancing disaster management are
not squandered, will require an intemationally respecteci, but domestically
driven, process which supports the creation of domestic capabilities, while
enabiing the benefits of extemally based resources and processes to be
realized.
1 suggest that a weU established and widely recognized model for a global CL1 may

provide a means of realizing the potentiai of new CïïS by enabiing a dovetailing local
policy and practice into an international context.

In Canada, for example, a detailed design for a global CL1could be useful in
guiding the future development of information networks under the aegis of municipal,
provincial, and federal agencies. Acting as local level coordinators, these agencies would

share a comrnon perspective for developing local counter-disaster resource networks. By
assembling these networks in conjunction with a shared design concept (Le., the ERC
modei) greater interoperability and mutuai coherence might be achieved at the regional
and international levels. Through this strategy local disaster management networks rnight
eventually evolve hto 'modular' ensembles compriseci of simiiar networks from around
the world. See Appendix 6.1 for a further discussion of the ERC model as a design
concept.

6.4.2 Locai thinkiag and giobd action

Perhaps the most revolutionary aspect of new CITS is the ease with which they
enable global networking. Not ody does computer-mediated networking bring the global
to the locd but it also delivers the local to the test of the world- With this in mind, I
would suggest that it is equalIy important for local organizations to evaiuate their possible

role(s) in a global disaster iaformation network. As 1demonstrated with the principle of
requisite diveaity (Chapter 4). a broad resoutce base is central to the strength of the ERC
model. In order to develop this resource base, organkations that have roles in the

counter-disaster community need to be aware of those roles and the other organizations
with whom they may be involved. As such, the ERC model might be used to prcmote the

establishment of proactive lines of communication intended to expand pathways of mutual
coherence between counter-disaster resources. This might eventuaily enlarge the network
of knowledge and expertise available to the international counterdisaster community.
'Self-observation' can be used to describe an organization's awareness of its place
within a disaster management network. and a self-observing organization is a potential

information resource which undentands its relationship within a global network and
actively seeks to contribute to it. An expanded design concept of a global CL1 could be
used not only to guide local efforts toward interoperability, but should also encourage

local resources to the actively contribute to a comprehensive global network for disaster

information. For instance,by highlightuig the important role of diveaity in disaster
management, the ERC model might be used to inspire interdisciplinary forums to increase

awareness among researchers and practitioners as to the availability of. and need for,
counter-disaster knowledge and expertise on the Internet/WWW. Moreover, through

these forums, discussions rnight be introduced concerning the rapprochement of
specialized systcms of communications and the creation of shared perspectives and
protocols.
One benefit of this stmtegy c m be related to funding issues. The ERC model need
not be discussed only within forums organized by the counter-disaster community.
Professional and academic associations could incorporate the ERC model into estabiished
forums in order to discuss possible contributions to and benefits from a globai CLI. The

ERC model could act a centrepiece for discussion within specialized fields of knowledge
and expertise, encouraging these fields to consider the possible role(s) they could take up

on a disaster information network. Usiag this approach. mornentum for a globai CL1
might be generated through regularly funded fonuns for information exchange.
Finally, the communications perspective developed in this snidy may help to

highlight the local responsibiiities that wiii accompany a global CLI. For instance, in
conjunction with complex systems theory, a detaiied ERC model might be employed to
raise awareness within the counterdsaster community of the efiects of noalinear
dynamics in complex networks. This will be of particular importance as global

information networks become increasingly integrai to local policy and practice, and the
need for mutual coherence becomes more evident. Nonlinearity highlights the need

understand that local actions have global impacts that may not be easily tracked or
understd, underscorhg the need for mutuai coherence. A communications perspective
for to the ERC mode1 might be further specified by continued research into complex
systems theory and the parallel and distributed processing model.

In this chapter 1 have attempted to demonstrate the relevance of the ERC model to a
global CLI. In order to do this 1compared it with a prototype design for a global CL1
residing in the Global Emergency Information Management Information Network
Initiorive (GEMINT), and illustrating similarities between approaches. GEMINI shares

important elements and challenges with the ERC model and helps to more clearIy s p i f i
the operational requirements of a global CLI. 1 have suggested that the ERC model might

be further developed in conjunction with current activities of the Working Group on
Emergency Telecornmunications (WGET) and other regional initiatives within the U.N.'s

Infernational Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction. A more developed ERC model
might tben be used as a design concept, or 'template,' to guide and encourage
development of counter-disaster networks at the local level. Local networks developed in
conjunction with such a 'template' may be more amenable to integration and selforganization at the global level.

In the conrext of new C m ,how can a comntunications perspective more
clearly specijj the emergent resource coordination (ERC) model as a
design concept cûngruenr with rhe needs of a global communications
lifeline infrastructure?

I undertook this study to answer the question above, and to try and provide some insight
into the chailenges and opportunities presented by new communication technologies in
disaster management. As such, much of this study revolved around both the power and
problems of network communications. 1adopted the ERC model because 1feel that it is a
strategy which matches the characteristics of network dynamics, and because it recognizes
the potential of communications to improve disaster management. I discovered, however,

that the model lacks a specific communications perspective, and set out to fmd a
theoreticai basis which could provide that perspective. 1then realized that the very
characteristics of the ERC model which make it such a useful strategy also make it
difficuIt to concepnialize; it needed a communications theory which could account for
functionally-differentiatedresources interacting on a multiplex and dynamic network. In

chapters four and five, 1introduced complex systems theory as a communications
perspective congruent with the ERC model. 1also found that complex systems theory
proved useful as a means of iliustrating the opportunities presented by new CITS and as
an exphnatory perspective on the coordination problematic.

When considering the challenges of a global communications lifeline infrastructure
(CLI), the ERC model proved to be a televant point of cornparison (Chapter 6). For this

reason, I suggested that it may be usefully employed to guide and encourage the
coordinated developrnent of disaster communications at the local. regional, and
international levels. I noted that the communications perspective provided by this study
contnbutes to the m e r specification of the ERC model. It does so by creating a
concepnial fkarnework to describe communication processes on dynamic and multiplex
networks. and by pointing out some of the inherentesd
ifti

in achieving coordinated

action under such circumstances. In addition, complex system theory points out that COevolution among systems cm occur on a dismbuted network, and that a reconciliation of

murual coherence and diveaity is possible through the provision of ongoing
communications and a shared perspective. I suggested that the ERC model,funher
developed, cm provide local resources with a shared vision for a global CL1 and perhaps
provide both the momentum behind its operationalization and a cornmon framework for
the integration of diverse systems into a coherent web of exchange.

These fmdings follow fiom a comprehensive discussion which addressed areas of
theory and practice in disaster communications. 1began the study with an overview of
Thomas's (1992) dissertation on emergency communications in Canada. Thomas's
research set the context for my study by providing a unit of analysis (the communications
lifeline infiastructure), a technological background, and a critical theoretical perspective
with the ERC model. 1discussed the origins of the ERC model in sociology and detailed

each element of it, describing the mode1 as a 'vimial' network of functionallydifferentiated resources. Upon closer examination, 1discovered that the coordination
component within the model is a communication problem which could benefit h m M e r
conceptual specification.
Having contextuaiized and critiqued the ERC model, 1then set out to estabiish a
communications perspective for it. In Chapter 3,1 introduced a conceptual framework to
better illustrate the communications lifeline infrastructure as a network of networks. 1
then proceeded to provide an historical overview of technologies in disaster

communications, arguing that technologicd convergence is providing a basis for greater
interoperability between communication systems. Chapter 3 tried to show how new C I T S

can provide the technological basis for operationalking the ERC model in a global

context. In particular, 1pointed toward shared protocols and sophisticated user-interfaces
as key factors in making information increasingly accessible and relevant to the counter-

disaster community. 1then described numerous applications of cornputer-rnediated
networking in disaster communications as evidence of its growing use among researchers
and practitioners.

In Chapter 4, I introduced systems theory as a means of defining 'disaster' from a
communications perspective. This followed from a discussion concerning the problems of
distinguishing disasters fiom other social crisis, and the resulting diEculties this posed for

creating a shared perspective on disaster management. The 'principle of requisite

diversity' (Wiiden, 1987) was offered as a means of drawing out the relationship between
communications and disasters; in particular, 1argued that when a communication system
faces a disruption which exceeds its represeatational capacity, a higher-order system of

representation is required. A disaster describes the point at which a systern is
overwhehed and requires 'outside' help in order to recover. The principle of requisite
diversity was also usefui in explaining the rdationship between new C ï ï S and irnproved
disaster management. In effect, the principle demonstrated that new C i T S c m expand
local coping capacity by creating extended systems of representation through global
information networks. Finally, 1examined a proposed design concept for expanding
coping capacity through information exchange and used the principle to highiïght inherent
challenges of reconciling diversity with mutuai coherence, 1referred to this as the
coordination problematic throughout the remainder of the study.
A communications perspective for the ERC model was delivered in Chapier 5.

In

this chapter 1introduced complex systems theory as an approach congruent with the
dynamic network characteristics of the ERC model. In particular, 1borrowed nonlinearity
from Chaos theory to address discontinuity and multiplexity in networks. Structural
coupling was taken from the literature on autopoiesis to describe how each functionallydifferentiated resource can be regarded as a relatively autonomous processor of
information. Second-order cybernetics was used to point out that each system presents a
unique point of observation, and may be capable of self-observation. Together, these
concepts were used to specify 'diversity' and 'mutual coherence' within the coordination

problematic. The paralle1 and distributed processing model was then introduced as a
co~nxuunications-bdmodel congruent with the ERC model, and used to illustrate the
potential for achieving coordination on a distributed network of relatively autonomous
resources.

1 retunied to the practice of disaster communications in Chapter 6 with a
cornparison of the ERC model to a prototype design for a global communications lifeline
infrastructure. The Global Emergency Management Information Netwark Initiative was

detailed, showing how it provides an operational bais for the ERC model. 1discussed

remaining challenges to coordination, particularly with respect to the problems of and
need for achieving mutual coherence arnong a vast range of international counter-disaster
resources differentiated dong specialized lines of communication. Finally, 1 proposed that
the ERC modei be M e r developed and used as a design concept to guide local

development for future integration and to encourage local participation in global

networking.
Further research in the area of cornputer-mediated networking and disaster
cornmunications might be directed toward the development of networking strategies based
on the ERC model.' For instance, a detailed survey of infoxmation needs for disaster
management could be undertaken to create 'maps' and 'scripts' for future reference and

'

A number of cornputer applications have been created in conjunction with complex systems theory.
Further research could explore their potential for dismbuted networking. For instance, Theseus is a
'network enabhg system' based on Gordon Pask's work rooted in conversation rheory (related to
autopoietic theory).

the study of emergent networks. Mapping and scripting are concepts I have taken £Yom

computing science. where they are used to describe aspects of software design (Gelemter,

1991:44). In cornputer programming, mapping refers to an 'iaformation landscape' (p.
44), whereas scnpting refers to 'a series of operations' to be carried out within an

information landscape (p.43). These concepts may be helpful in operationahhg a global
CL1 insofar as they cm point toward a method for generating muniai coherence among

diverse resources.
Mapping presents a possible method for bridging local needs with network
objectives. Mapping might take the form of information landscapes which chart the
'location' of counter-disaster resources within the topology of a network. This approach
would be useful to the extent that it could permit a certain degree of network 'topsight'
among counter-disaster resources. In other words, mapping may be useful for developing

an overd perspective of resources on a network, or in identifying unoccupied niches on
the network. A global CLI, such as GEMINI. could play a central role in the development

of resource mapping as a strategy for improving the coordination of network

communications.
Whereas mapping refen to a spatial concept, scripthg represents a temporal

concept and describes senes of operations that are carried out over time. Scripting might
take the form a recorded history of network exchanges occuning during the phases of

disasters. The objective of scripting would be to observe and record communication

patterns on emergent networks. These patterns might be useN in developing an

awareness of the 'contours of comectivity* in emergent networks, with the objective of
improving future prepareâness among resources. In other words, scripts couid document
patterns of emergence as a series of 'virtud networks.' A global CL1could play a centrai
role in the observation and documentation of communication patterns within the counter-

disaster cornmunity. The develop of historicai or context-specific scripts could then be
made available for planning and preparedness activities.

Mapping and scripting wodd be intended as rnethods for enabhg mutual
coherence within the resources that make up the counter-disaster community. If a
standard methodoiogy was developed for mapping and scripting. it is quite possible that it

could be done at a variety of levels and within a range of contexts and then merged to
create larger collections of data. If this data could be analyzed or reassembled in
conjunction with the parallel and dismbuted processing (PDP) model. it might be possible
to create dynarnic reconstructions of information flows during the various phases of

disasten. Perhaps, over time, computer-based simulations could be created by using

archived maps and scripts to improve mitigation and preparedness activities wiihin the
counter-disaster cornmunity.

Other areas of future study can be directed toward the enhancement of the ERC
mode1 and the development of a global CLI. Under the rubric of communications.

research could include cross-disciplinary studies to m e r develop the concept of

emergent, or 'virtuai,' networks. These smdies might benefit fiom a wide survey of
improvisatiooal structures in social and organizational networks.' Other areas of research
could include further study iato differences in specialized communicatioa systems and
techniques of translation acmss professions and disciplines.'

The development of a global CLI, particularly in the case of GEMINI, might also
benefit frcm a wider perspective on related international undertakings both current and
bistoncal. For instance, an analysis of other G7-sponsored projects within the Information
Society might provide usefd insight into many of the challenges facing the development of

global information networks in general. A survey and analysis of past United Nations
efforts (both successful and unsuccessfu1) to develop global networks (e.g., COMNET)
may also provide important insights, particularly with regard to the failure of past attempts
at creating international information infrastr~ctures.~

This study recognizes the potential impact of computer-mediated nenvorking on disaster

communications. I have sought to bring a communications perspective to the field in

order to assist policymakers and practitioners in conceptuaLizing and planning for a global
cornmunications lifeline inftastnictwe. 1 feel that the preseat study offers a number of
valuable concepts for understanding comrnuniçations on dynarnic neworks, such as those

'

See Mowshowitz (1994) for an example.
See Leydesdorffs (1995) work in 'Scientometrics' for an example.
See Mitchell (1994) for an example

made possibIe tfirough the intemet. As such, it can also make a contribution that goes
beyond the field of disaster communications and towards a better understanding of
network communications in general.
Tbe counter-disaster cornmunity is beginning to recognize its complex
interdependence with other social systems fiom far afield, and is also coming to
understand disasters as complex networks of events. 1would like to conclude by
suggesting that computer-mediated networking wiii continue to raise our awareness of the
interdependence of communication systerns in al1 areas of society, and that the continued
study of dynarnic communication networks may becorne imperative in order to maximize
the potential benefits of new CïïS, and to prevent growing interdependence fiom

becorning a future liability.
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The tenn 'necwork' is commonly used in cumnt discussions of new C i T S and disaster
management. Unfortunately, the term is often used only in reference to the technologicd
elements of a communication network, overloolring wi&r sucid considerations
(QuaranteIli, 1996). In this study. 1adopt an expanded sense of 'network' that

encompasses a general notion of manifold interconnections and exchanges facilitated
through communication processes. Rogers and Kincaid (1981) define communication

networks as 'interconnected individuals who are linkd by pattemed flows of information'
(p. 63). We can of course expand this definition to include social groups and

organizations. biological and geophysical processes, or even networks thernselves (hence,
the term internet. which can refer to any network of networks).' 1use the term 'network'

to embrace social, technological, and ecological connotations. 1would also suggest that
'patterned flows of information' is a phrase which refers to some notion of structure

(Rogers and Kincaid offer no cladkation), but does not necessarily preclude ongoing
changes to that structure.

The Rogers and Kincaid definition is useful because it highlights three key
elements of a network: nodes (people, resources), Iinks (patterned flows of information),
and interconnection (the relationships between nodes through links). htercomection

'

In this study, the terni 'intemet' is different from the Interner. The Internet should be taken COrefer to
the actual international neovork of networks that currently exists, ahhough this term is somewhat
arnbiguous (see: Quaneman, 1994). An 'internet' shouId be taken as a genenc concept that refers to nny
aggregated network of networks.

should be taken to refer to an array of links that may exist between numerous nodes on a
number of distinct levels. In other words. nodes in a network can feed, and be fed by.

multiple links on Mennt levels of interaction. At any given node. for instance. one array
of links for a particular range of communication needs may not be the same set of links for
a different range of communication needs. Rogers and Kincaid refer to this attribute as
multiplexiity (p. 321). It is important to note that a network can be a relatively stable

arrangement of interactions (p. 82) or an evolving arrangement of dynamic links and
nodes. In other words. a network c m also change over time as its three key elements are
transformed through complex processes of interaction (Leydesdorff. 1993). The essence
of any network is about relatimships be<ween nodes and is thus about communication in
this respect. Communication is the process whereby network relationships are initiated.

maintained, transformed. and temiiaated (Rogersand Kincaid. p.63). A network
paradigm within disaster studies and management is therefore about communications
within and between social, technological and ecological domains.

This example illustrates the possiMïties of using the Internet to provide interactive
services for emergency management.

In this example, the website provides a clickable image-map which aiiows emergency
managers to enter information into a shared database operated by the Mayor's Office of

Emergency Services in San Francisco.

This example shows the reporting form used by the Incident Tracker (accessed by clicking

on the image-map).
A password system is used to provide a w a n s of screening entries into the system.

This is the website for the California Data Exchange Center. It provides near rd-time

and archived datastreams and info~nationfor flood management activities in the State of

California Data Exchange Center
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The following two examples (next page) show near real-time datasmam.

The fust is a graphic representation of river stages for the Sacramento River in
California.

The second is a graphic representation of air temperature measured by a remote sensing
station in Sacramento. This remote station also provides real-tirne datastrcarns for
wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, and amosphenc pressure.
The third set of examples (p.176) show datatstreams available during the 1997 flooding
of the Red River in Manitoba.
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1have included this section in an attempt to more clearly illustrate Wilden's (1987: 192)

distinction between variety and diversity. I believe it is sigdicant because it makes an
important observation with regard to Zevels of coding. The prïnciple of requisite diversity
states that a system of representation must be capable of matchhg the diversity of its

environment. Rather than creating a phenorypal coding system that account for al1

possible forms of diversity (potentially infinite), Widen emphasizes that it may be possible
to create a genotypal coding system which need only address the significant kinds of

variety in the environment.

Playing-catds represent a cornplex system based on three kinds of variety: colour,
suit, and value. Combùiing colour and suit produces one kind of diversity and a set of

possible permutations (e.g., redhearts or diamonds; blackkpades or clubs). Combining
colour and value produces another kind of diversity ( e g , numbered or face cardslblack or
red). Combining a l l three kinds of variety produces a higher level of divenity and greater

complexity of possible pemutations (blacWthree/spades; redlaceldiamonds).

Rules for card games generally work by identifying the types of variety and not
each instance of possibility (diversity). For instance,in poker, 'four-of-a-kind' is a

combination of suit and value (e-g., four cards sharing the same suit and proceeding in an
unintermpted numerical order). The rules for poker do not have to stipulate each possible

permutation of this tiand-a daunting and redundant task-but only the type of varien
(suit~vdue)which makes it a legal hand. In the case of poker, ove key systems make the
game: one, the deck of car& two, the mies of the g m . Requisite diversity is achieved
when the system of representation (the mies) adequately encodes the basic forms of
variety within the system it is addressing (the deck of cards).
Speaking more generally, then, a system need oniy identify the types of variety
which are relevant to its diversity. For instance, a fire department.need not identify each

particdar incident of 'fire' in order to effectively operate. A limited number of varieties

of fmxypes (e.g., structure1combustible materialdlocation, etc.) and corresponding
appropriate management strategies can be identified. For a particular variety of fires the
fire deparunent cm be said to have enough 'requisite diversity' in expertise. Outside of

this variety, the fm department's diversity and capabilities may be challenged. Expertise
is reiated to communications insofar as it describes a specialized Ianguage of knowledge

which creates possibilities for action.

The emergent resource coordination (ERC)model offers a number of implications for the
developrnent of disaster information networks. The ERC mode1 differs from the command
and control model because
the ERC model is based on the assumption that both people and organizations
will remain viable and adoprable resources during disasters, rather than the
assumption of social chaos during disasters.

the ERC model emphasizes the value of pre-existing resources of knowledge
and expertise each of the four phases of the disaster process (mitigation,
preparedness, response, recovery).

the ERC model is based on a decentralized network of communications rather
than strictly controiied information flows.
the ERC model represents an attempt to coordinate emergent structures during
disasters rather than impose artificial control structures.

'Resources' would include public. private, and academic organizations that can provide
specialized knowledge and expertise to the counter-disaster community. The central
element of the ERC model is the eflective coordination of these resources into emergent
networks of communications. In other words, these resources would form ad hoc
ensembles of communication according to specific needs. Over tirne, these ensembles
would evolve as needs change.
A key ciifference between the ERC model and command and control is this

emphasis on improvisational stmctures. Relatively speaking, command and control places

a great deal of emphasis on hierafchical stnictures of restricted information flows. In

other words, a top to bonom fiow of authority. The ERC model. by contrast, c d s for
emergent structures, where order appears from bonon to top. Communications activities
dong various pathways form ensembles which evolve together over t h e into more
effective systems for disaster communications.
0

The advantage of the ERC mode1 is that these ensembles are not predetermined
but emergent and reflect the actual information needs of the counter-disastercommunity

rather than its perceived needs. This is important because disasters are situations of
extraordinary disruption, making advance planning dificult to detail. As a result.
improvisational structures enable flexibility of communications to adapt to the unforseen
and unexpected conditions of disasters.
Local disaster information networks might fmd practical value in the ERC mode1
as a template for development. It suggests that disaster management can be improved

through the effective coordination of communications among local resources of
knowledge and expertise. Moreover, these networks can be further embedded within
larger (i .e.. regional, international} networks of knowledge and expertise to allow local
resources to 'plug-in' to a global informatin infiastnicnire for disaster management. In
other words. the ERC model presents an approach which suggests that local capacity can
be expanded through extended communications to other networks.

Local emergency planning agencies cari take the ERC mode1 into the cornmunity as

an educationd tool to encourage public and professional o r g ~ t i o n to
s evaluate their

possible role(s) in disaster management. For instance, Emergency Preparedness Canada
could inwduce an information campaign based on the ERC mode1 to (1) give individuais
and organizations a sense of their public responsibility to a disaster information network;
and (2) to motivate activities and communicati011~which follow from that sense of

responsibility. The ERC mode1 is valuable because it can create a shared perspective
arnong local resources which then acts as a catalyst for M e r communications and action
without pre-determining the network itself. The ERC model as a template for
development should be considered a focal point for improvisation-a heuristic device for
discovery rather than a prescription for action.

The schematic diagram below illustrates how a communications Meline
infrastructure might look using the ERC model as a design concept.

r

specialized sub-neiwork al
knowîedge or expertise

disaster information inter-net

(communications lifeline
infrastructure)

This diagram shows the communications lifeline infr;istnicture (CL0 as a network
of networh, each comprised of specialized resources of knowledge or expertise (e.g,

Environment Canada as a resource for weather information). The solid Iines represent
cornmunication linkages. Communications are open and direct between al1 nodes within
the CLI, and c m take place as needed. Sub-networks might be defined by professional

function (e-g., engineering) or jurisdiction (e-g., municipal emergency organizations).
Essential to the successful coordination of the CL1 is the development of
communication pathways for mutual awmness and understanding. Each resource (or
resource network) should understand its role within the CL1 and actively seek to
contribute to it. Over t h e . communications on the CL1 can becorne more sophisticated as
experience is gained, and local resources can expand their coping capacity through
extended communication links to other resources.

One possibIe advantage to using the ERC mode1 as a template for development is
the future expansion of local disaster information networks to regionaI and global CLIs. A

shared design concept among those in the counter-disaster community rnight create a
more effective dovetailing of diverse information networks. The following schematic
diagram shows how one sub-network within a local CL1could expand the local intemet
through its CO-associationwith other networks.

.- --------------.*--

sub-network with a CO-association
beniveen two networks (e-g., search
--S.

national-level CL1

-.--------______-.----.-professional-level network (e.g.,
emergency medical services)

In this diagram, the CO-associationcould be arnong professionals in search and
rescue across national boundaries, for instance. A modular ensemble is created between

two national level CLIs through the search and rescue sub-network, and access to a much
wider range of information resources is enabled at a shared point of interface.

The ERC model presents a perspective that may be able to more effecuvely
faciliatate the inter-linkage of resources and resource networks into larger ensembles for
disaster communications. At the local level, the ERC model cm be used to draw attention
arnong diverse organizations of the possibilities created by the htemet to form modular
networks on an Iad hoc basis, and of the importance it actively seeking to contribute to
those networks h m a standpoint of preparedness.
The counter-disaster community needs to be made aware of the importance of
communication for disaster management, and the growing potential tbat electronic
networking has to expand locd coping capacity. The Internet can play a significant role in

the improvernent of disaster management provided that it is actively developed and used

by the counter-disaster community.

In conjunction with the Intemet, the ERC mode1 can be used as an educational
device to raise the profde of electronïc networking for disaster preparedness and to guide

the future development of local networks for more effective integration with regionai and
international leveI networks. ï h i s might eventually be achieved through s h e d protocols

and standards for disaster communications.
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